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Abstract 
Machine Translation (MT) systems tend to underperform when faced with long, linguis- 
tically complex sentences. Rule-based systems often trade a broad but shallow linguistic 
coverage for a deep, fine-grained analysis since hand-crafting rules based on deta~led lin- 
guistic analyses is time-consuming, error-prone and expensive. Most datadriven systems 
lack the necessary syntactic knowledge to effectively deal with non-local grammatical phe- 
nomena. Therefore, both rule-based and data-driven MT systems are better at handling 
short, simple sentences than linguistically complex ones 
T h ~ s  thesis proposes a new and modular approach to help MT systems improve then 
output quality by reducing the number of complexities in the input. Instead of trying to  
reinvent the wheel by proposing yet another approach to MT, we build on the strengths of 
existing MT paradigms while trying to remedy their shortcom~ngs as much as possible. We 
do this by developing TransBooster, a wrapper technology that reduces the complexity of 
the MT input by a recursive decomposition algorithm which produces simple input chunks 
that are spoon-fed to a baseline MT system TransBooster is not an MT system itself: it 
does not perform automatic translation, but operates on top of an existing MT system, 
gulding it through the input and trying to help the baseline system to improve the quality 
of its own translations through automatic complexity reduction. 
In this d~ssertation, we outline the motivation behind TransBooster, explain its de- 
velopment in depth and investigate its impact on the three most important paradigms in 
the field Rule-based, Example-based and Statistical MT. In addition, we use the Trans- 
Booster architecture as a promising alternative to current Multi-Engine MT techniques. 
We evaluate TransBooster on the language pair Engl~sh-+Spanish with a combination of 
automatic and manual evaluation metrics, prov~ding a rigorous analysis of the potential 
and shortcomings of our approach. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Machine Translation (MT) has been an active area of research in Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
smce the 1950s. Over the years, lnit~al overinflated expectations ('the productzon of fully 
automatzc hzgh-qualzty t~anslatzons zn an unrestricted domazn') have been scaled down due 
to the complexity of modeling the human translation process. In recent years, the quality 
achieved by MT systems is sufficient to make MT commercially viable, not as a substitute 
for the human translator, but as a possibly useful time-saving component of a translation 
process that involves other important components (such as translation memories, on-line 
dictionaries, terminology management systems and human post-editing). 
Most of the existing commerc~al MT systems are implemented based on the rule- 
based transfer paradlgm (RBMT) The main theoretical limitation of this paradlgm is 
that transfer rules alone are not sufficient to replace the real-world knowledge that hu- 
mans use to perform translation (Bar-Hillel, 1960). In addition, hand-crafting rules based 
on detailed linguistic analyses is time-consuming, error-prone and expensive. Therefore, 
commercial RBMT systems tend to trade a broad but shallow linguistic coverage for a 
deep, fine-grained analysis. As a consequence, most existing commercial MT systems do 
not perform to the best of their abilities: they are more successful in translating short, 
simple sentences than long and complex ones The longer the input sentence, the more 
likely the MT system will be led astray by the lexical, syntactic and semantic complexities 
in the source and target languages. When MT systems fail to produce a complete analysis 
of the input, their recovery strategies for rendering a translation often result in 'word 
salad' 
In this dissertation, we investigate whether it is possible to help MT systems improve 
their translations by reducing the number of complexities in the ~npu t  Instead of trying 
to reinvent the wheel by proposing yet another approach to MT, we build on the strengths 
of existing MT paradigms while trying to remedy their shortcomings as much as possible. 
We do this by developing TransBooster, a wrapper technology that reduces the complexity 
of the MT input by a recursive decomposition process which produces simple input chunks 
that are spoon-fed to a baseline MT system. In other words, the objective of TransBooster 
is to enhance the quality of existing current MT technology through a divide-and-conquer 
approach. We verify whether the reduction in complexity provided by TransBooster is 
sufficient to achieve this goal 
This thesis 1s not about the development of an MT system. It describes the theory 
behind and the deployment of a wrapper technology to be used o n  top of existing MT 
systems. This is a new area of research in MT with little related previous publications. 
Thurmair (1992) and Gerber and Hovy (1998) experimented with similar ideas, as we will 
explain in Chapter 2, but to the best of our knowledge, this is the first large-scale attempt 
to improve MT output through automatic complexity reduction. 
In order to test the possible advantages of recursive sentence decomposition for a par- 
ticular MT system, it would have been possible to design an application for that particular 
MT system by using the knowledge of its internal workings. Instead, we chose to treat the 
MT systems that were interfaced to TransBooster as 'black boxes'. This has the advantage 
that the TransBooster technology can be used on top of all sorts of different MT systems, 
regardless of their implementation or of the MT paradigm that they adhere to. 
During the development of TransBooster, human parse-annotated sentences of the 
Penn-I1 Treebank (Marcus et al., 1994) were used as input. The results obtained on this 
'perfectly annotated' input constitute a theoretical upper bound for the improvements that 
are possible for unannotated text, which has to be parsed automatically as a necessary 
step prior to decomposition. Once the TYansBooster algorithm was finalised, we performed 
experiments with the output of two state-of-the-art statistical parsers ((Charniak, 2000) 
and (Bikel, 2002)). Current state-of-the-art probabilistic parsing technology is capable of 
providing tree-based precision & recall scores df around 90% and dependency-based scores 
',, ' 
of around 80% The experiments conducted , , , ,  will show whether the possible ad\;ant&es 
thcough complexity reduction outweigh the inevltahle errors and noise introduced by even ,, 8 
the best available parsers. , -  ~ ~ , %  ~ ~ ,< 
Although the majority of th i  c6rnnierdiallji aviilabl'6 MT systems are (still) rule-based, ,,, 
- .  
. , ~ . .  
, , , ' .  , 8 . , . ,  , c .- -, ~~. , ',I % ,." 
most , , ,  of the current , research ,' in ,MT is 11 corp,us-based, , , ., with statistical ~ a c h i n h a n s l & t i o n  
, '  8 ,  1;, ' 8 ,  , ,, " , ,  ' a 
(SMT) and Example-Based Machine Translation (EBMT) ,being the predominant research , ., 
,,, 
. ~ ~. 
paradigms. Since most of the currehtly a&able da<a:d&ve;l sj;steinsL?e not able to.effi: ,= ,~ - ,- 
ciently deal with non-local syntactic phendmeia, long and syntactically complex sentences 
8 " . ,  
pose a significant challenge to both,SMT . , and EBMT. Therefore, after experimenting,w~th 
TransBooster on top of three RBM,T systems, we investlgate the effects ofTransBoosteris, 
cdrnpl~xity reduition 06 a phi&e:l;aied SMT system and a marker-based EBMT system. 
, ,  , !, , . , > , ,  , 
ln.addltion, givkn that , ?ansBoost&"is , indkpend~nt bf the incerlial bo;kii& bf its 
> - , - : , , 
. ) , '  ,, . , ' 
. . client,MT systems, it i i  posslb1e,t\jnterfac<~t ilmulta5e?!eously*with ' .  , s+eve;?l , _ MT. .+ ,' engin;?., , -, 
', ,,# , .T2 
. . 
In CK?pter '7 iye'explain. how we j adapted ~ a n s ~ p o s t e r  a s  a ~ ~ u l t i , E n ~ i n e , M a ~ h i ~ e , ~ a n s -  - ,  .,,- , ?,. :,>$ t- , 
, , 
i a t i b r i . ( ~ ~ n i ~ )  inttrface apd arialysd'its berfoi.kandi."" .',: "!! . !  , s. ~a ,i ,,>.., - , , , ,   . ,.2 
r . . Y '  , . ., '* , " , , ,  , '., - . . .,' ., I . . .  ' , P. '> '* ; ., , 
, . , . t ,  > , l , 1 .  a , . -  . -  , . ' 
, . / - 0  I .,.,' , _ 
, ,~ 
. , 
.~ 
, . 7~' - <- . , - .  - ,. 
,&. , , 
n i s  thesis is structbred as fbll'ows: ' ' . I I _ , ,  , - _  ,, . .?, , <.: . . . 6- , ,*- , , , ,  ,,,..* j , '  - 
h . ,  . '  , , , , . . , , -  ,, . , ,, ,- - i ,, ' ", '. , ' :. . , ,;) ,,,*.,, ,!',. :,\:. * ,,,;r. a,, ,s,, ~* p' 
:::. Chapter 2 ~ekplajns~the~r~tionale:offiecurslve sent nce decompositlon for:MT .and:com- : *  , , , ,> t, , >:.* 
' , , , 1 ,  
-., a$pkodcfi fg:other .MT . . - ,  ., .,  . A ' . ,  
U" ,,2 , <, " I  , . I , ,  , $ 4  ' ~ , ,' 
. . * ,  
Chapter 3 introduces the  baseline hl~,system; .used throughout this dissertation and 
I / I  .' ,. , ,  , , : ,, . . , 
explains he?+ 't' he.perfkpPapc_e - of >arisBooste; . .  - is' - ineasured. -. : 
, , .,,, ,)? * ,  . , . i . ; < i .  , , .: Y ., . -  , 
, , . '  
'Chapter 4 contaics a.general,outline~ofthe  . TransBooster,'archltect~.,: .,: ; , , , 8 ' . '. 
, , . , '8 , 7 , '+ ,, ,  ' '$ ,' / I  ,I 4 I .  , j ,  , ', , * :  ,I L', 
Chapter 5 descrihes'in ,depth ,the lconcepts , , introduced. in* chapter 4 and,'explains, , , the , , %.., .. a, 
i tecEnza$ ditails:6f two [diff6rent?~ini~ooStel impleme~tations.., 1. . ,.'. // ,,, - . , , ,  I . 
, < " t 4 , -., , " ' ' " : , ., ,>. ,, . I , , , ; , i.,, 
, - 
, , '.j 
, . 
Chapter 6,-an~+lyses.the ~p&ia$nt$l. results oi t h e , , ~ a n < o s t  ,.. output i;,c<mpa?lspn . , a ,*., , -.% 
Chapter 8 concludes and outlines possible areas of future research. 
The research presented in this dissertation was published in several peer-reviewed Con- 
ference Proceedings. (Mellebeek et a1 , 2005a) and (Mellebeek et a1 , 2005b) present the 
basics of the TransBooster architecture and show its performance with respect to rule- 
based MT. Subsequently, TransBooster was adapted for integration with data-driven MT 
systems, the results of which are published in (Mellebeek et a1 , 2006a) for SMT and 
(Owczarzak et al., 2006)' for EBMT. (Armstrong et al , 2006) contains more informa- 
tion on how the basel~ne system for the EBMT experiments was constructed. Flnally, 
(Mellebeek et al., 2006b) analyses the use of TransBooster as an MEMT interface. 
'Although most of the experimental work for thls paper was carned out by my colleague K Owczarzak, 
the background algorithms and des~gn are largely my own work. 
Chapter 2 
MT by Recursive Sentence 
Decomposition: Rationale 
2.1 Introduction 
Fully Automatic High-Quality Machine Translation (FAHQMT) in an unrestricted domain 
is considered an AI-complete problem' by many researchers (Trujillo, 1999), since solving 
this problem seems to require the equivalent of human intelligence. Instead of pursuing 
the futile quest for this 'holy grail', contemporary research in Machine Translation (MT) 
focuses on trying to make MT useful rather than perfect. 
If we are allowed to omit one of the three above-mentioned requirements ('fully- 
automatic', 'high quality', 'unrestricted domain'), then it is uncontroversial to assert that 
useful MT systems have already been achieved 
1. FAHQMT systems have been developed for restricted domains such as weather re- 
ports (Chandioux, 1976; Chandioux and Grimaila, 1996) and heavy equipment man- 
uals (Nyberg and M~tamura, 1992) amongst others. 
2. High-quality MT in unrestricted domains is feasible if the MT system 1s 'aided' by 
human post-editing (Krings, 2001). Also, the use of controlled language (Bernth 
and Gdaniec, 2001; O'Brien, 2003), designed to eliminate the maximum amount of 
ambiguities in the input, can lead to a significantly improved MT output. The use 
'A problem is defined as AI-complete if its solutlon requires a solution to  every major problem In AI. 
, , '  .. 
,. ' 
of controlled language-for internal documentation is common practice nowadays in , ,a 
many major companies (ek. SIEMENS (Lehrndorfer and Schachtl, 1998) or FORD 
(Rychtyckyj, 2002) to mention on1y.a few). 
- ., i .  !-~. . , . , , - , . , ' b 
3. Fully-automatic MT in an unrestricted domain rarely ljroduces high quality output, 
, I.,; , . , .'I.,' , d l - .  , , ,  ,- , ,~ , ~ 8 
as ohe can easlly verie when us!$? ohe of the many on-line MT en&s that populate 
> ,, , , , r , " , 8  , ,,., ,, , , I , '  , '. , , .  , , "  8 , ,  ,) ,,,,! 
the World Wide Web. Nevertheless, a less-than-perfect translation can he sufficient 
, J " , , / ,  , , . '  I * '  , , #  , . ,  I, ' 
for user int!:ested in ~. the o ta l l 'g is t  of the coitents of the source text 
, T,,7,7,,,,,,?.# ,;7,, , - ,  , , a , -  . , I  ~- , , ,  .- , *  
, , 
, , TransBooster is situated in .this third domain: it was initially designed to lmprove 
the output of fully-automatic widelcoverage MT systems. In this chapter, we motivate 
the ritionale behind TransBooster. Skctlon 2.2 contains a brief analysis of the potential 
and limitations of the most-'important ahroaches to MT. In Section 2.3, we explain-how 
.'I . 
, , 
, , 
TrahsBooster.can help MT systems improiie their 'ow~output by reducing the complejdty 
, , ,, , ' # , ,  ' '1 1 ' 
,111 , " '  
of thd input We"& Athate our ipproach witli respect to  theoth6r a$@roaLhks tb Mi' in 'J ! i 
, 2  
. - , ./.' ' , ~ 
the three-di&nsiofial MT mbdel sppde o f ' ( ~ u ,  2605) Finklly, in Sectihfi 2.4, ~$"a$4ljise ' " 
a , ;j 
, , , .  # , ,  : 4 ,  ,,;. * ,  :% 
the $ i~ l~~ i t i~s /d i f f e re l l ces  'bf'Tr.?~s~6oster Y gith p r ~ ~ ~ ~ u s l ~  pd!jlishkd h a t e d  reseL2h. '" ' "',.' . . .\a  "'Gi. J:+ 'I 
" ' .~ . , 8 1 _ , /  , , .  1 " " l . , 
., ' r d' X 7 
- ' 8  c 
. , 
, $  ' , , , ,, . , ,  , , , m  , 
2.2'- &pr&ch&s to  $TI':' ~&ii t i& gfid:$ibitatiGns:. . g . ' . ' , .  . . . : .= \% 
$ 3  i , i  ;%' d , ,  ' ,  ., , ' , IL ,,. , P  I ,  , 8,; , I ' ,I , -, , 2 , .  , ' . '. 8, .I 
~. 
:* .i +. .I,,, A ,, Approachest? MT are usual1y:categorised as?either rule+ased ( ~ B M T )  opcorpusrbase$,,: , , . . -,I* 
. . . ,  ~ *,*- 
. a 
* ( C B M T ) ~ ~ ~ ~ R B M T . S ~ S ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S  ;hand-crafted?by,"humans  : . . to pefform, translation, . . 8 ;  1; V,. , * , I . ' ,  ivherkis CBMT systems'use m?chine:leai.ningtechniques to induce-traqslation knowledge 
p '  +: .. ,, , .: . . from ' b ~ l i b g u ~ l  aligned- corporaj . Up'until' the mid 1980s, the_: vast majorlty of MT .re- , 
. .  . 
*"rZ;: . .;, ,, , , 
s % r c h / ~ ~ u ~ t i d n ' w a ~ ~ i ~ u l ~ - b ~ ' ~ d -  ~The~-followingptlir~e~-~~MT~~pproaches.are~commp~ly~ , - , - ..
distmguished2~depehding.?n' the.d&gree . of abstr?kt'ioii!of theiri=ter_mediate.represent.ation . , . . 
in the i~elllkhowii'.'va~?joiii~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ & f i ~ l ~ ; ' ~ ~ ~ r e i e ~ t e d i n  !~igure'22r$:., at .:": *I' ' . , : .  .I ,,," 8 , , 8 , .  
4 s ,  ,< ' ' ' ." '.'Y".' , l *  , , ' )  ) . , , : . ,, 
:L , '. t , . . , .' ,I, : . ,., , , , ,., , 
. , I 
D i r e c t  RBMT , .. , . , ~ i r e c t  ,, , .: MT'~~st~m~ns':li$k,a~~~kin'd, . P C  . I .,, bf i ; t te~~_e$iptestag5ss i~  , 
. ,, f:he tfan$ition,. , , . ,,,
_ , I  / I ,  
I, .. .process. After a~~ : lmi t ed i~~~~p@log ic&l  $pa!ysis.of t ~ j ~ s o u r c e  ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ e , ( S h ) , ~ ~ n t $ u c ~ , ,  
~ - * . . ~ t  -1.- -_ , ,, 2 .*,,L .-:- , " , ,  , ' i s  
. ~ ., -- ~~. * s, 
abstract awaifro%,thefact - v ,i that fG e+;lof [he tbye ap~5~axxeS, <he 'r$?$.@uld'be automa;tlcallY ~ ;- 
Induced frdh corpdpa inzead of ha$ditaded1,bj. ei&its (6 g. (~~n~~e~?andl~~lc&@d&~,200~!;, Xis $3- . "  ' ,  
McCord, 2004)), which would"~kf.e.et@m effectl;vely,,in ,., the CB$Tls?~ad1qf, @ the restlof :ps w~$; ~2 ,: ,; 
will mterpret'these approaches as RBMT' ' 8  ' 
, , 
. ,  , ,  ; , .  . ,'., , 
, I . .  > , ,. ,'I, .*' i!'l. , ' 2 ,  , ,  .,; .,," r - , -  ,7. - , , ; , ; . , , , , , ; , , , , '1. - "? 
, , . , , , ,  + , , 6 , , ,  . ,,.,,. , , , - - i  .-,;,.i.. I. u4, .r. .;., 
mrecr ~ranalation 
Souics text Target tea 
Figure 2.1: The Vauquols MT triangle. 
a translation for each SL word is selected in a bilingual dictionary and a certain local 
reordering in target might take place. Many of the early MT systems were based on 
this approach. 
POTENTIAL: 
e relatively easy to implement. 
o severe limitations in ambiguity resolution and correct word order generation. 
o limited scalability: for n languages, n(n - 1) different entire systems have to be 
implemented. 
Transfer-based RBMT 'Tkansfer-based MT systems relate source and target language 
(TL) at the level of syntax. An analysis module produces the intermediate syntactic 
representat~on, a transfer module finds a corresponding syntactic structure in the 
TL and a generation module generates a TL output. Transfer-based MT was the 
most popular research paradigm until the late 1980s. Most of the currently available 
commercial MT systems were designed based on this approach (e.g. METAL (Ben- 
nett and Slocum, 1985) or Systran (Senellart et al., 2001) to mention only a few). 
POTENTIAL. 
o improved ambiguity resolution and treatment of syntactic phenomena, espe- 
cially for closely related languages 
o improved scalability with respect to Direct RBMT: for n languages, n analysis 
and generation modules and n(n-1) transfer modules have to be implemented. 
o lack of coverage: grammars designed on crude heuristics and tested on toy 
sentences, limited lexica. 
o coverage expansion is problematic and could lead to an increase in ambiguity, 
since new rules might interfere with old ones. Danger of over-analysis and 
over-generation. 
e a huge amount of rules and extensive lexica are time-consuming to build and 
error-prone. 
o the task is much more difficult and less successful where the intermediate struc- 
tural representations differ to any great degree between SL and TL. 
Interlingua-based RBMT Interlingua systems try to incorporate a universal meaning 
representation which renders a language-dependent transfer phase unnecessary, using 
only an analysis phase into and a generation phase from this language-independent 
interlingua to produce correct translations. The problem of finding an adequate 
meaning representation for all languages is closely related to knowledge-representation 
problems in classical AI, one of the major difficulties in the field. Research in interlin- 
gua MT was popular during the 1980s and early 1990s (e.g. ROSETTA (Landsber- 
gen, 1989), KBMT (Goodman and Nirenburg, 1991), PANGLOSS (Frederking et al., 
1993)), but has now largely been abandoned due to the complexity of the task. 
POTENTIAL: 
o in theory, the solution to MT, since real-world knowledge appears to be a 
prerequisite for FAHQMT (Bar-Hillel, 1960). 
o perfect scalability for n languages, n analysis and generation modules have to  
be implemented. 
o not feasible in practice due to the difficulty of the knowledge representation 
problem. 
During the 1980s, a number of factors led to a resurgence of interest in empirical 
techniques in Natural Language Processing (NLP): (i) the symbolic, rule-based approach 
had proven insufficient to provide high-quality solutions for most NLP problems, (ii) the 
emergence of computers with sufficient speed and memory to handle large amounts of 
data, and (iii) the availability of large-scale machine-readable corpora. 
In MT, the two exponents of the empirical or corpus-based approach are Statistical MT 
(SMT) and Example-Based MT (EBMT). 
Statistical M T  (SMT) SMT uses bilingual aligned corpora and probability models of 
translation to estimate the most likely language output sentence e, given a for- 
eign input sentence f ,  or in other words argmaxP(el f ) .  In the early word-based 
IBM models (Brown et al., 1993), this probability was estimated by decomposing 
argmazP(el f ) ,  as an instance of the noisy-channel approach, into two sources of 
information, a translation model P ( f  je) and a language model P(e): 
Later SMT research improved the performance of the early SMT attempts by incor- 
porating phrases or sequences of words into the models in a variety of ways ((Yamada 
and Knight, 2001; Och and Ney, 2002; Marcu and Wong, 2002; Koehn et al., 2003; 
Chiang, 2005) to mention only a few). At this moment, SMT is the dominant re- 
search area in Machine Translation. 
POTENTIAL: 
o minimal human effort, easy to build. 
e elegant way to deal with idioms and local ambiguities, both lexical and struc- 
tural. 
robust 
o domaln specificity: highly dependent on training corpus. 
o the need for large amounts of traming data. 
o syntactically limltedl bnlj. localsyntactic phenomena can be dealt with. 
. . 
, , " "  i.; . 
Example-based MT ,(EBMT) ,,. , ,  Machine , , %slation . , ,  , by analogy. The , SL , senteye , - ,  is, 
. ~ 
split up mtp a numbe:.of chunky ?hichar$ &itched against ff?gFpnts in a,oili@&al 
I / , , , , , I 0. , <, " , (1 , . ~  -, 
aligned,corpus . ,, After idedtifying the corresponding translation fragments targeti;( 
, 8 '  , , - , , ' " , ,  ' "  ', . *>,t 
theseare reconibined intothe appippriate target text; EBMT; stafted,&it$:(~agao,, 
, A ,  : /,, > l i  
1984) but research did not take off un t~ l  the late 1980s Nowadays, it is the second I '  / .  , , 
most Important research paradigm in the field, after SMT. Cf. (Carl and Way, 2003) 
> .  
for an overvlew of recent apprpaches in EBMT. 
POTENTIAL ND LIMITATIONS. 
d similali to' SMT limitati6ns. EBMT systeniS ge'herally do not requiie as much 
. .  1 ' 
, ,& . 8 , .  
trtlinini d$ta a& SMT sistemi but'bely4dn dekpir linguistic ilifbrfnatioii;wliich' 
,, " , . , , ' .  .: . . , , , ,  . ,. L; , ' , 
might nbt he' tiivlall to'extrici , ,  , 
, ,  . ,  ' 
, * , , < , , .. " 
, ' , ,, I , ,  -r , d , > 
, " , .a ', ? 
Few MT systems are~.'.pure' impleme~ations,9ffene~of t he ,~bove : lpe~ t io~d  approaches. 
. ~ 
' , ,Often, they combine several techniqu~s ln~o,a,hybrid&lution. PSeexamp1e,:it ,,i .- , is.commo+ . , 
for modern RBMT systems to,incorp~rite, alcertain.~mo~;t;of ,statisti~al,$echniquez, - . for 
.word-sense disambiguation or the tra?slation.of,idioqs. ., . d+taifi types-bf;S,M~ systems . '<  .try ' 
to incorporate linguistit knowledge,.m; their, models (Yarnada~and.Knight, 2001;lCharniak , , 
et a1 ) 2003; Burhank.et al', 2005;-Chiajng, ,2005). Also, it is not uncommon for EBMT 
systems to'use techniqnesspecific to the SMT community (Groves and Way, 2005; Mepezes' 
, 
, , 
- .  ~- 
. --_ ._ _ -  .- _. . . . 
and Qu1rk;2005;;,ArmstrGg it~al.(:2006): - . . . . :. , , , , . . , .  ,;. - , , 
,Heated detjatesb,over, . ., whethera~part~.~lar,systein is8SMT,:EBM~,or,,~B~T,+t itscore 
are not u n c o p l m ~ ~ ' i n : t h e ~ ~ , ~ k 6 m m u e ~ t y .  . . ~. :such disc>ssions are sogetimes.motivated by 
rathersubjective.ciiteria,au8d6inot:.cof$ibut tosa!bette?.;udersta*ding.of the similarities 
'and.differences"'olf ;the# iarious.~~%;jc.iaPP$iches. >'Wu '62005) '$iovides an k1egagt, formal . 
, . . . 
solutioli 'fo! ,thLs':,pi.obldmi 4J6: scigeit.ya -. tliree?di';r?erision+'MX.model space.iiri which 
,, - 
t o  bltu;t$, MT approiches%i' that 'thei;,'diff<rences'acqi'i?e )a cleaf graphical dimension. 
. . 
T'he thiee axgs'iGthe . - MT ho$el'si;acej as  tepfesentkd i n  Figure 2.2, coriespqnd tb tiie 
i i , .* , .  1 ,  .,,. 1 , :  "I,. ' ,  , , , I .' , ." . .'" , , I , ,  ; , , 
10 
,I , ' ,, ,,.' , , ' , ,  , '. . , ",.~ ,, , ' , ' , ,  . , , , , "  ' , ., , , 
, , 
I (  , "  
schema-based example-based 
Flgure 2.2: Wu's 3-D model space for MT 
formal dichotomies of (I) compositional vs. lexical, (ii) statistical vs, logical, and (lii) 
example-based vs schema-based 
The COMPOsITIONAL VS. LEXICAL axis measures the level of compositionality in the 
bilingual transfer mles of an MT system: compositional transfer rules declaratively de- 
scribe how larger chunks can be translated by recursively composing smaller translated 
chunks, whereas lexical transfer rules dlrectly translate lexical items into their target 
equivalents. The STATIST~CAL VS. LOGICAL axis represents the extent to which mathe- 
lnatlcal statistics and probabihty are used in the MT system The EXAMPLE-BASED VS. 
SCHE~IA-BASED axis Indicates whether translation is performed based on a large llbrary 
of examples or on abstract schemata. 
Wu (2005) plots the trajectory of the hlstorlcal development of a number of MT ap- 
proaches in the 3-D model space, an adaptation of whlch is presented in Figure 2.3. In thls 
figure, RBMT systems are replesented by triangles, SMT systems by circles and EBMT 
systems by squares. The evolution in RBMT systems moves from highly compositional 
and logical systems (Locke and Booth, 1955) to slightly more lexical systems (Chandioux, 
1976; Maas, 1987), incorporating more statistics along the way (Senellart et al., 2001). 
SMT systems move from the word-based IBM models (Brown et al , 1993) towards more 
compos~tional and example-based models (Wu and Wong, 1998; Yamada and Knight, 
2001; Och and Ney, 2002) EMBT systems evolve from pure analogy-based systems (Na- 
gao, 1984, Lepage, 2005) to more lexical template-driven systems, with certan approaches 
schema-based exam~le-based 
Figure 2.3: Trajectory of historical development of RBMT, SMT and EBMT 
systems, respectively represented by triangles, dots and squares, 
according to (Wu, 2005). 
incorporating more statistics (Groves and Way, 2005, Menezes and Quirk, 2005).3 At the 
end of Section 2 3, we indicate where TransBooster is situated in this model space 
The baslc idea of TransBooster emerged after analysing common flaws of fully-automat~c 
wide-coverage MT systems, such a s  the many on-line MT systems that populate the World 
Wide Web, most of which are rule-based. Since a detailed linguistic analysis of translation 
input is potentially costly, both in terms of development and processing time, and because 
of the importance of robustness for commercial MT, wide-coverage MT systems tend to 
trade a broad but shallow linguistic coverage for a deep, fine-grained analysis. As a con- 
sequence, most exlsting commercial MT systems are more successful in translating short, 
simple sentences than long and complex ones. The longer the input sentence, the more 
llkely the MT system will be led astray by the lexical, syntactic and semantic complexities 
in the source and target languages 
If a method can be found to reduce the number of complexities in an input sentence 
before sendlng the input to an MT system, the same MT system should be able to improve 
3Cf. (Wu, 2005) for the full details 
the quahty of its output slnce a reduction in complexity, in theory at any rate, relieves 
some of the burden on its analysis, transfer and generation modules, which are often lim- 
ited to analysing local phenomena. In this thesis, we present the design, development and 
deployment of an application that achieves this desired complexity reduction by recurslve 
sentence decomposit~on. TransBooster breaks down input sentences into smaller, syntac- 
tically slmpler chunks and embeds these chunks in short context templates that mimic the 
context of the original sentence. TransBooster then spoon-feeds the resulting chunks to 
the MT system, one by one, and uses their translation to  compose an output sentence. 
2.3 TransBooster: Basics 
TransBooster acts as a wrapper technology application. it operates on top of an existmg 
'baseline' MT system, guiding its translation, as is shown in Figure 2.4. TransBooster 
splits an input sentence S into N chunks C1.. .CN,  sends these chunks for translation to 
the baseline MT system and forms the output S' by recomposing the recovered transla- 
tlons C; . . c;. 
'4-J 
Figure 2.4: TransBooster interfac~ng wlth basellne MT system 
Throughout the entire process, the baseline MT system is treated as a black box 
and does all the translation itself. In other words, TransBooster tries to enhance the 
MT system's own possibilities through a divide-and-conquer approach by reducing the 
syntact~c complexity of the mput. 
The fact that TransBooster does not presuppose any knowledge of the internal workings 
of the baseline system used, makes it ,possible to interface the program with implementa- 
tlons of any of the different M T  architectures outlined in Section 2 2. In Chapter 6, we 
. , 
present an analysls of the application of TransBooster on top of three widely-used commer- 
. ~ ' , ,  , , > ~  
cia1 rule-based systems, as well as the results , , of , Interfacing , our approach with an in-house. 
, , ,  , , :  * ' I ,  
cons~ucted phra~e~based , , SMT system. , In , . % .  Chapter & , .  7, we describe how L, TE;insB<oster .~ c&$' 
, *' , . ", . a .. ,~,:*,; .I:".:. . . , ; 
' . , . . 
beinterf?:ed with mult~ple MT engines simultapeolisly in a multi-engine MT archltedture. -. 
, ,5 8 ,  ,'! I .,,, , , , , , , " > .  , , , , , , ;, ., " 
The following examples.~llustrate the rationale behind TraisBooster, namely that ;om- 
, , , "  . ,  . , , ? ' ,  , , ; ,, ,$,' ,, " -: , ,", , " ,, ,, , 
. . . . .:, > ~. , ? .  , '. 
~- plexity reduction through sentence decomposition can lead to improved tra'ns;atatlons.' '; - 
,, , ' ' I - -  , 
Example 1 
; I., ' . I 
Compare,the transiations (English-+Spanish) by a human translator and the MT system 
, ,, ,, , ~ , - '  
',, ,, - '  
developed by SDL International4 of the example sentence in:(l) 
,, , ,  
7 , ,  
, ,  , ,  . ,  , , ,  , 
(1) Source '~isstubb~rnness &, in fact, created problems wherethey 
4, , " , dl$ii't,;$ist ' , ,,' ? , ,  . - ,  , 4 ' ' 2 ,  , ,, 
- ,  
, . 
Human tran_slator :?,he;?, su terquedad , ,,, ha.creado " ~ .~ problemas donde"etes, 
r ,, ,, ,, i,,$., " ,,,. I e.. 
no ex~stlan . .=+ Pi> 1 : , , , > -  , SDL , 'st$ terqye$i$,w, de j .  hecho, , . 10s a" probie,m$ . creados _ 1 ,., . . donde,: _, i ' C , , ,,, :'. .* ,2i 
ellos no;exlstieron? 
~. 
~ - 
'< , I~ , . - ,  ,,., , ' ,  -. . . , ; , >, , , , r .  * : ,I , !  .*i ; r  . , A,, ,,, , 
, ' , -  
. ,  In this eymple, . (  the fact .that the, auxikiary 'has' and 'the main: verb 'created' a E  ,!~ ..&* + > a  
, 
*, , -  ' I . .  , .A . -!i; ,," 
, .~ , 
, " 3  "', . , L 8' , ".' 8 ,  , f ~ ,  1 ,;l 
~, 
. , 
. > I , . ' ,  :*, ,,, ' , # , # ,  separated . A ,  by,, the, adverbial , . %. . ' . - , ,  .phrase *: , " * ? ,  .a fact' +- causes . , ,  :. , , , , ,  the .MT ,a. ,.l ;system , , ,,+ ,to . .wrong1& ,, , ,:~ ,, ,:$$ lnte~pret ,' .",+ - ,vF' + , " ,  ,:~-, , ,. ,&,* - . I  
. , 
, . ,., 
.~ . 
,#,",,I, ,,,, , , , .  ; i s  8 ' , . ,,:ha?x;ps,the main verb . and 'created' 1 .  . a ~ f s t  . . participle _I I modifier, ."  .., generating ,I , , "  .. ,, ,A . the.@roneous I ,&, , , , , tJ:j 
I b _  8 p 
tr?nsl,ations 'tlene' and 'crea*'. 
I "5"" 5% " , , i .  , , "  V . . . ! ,  ,; . 
, ,' , , - 1  , , *  P ., ', 
. , I .  . ,  , i 
Nonetheless, the MT system is able to correctly translate the shorter strl-ngs in, (2) 
, , , ,.. $ , ., : t,,, ,. \'. . ,*,;I ,I,, ,,,, ,, ," , <., I .  , ,  , 1: ' ,  
9 - 
. , I , 
".I. ';- , ' , . ~ ,  , . These strings , - ,  ,.,..,..,&. contFn ,(i: decomposed ,.-= , , . ,  . . .  parts . imS,,, of, , . r  the,input , ,., sentence (included in square brackets 
. . . , ',, , , 4 ,  , , I -  . ,  
. , 
!*=--. .L -- 
I, ,,: , I , [. . :I), embedded-ig (_# " ,, a-suitable - , . context:-As;wdl-be , . i\,, , explaiped-in 1 . . ,  , , , detail ? in . C~apte r s  ,, ,,  , - . 4i and 5 ,  . 
.I , ~ ,  
the presence of context templates n$bhking the oGginal cont-ext in which the co~nponen: I , ' ?  , , ' ' 3 ,  I . ,,, "> ' , , .'": lil " ., , , ". 8 .,,** r , ;  ,,, ' ,  - 1 ,  > , , , , # V ' ,  
/,, , strings occurred is necg~sa~y t ~ : ~ n $ u r e  a correct translation. , , , , ,, ,* r- .,r , ' ,.li , fib'.?,,',, ,.,; ,,,%- ,#,, , * ,, ' ,,( ,,,,, 
,,,,, ,:,,,, ! " , ,  , 
I,,. "I , - 4  ,, 
, , 
, , 
, , , * I  
- ~ - -~ 
~- ~ 
~ ,, 
I '!I,#. '. ' , 4http //wwwfreeiransl+tlonicom. i ' , , r  , , ,. ,, ,, : , P L , .~ . d . ,, .:,,,. , ' b ;', 
5, 
(2) a '[His stubbornness] 1s nice.',? '[Su terquedad] es agradable.' 
b. 'The man [has created] cats ' i 'El hombre [ha creado] coches ' 
c '[In fact], the man issleeping ' + ' [ ~ ' e  hecho], el hombre duerrne.' 
d. 'The man has'seen [problernk h e r e  they ilidn't exist] ' + 'El hombre ha visto 110s 
problemas donde,ellos no ellstieron].,; 
The reconipositibn'of'th4 t&slations%f the component strings results in (3). 
' 8 , , , , ,  , , I' ,. ,, ' I I 
(3) 'SU-terhuedad, de hecho, ha creadb 10s problemab donde ellos no existier&'. I , ;  
, "  , , , ,  
' , 
, ' , , I . V " , ,  , , , ' 
' ,, . 
This recomposed tfanslation is @tteQhan the originaloutput produced , , for the corn- , ; .~ 
L .  " ,  :i 
plete input strlng by the same MT system in (I,), smcethe removal of the ambiguity caused 
' * 
by the adverbial phrase 'm fact' helps the system to recognise. 'has created' as a verbal 
' 1 
unit, allowing its generation module to output the correct 'lia creado', just likethe human 
1, 
, ,  , Comparethe thnslations (~ng$sh+~erp lan )  by,a huinantranslator and , theMT ,pstem , '~ . , , , 
,: ' " , l /  
- * 
, , ('41 ' " ~ & r c e  ' .: - 'Th6.&hiir?&n, a 'lofig-time riiial~of B&$ G&te8, &&fa&' , !%a * ;  ~, . . 
. .  . 
~~. ~ 
. .  . . . 
and confident~aldea!~ ' . . 
, ,, , . "  . h , - - _ .  
~ d m a n -  translator ' " "IDer ,Vbrs;t'iende, ig la~igfkjstigeL 'Rl@lk '"bd . Ball . Ggtes, '; ' A ‘  I, )+,, ,',d 
. . '  . :I I 
,I r , I,, , i ' . , , rnag,scEnelle ~ n d ~ v e $ r ~ ~ ~ $ h e ~ ~ k ~ m ~ e ~ ' ,  ,),,, , , . . . . ,  
, 1 I , '  "!, ! : ' ! ,*  
Systran cDer Voi-. s!tzen&,  ein langfr~st?ger:~ivale"'~on B111  it;?," 
. - 
. . i 
, ,  - 
, , 
, "  . I , : ,  . ,i,,, , ' . . , ' :  ' ' ' ~ieiche .,, . - ~  fasten und vertr$~che'Abkopmen.: , , , , ,. , / ,  ,: , - , , ,,::,$ .- 
> 6 , . , , I  . , 
, , ,$ " ,: *i . * ,  ' I '  
' 
' The 'GrGblem iri the output .prodwed by'Sj.stCfan*resid~s in aiwrong homogtaph resl * /I . ,
,. , , 
' ,?,$,, , ,," 
blitidn'6f:'l<kis' zihd 'fa~t'~('l~d~s"is~i~~~~~ed:8s ti!noun.inHtead as a. v&b, .&dl 'fait;' 
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( 5 )  a. '[The chairman, a long-tlme rwal of B~ll Gates,] is sleeping.' -i '[Der Vois~tzende, em 
Iangfnst~ger Rivale von Blll Gates,] schlaft ' 
h 'The man [hkes] dogs ' --t 'Dei Mann [mag] Hunde.' 
c. 'The man sees [fast and confidentlal deals] ' -i 'Der Mann sieht [die schnellen und 
vertranlichen Abkommen].'" 
The recomposition of the component parts in (6) results in a significantly improved 
translation with respect to the o~iginal translation produced by the MT system in (4), due 
to the fact that the complexity reduction by decomposition helps the MT system analyse 
'likes' as a verb and 'fast' as an adjective, leading to the improved translations of 'mag' 
and 'schnellen', respectively. 
(6) Der Vorsitzende, ein langfr~stiger Rlvale van Bill Gates, mag die schnellen nnd vertraul~chen 
Ahkommen 
I t  is not true that complexity reduction through sentence decomposition wlll automa- 
t~cally lead to improvements in all cases. Care must be taken to spllt a complex input 
sentence a t  the appropriate boundaries and to embed the decomposed chunks in a context 
that preserves enough similarities with the original to avoid mistranslations. In addition, 
even a perfect decomposition coupled with a co~rect  context embedding will not auto- 
matically lead to improvements: if the baseline MT system does not contain alternatives 
For a given lexical item, an improved analysis or homograph resolution will not lead to 
a different translation for that item The following examples demonstrate the need for 
caution when changing the original structure of the input sentence 
Example  3 
Compare the translations (Engl~sh-tSpanish) by a human translator and Systran of the 
example sentence in (7): 
'On the differences 'schnellen/schnelle' and 'vertraullchen/vertrauI~che~ when comparing this example 
to (4) German adjectives recelve the weak lnflectlon -en m the accusative plural case after the definlte 
art~cle 'dxe', as occurs in thls example. When no article is used, as is shown the human translat~on of (4), 
they recelve the strong inflect~on -e. Bath construct~ons are correct 
(7) Source 
Human translator 
Systran 
, ,  , , ,. 
'The purses, nervous about the11 new job, handed the sur- 
geon the wrong mstrurnents.' 
'Las enfermeras, nerviosas por su nuevo trabajo, dieron 10s 
ifi'itiumkitos ihcorrectos al'cnujano.' . ' !' 
'Lasenfermera;, nervlosas sobre su nuevo trabajo, dieron a 
clrujano. Ins lnstrumentos incorrectos.' 
, , , , ,  ' ; 7 , ,  ' , , ,  
In this c a d ,  the output prod"ced -~ ,by systia; ~. is -a quite &curate a h d  well:fd&ed 
tlanslation of the original, apart from a few minor details (the generation of the preposition 
, , 
' , .,( 
'sobrk""instead of the correct '$&';?the ohissi5n ,of thk article- ':el' whiLh'leads , to ( the '  ,. i 
erroneo>s 'a cirujano' instead of the co~rect  'a1 cirujand). A possible decomposition into 
smaller chunkscould lead,to (8): " . 8 .  , , ,  
(8) a. '[The nurses] are sleeping.' + '[Las enfermeras] estin durmlendo ' 
b 'Tlieman, [nervous about their new,~obs].' -, 'El hombre,~[nervloso sabre sus nuevos 
trabajos] ' 
c. 'SUBJ7 [handed] OBJ2OBJ1.' I 'SUBJ [din] OBJ2 OBJ1.' 
d :I see,.[the surgeon] ', l ' ~ eo l  [a, ciru~app].' a !  , ' 8 j 7 ~  , , . , 
, . ,.< - ~ :, 
'~ ' 8 I 2, , 
I ' 
e. 'I see [the wrong.~pstruinents] ' --+ 'Veo.[los instrumentos ~ucorrectos] " :~ 
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(10) Source 'The a~ck~dpleaded guilty tothe corruitlon charges.' 
Human translator 'Die Ankeklagten bekannten sich zu den Korrup- 
t~o;svorwiirfen sciuldig.' 
~ogoMedia 'Dle '~n~ekla'gte; bekinnten sich schlildig zu den Korrup- 
tionsapklagen.' 
" , 
. . . .,,, ,. , , ,,m . . , ' , . , . ,  ,-$ 
As in the previous egample, the bdt& produced i y  the MT syst& is quite acceptable. 
ThB ,only mmor errors-:&e, a sl(ghtly~awkward~ word, order and the. fact that,  'corruptio$.; , 
- I  1,) ,. ~- ,, , , ( I 1  
charges' is translated as the correct but rather infrequent 'Korrup$ionsanklagen' instead 
, i i  . , . ,  . ',  , , ,.' ;, ' I ,  8 ' ,  .i , ,., ,, , i . 8 
of t he  mdik usuali~or;u~tio~s~_orwii~fennn X&erth.$kss,  the:@^ output &odd iqhi6i)e i 
high score when measured for ac2,uracy and fluency, 
' ,, , , , ..,,- 
A possible decomposition into smaller chunks could lead to (11): 
r".: ' , : ,  ' # ., , , , , ,  , . , .Y ' ' "' n/. , , '  
(11) a '[Theaccused] are sleeping.' i :[D~e'Angeklagten] schlafen ' ' 
1 b. 'The men + 'Die Manner [plad~erten].' 
[ " d l  , '  I c. 'I am [iu~lty.tb thk co;rhptiod cliarges] ' * '1;h bib [zu den ~oir"~tionsgebuhren 
1 schuldig].' 
B, , , ,,., , , ,;/, , ,_' , , , - ,  ,, ,. ! ,  , !  . . , - ,  
,~ ,, , 4 ? ,  , ,, ' , I ' ' I ,  I . 1 , _: , 
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1 Thls leads t o  the recomposed translation in (12): . : 
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decomposition, while, at the same time, trying to minimise the amount of noise produced 
by the algorithm 
The working of TransBooster is explained in detail in Chapters 4 and 5 .  The following 
is a brief resume of its working 
'DansBooster decomposes an input sentence into optimal chunks by us- 
ing a recursive algorithm that starts at the top-level node of the syn- 
tactic parse tree representing the input string and examines each node 
as it traverses the tree. The produced chunks are embedded in context 
templates which are at the same time sophisticated enough to to yield 
a correct translation of the embedded chunks, and simple enough to 
send as simple an input as possible to the MT engine. While keeping 
track of the position of the translation of the chunks in target, Trans- 
Booster retrieves the translations of the embedded chunks produced by 
the baseline MT engine and recombines the output chunks to produce 
the final result, which we expect to be of higher quality than the auto- 
matic translation of the original, complete and complex input sentence. 
We mentioned in Section 2.2 that we would situate TransBooster in the 3-D MT 
Model Space of (Wu, 2005). TransBooster is a hypercornpositional, logical and schema- 
based approach to MT that can be interfaced with any type of MT system, uslng the 
MT system as if it were an internal dictionary, as is graphically presented in Figure 2.5. 
TransBooster does not, to any extent, rely on a library of examples at run-time: therefore 
it is graphically located at the very start of the X-axis. Although TransBooster itself 
does not use statistical models for decomposition or recomposition, its input is produced 
by state-of-the-art statistical parsers: therefore we situate it in the middle of the Z-axis. 
Given that the compositionality of TransBooster is at the core of its workings and since it 
was designed to be primarily interfaced with MT systems that are already compositional 
in nature, we define it as hypercompositional and situate it at the extreme end of the 
achema-based example-based 
Figure 2 5 mansBooster in Wu's 3-D model space for MT The arrows repre- 
sent the fact that TransBooster can be interfaced wlth all types of 
basehne MT systems. 
2.4 Related Research 
During the early 1990s, research took place at the University of Leuven (Belgium) and 
Siemens-Nixdorf Ltd. to try to improve METAL (Adriaens and Caeyers, 1990; Thnrmair, 
1992), a commercial rule-based system, by manual sentence decomposition. Researchers 
were faced with the problem that, since most of the rules comprising the modules in 
METAL were designed based on simple toy sentences, the quality of the system sharply 
decreased when faced with longer sentences in a real-world scenario. Therefore, when 
testing the performance of METAL for the translation of legal texts at the Belgian Ministry 
of the Interior (Deprez et al., 1994), it was decided to incorporate a manual sentence 
decomposition module to reduce the original complexity of the sentences and boost the 
overall quality of the output The decomposition module was named 'Tarzan', since it 
was designed with simplicity and robustness as main guidelines. In a pre-processing step, 
long input sentencesg were manually decomposed into smaller chunks, some of which were 
substituted by placeholders. The placeholders indicate a certain syntacto-semantic class 
that was recognised by the METAL engine during the subsequent translation of the chunks. 
For example, sl would be the placeholder for a noun phrase w ~ t h  semantic type '+ 
human', SO for a noun phrase with semantic type '-human', aa for an adverbial comple- 
ment, etc. With this technique, antecedents, subjects, d~rect objects and adverbial or 
prepositional complements could he split off in order to create shorter translation units. 
As an example, the sentence 'Dans une reunion qui a dur6 trois heures, le directeur de 
la division a accept6 les propositions des employes' would be decomposed as indicated in 
(13): 
(13) 'Dans une reunion' (='m a meeting') 
'SO q u ~  a dur6 3 heures,' (= SO which lasted for three hours) 
'aa le directeur de la div~s~on a accept6 SO' (= 'aa the manager of the dlvision accepted 
SO) ' 
'les propos~b~ons des employes ' (= 'the employees' proposals') 
Experiments were conducted for the language pairs Dutch+French and French-+Dutch. 
Although no concrete results on the overall influence of Tarzan on the performance of 
METAL were published, two of the main researchers in the projectlo affirmed, when con- 
tacted in 2006, that the use of Tarzan was able to improve the performance of METAL 
to a certain extent, especially when long ~nput  sentences proved too complicated for the 
MT engme's analysis module to be correctly interpreted. 
Both Tarzan and TransBooster are attempts to improve the overall translation qud- 
~ t y  of complex sentences by sentence decomposition. However, there are a number of 
significant differences between both approaches: 
1. The decomposition by TransBooster is fully automatic, whereas in Tarzan, each 
input sentence is chunked manually as a preprocessing step. 
2. In Tartan, constituents are substituted by a code which is internally recognised 
by METAL'S translation modules. In TransBooster, constituents are replaced by 
'There 1s no data ava~lahle as to the exact number of words that an Input sentence had to contain in 
order to be eligible for decomposit~on. 
'O~eert  Adnaens and Filip Deprea. 
Substitution Variables that have to  be translated by a baseline MT system. In other 
words, TransBooster is independent of the baseline MT system used while Tarzan 
was implemented specifically to be interfaced wlth the METAL engine. 
In the late 1990s, a collaboration between the University of Southern California and 
Systran Ltd resulted in an experiment with a sentence-splitting algorithm to reduce the 
complexity of long input sentences for a Japanese-English MT system (Gerber and Hovy, 
1998) Based on the assumption that shorter sentences are easier to translate due to  the 
fact that they contain fewer ambiguities, a Sentence Splitter module was developed to  
decompose certain input sentences at the clause level This module was inserted into the 
translation pipeline of Systran, midway in the analysis process. Japanese input sentences 
were split into smaller units if the following conditions were met: 
1. The original sentence is a minimum of 20 words long 
2. A continuatwe or infinitive form verb phrase is found followed by a comma or a 
clause coujuuction is found. 
3. The verb phrase is not functioning as an adverbiallextended particle 
4. The resulting sentences will be a t  least 7 words long. 
In the case of a sentence split, some resulting palts were modified by adding a replace- 
ment subject to  ensure that they made up a complete, new sentence. The splitting process 
is demonstrated in example (14), glossed from Japanese: 
(14) Original input: 'In the future, increase of tho super distance aeronautical transport 
which centers on between the continents can be considered for certain, can expect to 
21 century beginnlug demand for 500-1000 supersonic transport planes with 300 seats.' 
Split input. 'In the future, increase of the super distance aeronautical transport whlch 
centers on between the continents can he considered for certain. You can expect to 21 
century beginning demand for 500--1000 supersonic transport planes with 300 seats.' 
The results of two experiments in which human evaluators were asked to judge the 
readability of translations generated from both split and unsplit input did not suggest 
that the use of the Sentence Splztter module significantly improved the original unsplit 
output, or, t o  quote from the authors: 'It zs not unreasonable to suspect that splzltzng 
sentences does not, for the current qualzty of Systran J-E output, make much dzfference 
zn understandabzlzty' (Gerber and Hovy, 1998). They cite as possible reasons for this 
unexpected result. (i) the set-up of the testing procedure, (ii) possible flaws In the selection 
of sentence-splitting points, and (iii) the relatively low overall output quality of the baseline 
system. 
The Sentence Splztter module significantly differs from TransBooster in a number of 
important aspects. 
1. The Sentence Splztter module was plugged into the analysis phase of a spec~fic om- 
mercial MT system (Systran), whereas, in our approach, the entire commercial MT 
system is interfaced to TransBooster w ~ t h  the sole purpose of returning translations 
from input chunks. The analysis of the original sentence, the decomposition Into 
optimal input chunks and the recomposition of its translations are done by Trans- 
Booster itself 
2. The Sentence Splztter module only focuses on splitting sentences at clause level. 
3. Unlike in TransBooster, the decomposition of the Sentence Splztter module is not 
recurslve: it stops as soon as the algorithm has identified possible clause boundaries 
Note that TransBooster was conce~ved independently from both Tarzan and Sentence 
Splztter The Idea behind TransBooster or~ginated prior to learning about the ex~stence 
of the research mentioned in this section. 
2.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have motivated the rationale behind TransBooster. After giving a brief 
overview of the most Important MT paradigms, we explained the basic idea underlying 
our approach, namely that a recurslve complexity reduct~on at the input side can lead 
baselme MT systems to improve on their own output. We compared the TransBooster 
approach to other MT paradigms by situating it in the three-dimensional MT model space 
of (Wu, 2005) F~nally, we compared our approach to relevant related research. 
Chapter 3 
Methodology: Baseline MT 
Systems, Development Phases, 
EvaPuat ion 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we outline the methodology used throughout the rest of this dissertation. 
In Section 3.2, we briefly describe the baseline MT systems that were interfaced with 
TransBooster. We provide more information on the format of the input Into the decom- 
position algorithm in Section 3.3. Finally, in Section 3.4, we explain how the performance 
of TransBooster is evaluated. 
3.2 Baseline MT Systems 
The idea of TransBooster originated after analysing common flaws of freely available, on- 
line MT systems, most of which are rule-based. Therefore, as a first obvious choice, we 
decided to interface TransBooster to several commercial rule-based systems: LogoMedia, 
Systran and SDL. These systems were selected based on their relevance on the translation 
market (Hutchins et a1 , 2006), their overall quality and the availability of the language 
pair that we required for testing (English-+Spanish). We initially experimented with a 
fourth on-line MT system, PromT1, but decided not to proceed with this system in a later 
stage of the project in order to scale down the experiments to a manageable size. 
Initial translations were performed by accessing the systems on-line. Since all systems 
restrict the size of input files for on-line processing, each time a translation was needed, it 
was necessary to spht the Input into a number of smaller files, upload the files onto a web 
server, access the translation engines with a script executing WGET2 in batch-mode and 
assemble the output. In order to speed up this process and to avoid occasional failures of 
the on-line engines, we acquired academic licences for the in-house use of LogoMedia and 
Systran It was not possible to acqulre the engine of SDL, so we continued with accessing 
the SDL engine on-line. 
Despite the fact that most commerc~al wide-coverage MT systems are rule-based at 
present, it is mteresting to ver~fy the effect of a TransBooster approach on top of CBMT 
systems as well, since most MT research today is corpus-based. Some of the major dif- 
ficulties that data-driven MT systems face (e.g. word order issues, ~nability to capture 
long-distance dependencies) relate to them lack of syntact~c knowledge. Since SMT and 
EBMT are the two major exponents of the data-driven approach to MT, we examlne in 
Chapter 6 whether the syntactically-driven decomposition algorithm of TransBooster is 
able to  improve the output of an SMT and an EBMT system. 
The baselme SMT system that we used is an m-house constructed phrase-based SMT 
system (English+Spanish) using the Giza++ alignment tool (Och and Ney, 2003), the 
SRI Language Modeling Toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) and the Pharaoh decoder (Koehn, 2004). 
The system was trained on data from the English-Spanish training section of the Europarl 
corpus (Koehn, 2005). More deta~led information on the construction of the SMT system 
is prov~ded in Chapter 6. 
The baseline EBMT system that we used IS the NCLT's3 marker-based MATREX 
system (Armstrong et a1 , 2006). More information about this system will be provided 
dur~ng the discussion of the experimental setup for the EBMT evaluation in Chapter 6. 
The core components of TransBooster are language-pair independent, on the condition 
'http.//www e-promt corn 
'WGET is a free software package for retnevmg files using HTTP, HTTPS and FTP. 
http.//www gnu.org/saftware/wget 
3Nat~onal Centre for Language Technology, Dublin City University. 
that the input is parsed into a structure similar to the one used in the Penn-I1 Treebank.4 
Only a limited number of modules in the program rely on language-specific material5 
However, for evaluation purposes, a specific language-pair had to be selected. We chose 
to evaluate our system on the language pair English-Spanish since (i) this commercially 
relevant language pair IS implemented by most on-line MT systems, (11) a large amount of 
training data (Koehn, 2005) is available for the construction of CBMT systems, and (in) 
the developer is familiar with both languages. 
3.3 Development Phases 
In the first phase of the project, we used as input data to TransBooster an existing treebank 
resource, the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) section of the Penn-I1 Treebank (Marcus et al., 
1994), containing about 1,000,000 words and 50,000 trees/sentences. The Penn Treehank 
is the largest available human parse-annotated corpus of English, and has been used as the 
standard test and training material for statistical parsing of English. Since the linguistic 
structure of the sentences in the Penn Treebank has been constructed/revised by human 
annotators, it is considered to he near perfect. In other words, using the parsoannotated 
Penn-I1 sentences as input data is equivalent to uslng a hypothetical TransBooster system 
with a 'perfect' analysis module that does not introduce any noise. Therefore, the results 
that we obtain for these 'perfectly annotated' sentences will yield a theoretical upper 
bound for the improvements that are possible with our approach based on automatically 
parsing new unannotated text 
In the second phase of the project, we experimented with a number of existing parsing 
methods to analyse previously unseen sentences. The resulting analysis serves as input 
to the decomposition algorithm developed during the first development phase Since the 
output format of most state-of-the-art statistical parsers differs only slightly from the Penn 
Treebank annotation, the maln structure of the decomposition algorithm remains valid. 
The main research question here is to find out whether the best possible parser-based 
4Current state-of-the-art Penn-I1 tra~ned probahtl~stlc parsers (Collins, 1999; Charniak, 2000, Blkel, 
2002) produce this type of output structure 
5Cf Table F 1 m Appendlx F for an overmew of languagedependent vs. language-independent e l e  
ments in TransBaoster 
analyses are good enough for 'IkansBooster to improve translation scores with respect to 
the baseline systems. Or, in other words, is the TransBooster architecture resistant to  the 
inevitable errors and noise introduced by even the best available parsers? Current state- 
of-the-art probabilistic parsing technology is capable of providing tree-based precision & 
recall scores of around 90%. We conducted experiments with (Charniak, 2000) and (Bikel, 
2002), the results of which are analysed in Chapter 6. 
3.4 Evaluation 
In this section, we explain how the performance of TransBooster is evaluated. First, we 
briefly analyse the automatic evaluation metrics that will be used and explain our manual 
evaluation standards. We then motivate the characteristics of our test set and outline how 
it was constructed 
3.4.1 Evaluation Metrics 
During the past few years, the use of automatic evaluation metrics has become widespread 
in the MT community Unlike traditional manual evaluations, usually based on a combina- 
tion of accuracy and fluency (White and Connell, 1994; Hovy, 1999), automatic evaluation 
metrics are fast, cheap and provide an objective framework for comparison Led by the 
success of the Word Error Rate metric in the evaluation of speech recognition systems, MT 
researchers have come up with a plethora of automatic, string-matching based, evaluation 
metrics in their own field: WER (Word Error Rate) (NieOen et al., 2000), RED (Akiba 
et al., 2001), BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), NIST (Doddington, 2002), P E R  (Position in- 
dependent Word Error Rate) (Leusch et al., 2003), GTM (Turian et a1 , 2003), the metric 
by (Babych and Hartley, 2004), ROUGE (Lin and Och, 2004a), METEOR (Banerjee and 
Lavie, 2005). All previously cited metrics have in common that they evaluate the output 
of an MT system against a number of reference translations, based on the rationale that 
the more similar an MT output is to an expert reference translation, the better it is. The 
individual metrics differ in the algorithms used to compute the similarity score. 
Although the outcome of an automatic evaluation metric is meaningless in itsela 
'That 15, an absolute BLEU score of 0 23, for example, without ~nformatlon on the set of reference 
and mgram-based met~ics have been shown to favour SMT systems over rule-based ones 
(Callison-Burch et al., 2006), automatic evaluation metrics are useful for MT development 
and comparative evaluations between MT systems of the same kind.' Even though very 
few researchers nowadays question the usefulness of automatic .MT metrics, especially for 
the day-to-day development of MT systems, automatic metrics are not, and were never 
designed to be, a substztute for human assessment of translation quality. The developers 
of BLEU, one of the earliest and best known metrics in the field, state: 
'We present thls method as an automated understudy to skilled human 
judges which substitutes for them when there is need for qu~ck or frequent 
evaluat~ons.' (Papineni et al., 2002) 
Therefore, it remains indispensable to evaluate the output quality of TkansBooster 
using human judges. 
In what follows, we briefly describe the three (widely-used) automatic evaluation me- 
tries that are used in this dissertation and explain our standards for human evaluation 
3.4.1.1 BLEU 
The BLEU8 metric (Papineni et al., 2002) compares MT output with expert reference 
translations in terms of n-gram statistics. The metric calculates the geometric average of 
a clipped unigram to bgram precision and applies a length penalty for translations that 
are too short. The details of the metric are shown in equation 3 1. 
As an exampleQ, consider the candidate MT output10 in (15): 
(15) 'It is a guide to action which ensures that the military always obeys the commands of 
the party.' 
translat~ons or the type of MT system used, is not ~nfarmative about the output quality of the system. 
'Automatic evaluat~on metrics have been shown to correlate wrth human judgements when statistical 
MT systems are compared (Doddington, 2002; LI, 2005). 
'In th~s dissertat~an, we used BLEU version lla. 
gMast of the examples in thls sect~on are adapted from (Papineni et a1 , 2002) 
"The source language is not relevant for evaluation purposes 
(the number of mgrams in sentence I ,  in the translat~on bnng evaluated,) 
(w~th a matching reference co-occurrence in sentence 1 
where p, = 
- /the number of mrrams in sentence 1, m the\ 
J 
4 (translatlan bang-evaluated 
u, = N-' 
I 
N = 4 
Lf,f BP = naz (- - I ,O) Lava 
L:,, = the number of words in the reference translation that is closest in length 
to the translation begin scored 
L,,, =the number of words in the translatlan being scared 
We will calculate the BLEU score of (15) against the three human reference transla- 
t ~ o n s  in (16): 
(16) a. 'It is a guide to action that ensures that the military will forever heed Party commands.' 
b. 'It is the guiding principle wh~ch guarantees the military forces always being under the 
command of the Party.' 
c. 'It is the practical guide for the army always to heed the direct~ons of the party' 
Of the 18 unigrams present in the candidate sentence (15), 17 are found in one or 
more of the reference translations. Therefore pl = $. Likewise, we find that for bigrams, 
7 pz = 8, for trigrams, pg = and for kgrams, p4 = &. Also, Lays = L:,f = 18 i BP = 
max (2 - 1,0) = 0. Therefore 
BLEU = exp wnlog(pn) L1 ) 
= exp 
log(#) + los(fi) + log(&) + log(&) 
4 
It is important to mention that the n-gram precision score of a given candidate trans- 
lation 1s clipped to the maximum of n-gram occurrences in any single reference translation 
to avoid over~nflated n-gram scores, as is shown in (17): 
(17) Cand the the the the the the. 
Refl: cat is on mat. 
Ref2. There is a cat on the mat. 
In (17), the candidate translation would obtain a non-clipped unigram precision of 717. 
By not allowing more n-gram matches than the maximum number of n-gram occurrences 
in a reference translation, this precision is modified to a much more reasonable unigram 
precision of 217 for this improbable translation. 
Candidate translations which are too short are penalised by subtracting a brevity 
penalty BP = max (2 - 1,0) from the clipped precision count. In (la), we see a can- 
dldate sentence in which xZl w,log(p,) = 0 due to a clipped unigram to 4-gram precision 
of 100%. Without taking the brevity penalty of max (T - 1,O) = 2.25 into account, the 
BLEU score of the candidate sentence would be a 'perfect' score of exp(0) = 1 The use of 
the brevity penalty reduces this number to a much more reasonable exp(-2.25) = 0.0056. 
(18) Cand. Th~s is an example. 
Refl: This is an example of the use of the brevity penalty in BLEU 
As with human judgements, scores for individual sentences can vary from judge to  
judge, so evaluation is normally performed on a reasonably large test set." Since standard 
BLEU calculates a geometrzc average of unigram to bgram precision, a sentence without 
any 4-gram match with the reference translations, will not contribute to the overall score 
of the test set, despite possible successful unigram to trigram matches in the sentence. 
Therefore, BLEU is known to correlate better with human evaluations of fhency than of 
accuracy (Lin and Och, 2004b). 
3.4.1.2 NIST 
The NIST12 metric (Doddington, 2002) is a variant of BLEU which uses an arithmetic 
average instead of a geometric average of n-gram counts, weights more heavily those n- 
grams that are more informative and uses an improved sentence length penalty. Details 
of the NIST metric are shown in equation 3.2. 
"BLEU scores of less than 200 sentences are rarely published 
121n this d~ssertation, we used NIST version l l a  
C Info(w1 w,) 
all w l .  w, that 
C (1) x BP (3 2) 
all WL w, in 
SJ.8 output 
the # of occurrences of wl 
where I n  f o(w2 . w,) = log2 the # of occurrences of WI . . . w, " " - I >  
4 = a factor to make BP = 0 5 when the # of words in the system output is $ of the average 
# of words in the reference translation 
N = 5 
- 
L,,f = the average number of words in a reference translat~on, averaged over 
all reference translat~ons 
La,, =the nurnher of words in the translat~on bang  scored 
The informativeness of an n-gram is expressed by its information gain Info(wl . . . w,), 
which is higher for n-grams that occur less frequently. For example, consider the imaginary 
one-sentence corpus in (19) 
(19) 'The whlte man in the white truck followed the white rabbit in San Francisco' 
The information gain of a collocation as 'San Francisco' with respect to the unigram 
'San' is Info(San Francisco) = log2 (i) = 0, since 'San' and 'Francisco' always co-occur 
in the corpus. The information gain of the bigram 'white rabbit' is Info(white rabbit) = 
log2 (P) = 1 58. Therefore, a match in a reference translation of the more informative (or 
less likely) bigram 'white rabbit' will contnbute more to the overall NIST score than a 
match of the less informative (or more likely) bigram 'San Francisco'. A downside to  this 
approach is that certain valuable higher order n-gram matches will not contribute to  the 
NIST score if their information gain is zero, which is not unlikely. Zhang et al. (2004) 
show that 80% of the NIST score for a typical MT system comes from unigram matches, 
the main reason being that the information gain of lower-order n-grams is typically higher 
than the information gain of higher-order n-grams. Therefore, NIST is known to correlate 
better with human evaluations of accuracy than of fluency. 
* 
reference text 
Figure 3.1: Bitext grid illustrating the relationship between an example candi- 
date translation and its corresponding reference translation Each 
bullet or 'hit' indicates a word contained in both the candidate and 
reference texts 
3.4.1.3 GTM 
The General Text Matcher (GTM13) metric (Turian et al., 2003) was developed to express 
MT evaluation in terms of the standard measures of precision and recall, which according 
to the authors, are more intuitive than BLEU or NIST. For a given set of candidate 
items C and a set of reference items R, precision and recall are defined in (3 3) and (3.4) 
respectively: 
The precis~on/recall of a translation with respect to a reference translation can be 
graphically represented as a bitext grid as in Figure 3 1, in which each bullet or 'hit' 
represents a word in common between the reference translation on the X-axis and the 
candidate translation on the Y-axis. In order to avoid double counting14, (Turian et al., 
2003) replace the concept of a 'hit' by a 'match', defined as the subset of hits in the 
grid, such that no two hits are in the same row or column. In Figure 3 1, matches are 
represented by hits in a shaded area They then define the precision/recall of in terms of 
131n this d~ssertation, we used GTM version 1 2  
I4~or example, there are two hrts for block A, but only one is relevant to calculate prems~an/recall 
the Maximum Match Size (MMS) between candidate and reference texts 
As an example, the MMS for the grid in Figure 3.1 is 8 (calculated by summing the 
sizes for the individual smaller matchings of 1, 4 and 3, as indicated by the shaded areas 
in the grid), the length of the cand~date text is 8 and the length of the reference text is 9, 
so precision in this case is 818 = 1.0, whereas recall is 819 = 0.89. 
In order to reward correct word order in addition to individual matches, contiguous 
sequences of matching words ('runs') are weighted according to their length, so that the 
MMS between candidate and reference texts is redefined as in (3.7): 
MMS = l eng th (~zm)~  
/7un8 
After identifying the runs (hits occurring diagonally adjacent in the grid running pa- 
rallel to the main diagonal) and corresponding aligned blocks of the two candidate texts, 
as indicated by the shaded areas in Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b), we can use the formula in 
equation 3.7 to calculate the MPlS for each candidate text and their corresponding preci- 
sion and recall scores. Looking at Figure 3.2, the MMS for the candidate in Figure 3.2(a) is 
J I Z  + 42 + l2 + l2 + l2 zz 4.5 and \/I2 + 42 i- 32 = 4.9 for the candidate in Figure 3.2(h), 
g~ving Figure 3.2(a) precision of 4.518 = 0 5625 and recall of 4.519 = 0.5, whereas Figure 
3.2(b) scores a higher precision of 4.918 = 0.6125 and higher recall of 4.919 = 0.5445, 
reflecting the higher quality of this particular candidate text. 
The GTM metric can easily be extended to multiple reference translations by con- 
catenating the various reference texts into a single grid with minor adaptations (Turian 
et al., 2003). The final GTM score is expressed as the harmonic mean or F-score (van 
Rijsbergen, 1979) of precision (P) and recall (R) in equation 3.8: 
reference text reference text 
(4 ( b )  
Figure 3.2: Bitext representing two different candidate texts for the same ref- 
erence text. The MMS in Equation 3 7 rewards the better word 
order in candidate text (b) by weighting each contiguous sequence 
of matchmg words by their length, which is indicated by the greater 
surface of shaded area in (b) 
2PR GTM = -
P + R  
3.4.1.4 Statistical Significance 
The statistical significance of the results mentioned in this thesis that were obtained by 
the previously mentioned metrics was established in each case in a 95% confidence interval 
using bootstrap resampling on 2000 resampled test sets (Davison and Hinkley, 1997). In 
cases where the obtained results were found not to be statistically significant, an expla- 
nation is provided. If no explicit mention of statistical significance testing is made, the 
results are statistically significant. 
3.4.1.5 Manual Evaluation 
In a recent study on manual and automatic evaluation of Machine Translation (Koehn 
and Monz, 2006), the suggestion was made to replace the traditional absolute human 
evaluationsi5 by a relatzve, ranked evaluation for comparative purposes. This is motivated 
by the fact that it is often difficult for human judges to adhere to the same criteria while 
evaluating a test suite and that, on an absolute scale (e.g. 1-5), they tend to choose the 
'safe' middle value (e.g. 3),  neglecting smaller but still important differences between 
translations. Smce we are interested in the performance of TransBooster with respect to  
150utput sentences are usually graded far accuracy and fluency on an absolute scale, far example, from 
1 (very poor) to 5 (perfect). 
the individual baseline systems, we decided to use this new comparative, relatzve evaluation 
method. Therefore, when conducting the evaluations reported in Chapters 6 and 7, the 
human judges were asked to select, for each sentence pair < lhZnsBooster output - Baseline 
M T  output>, the better translation (if any), both in terms of accuracy and fluency. 
3.4.2 Experimental Set-up 
In order to evaluate the output quality produced by TransBooster, we constructed an 
800-sentence test set (with sentence length between 1 and 54 words, ave. 19.75 words) 
from Section 23 of the Penn-I1 Treebank. This t a t  set is composed of the 700 sentences 
In the PARC-700 dependency bank (King et al., 2003), the 105 sentences in the DCU-105 
dependency bank (Cahill et a1 , 2004) and 17 sentences, randomly selected from Section 
23 of the Penn-I1 Treebank to make up for overlapping sentences in the PARC-700 and 
DCU-105. We preferred to join 2 previously existing test sets over constructing an entirely 
new set because of the wide acceptance and usage of these test sets in the dependency 
parsing community. 
In order to construct a set of gold standard human reference translations for the au- 
tomatic MT evaluation metrics, we had the 800-sentence test set translated into Spanish 
by 4 native translators who had graduated from the School of Applied Language and In- 
tercultural Studies (SALIS) at Dublin City University. All 4 translators were presented 
w ~ t h  200 input sentences, randomly selected from the test set. We had previously trans- 
lated each of these sentences by one out of 4 MT engines (LogoMedia, Systran, SDL and 
PromT), in a random order. This MT output was also presented to the translators. The 
translators were asked to use (parts of) the MT output if considered useful and to evaluate 
the quality of the Machine Translation by giving each sentence a score between 5 (very 
useful) and 1 (useless), as is shown in Table 3.1. 
Although most human evaluations of Machine Translation involve computing an aver- 
age between two scores, one score measuring the quality of the target language sentence 
(fluency), the other measuring the semantic similarity between output and input (accu- 
racy) (Hovy et al., 2002), we chose to use only one score so as not to burden the translators 
Score I Meanlng I Cnteria 
and distract them from their main task (to produce a perfect translation of the input sen- 
tence, with or without the help of MT). The score we used roughly measures the reqn~red 
amount of post-editing, which is a practical measure of quality and includes both concepts 
of accuracy and fluency. Although the main goal was to obtain 'perfect' human transla- 
tions of the test set, the MT evaluation also gave us an ~nitial idea of the strength of the 
different MT engines. 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
To ensure that all translators would perform this task in a coherent fashion and to  
facilitate the retrieval of the results, we built an interactive web page that the participants 
very useful 
useful 
Table 3.1: Extract from the instructions for the translation of the test set. 
neutral 
not really useful 
useless 
could access at any time to do the translations and review/modify their input if necessary 
Part of this web page is displayed in Figure 3.3. 
'I copied the entire translation and made minor changes.' 
'I found most elements in the translation useful ' 
'I found some elements in the translation useful.' 
'I found few elements in the translat~on useful.' 
'I found nothing or almost nothing in the translation useful.' 
Given that, in many cases, several correct translations exist for a source language 
sentence, it is preferable to provide automatic MT evaluation metrics with more than one 
reference translation. In (Zhang and Vogel, 2004), the authors investigate the effect of 
increasing the number of reference translations on the precision of several automatic MT 
evaluation metrics. As is to he expected, they find that a higher number of reference 
translations results in a narrower confidence interval, i.e. it increases the precision of the 
metrics. They also investigate the effect of increasing the testing data size on the precision 
of the metrics. Interestingly, they find that adding an additional reference translation 
compensates for the effects of removing 10-15% of the testing data on the confidence 
interval. Therefore, although both increasing the size of the testing data as well as using 
more reference translations increases the precision of the evaluation metrics, it seems 
more cost-effective to use more test sentences than to  increase the number of reference 
translations. 
In other words. the confidence interval of the evaluation metrics narrows down more 
I 
, - . . . - . . . . -. .-- - -- -- 
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Figure 3 . 3  A sectlon of the web page for translators to construct the gold 
standard reference translations. 
by using SO0 test sentences with one reference translation, than, for example, 200 test 
sentences with four reference translations. This explains why, faced with the question 
whether to maximise either the test data size or the number of reference translations 
given a fixed budget for translations, we chose the first alternative. Moreover, the use of 
a larger test set allows us to evaluate a larger variety of syntactic phenomena. 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have Introduced the baseline MT systems used in this thesis and 
have explained how we will evaluate the performance of TransBooster with respect to 
these systems. The baseline systems are three widely-used commercial RBMT systems, 
one in-house constructed SMT system, and one research-or~ented EBMT system. The 
performance of TransBooster wlll be measured on an 800-sentence test set extracted from 
Section 23 of the Penn-I1 Treebank, based on three standard automatic evaluation metrics 
and a comparative manual evaluation 
Chapter 4 
TransBooster Architecture: 
Out line 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter introduces the concepts necessary to  understand the technical details of 
TransBooster, which are explained in depth in Chapter 5. There are two main sections 
In this chapter. Section 4.2 contains an outline of the TransBooster architecture and 
~llustrates the application of parts of the algorithm on several example sentences. In 
Section 4.3, wc introduce the concept of Substztutzon Varzables and report the results of 
a preliminary experiment conducted to determine the suitability of various Substitution 
Variable schemata 
4.2 Outline 
This section contains an outllne of the basic TransBooster architecture and introduces the 
associated terminology that will be used throughout the rest of this dissertation. 
TransBooster takes as input a Penn Treebank-like syntactic analysis. In a first step, 
the input tree is flattened for further processing (Section 4.2 1). This is done by chunking 
the input tree into a pzvot (Section 4.2.2) and a number of satellzte chunks (Section 4.2.3). 
In  the next step, the satellite chunks are substituted with simple replacement strings that 
reduce the complexity of the origlnal input (Section 4 2.4). This simplified string is sent 
to the baseline MT engine for translation, which renders the translation of the pivot and 
the location of the satellites in target. If the identified satellite chunks are deemed simple 
enough for translation, they are embedded in a context template mimicking the original 
context and translated by the baseline MT system (Section 4.2.5). The entire process is 
recursively applied to each chunk considered too complex for direct translation (Section 
4.2 6). In a final step, after the entire input string has been decomposed into N chunks 
C1 . . . CN and all chunks have been translated in simplified contexts, the output is formed 
by recombining the chunk translations 
We will illustrate each stage in the process with the example sentence in (20): 
(20) 'The chairman, a long-time rival of Bill Gates, likes fast and confidential deals.' 
The translation (Engl1shiSpanish) of (20) by Systran is (21): 
(21) 'El presidente, rlval de largo plazo de Bill Gates, gustos ayuna y 10s repartos confiden- 
ciales.' 
In (21), the MT system erroneously analyses the verb 'likes' as a noun (--tigustos') and 
identifies the adjective 'fast' as a verb (i 'ayuna'),  which renders the output unintelligible. 
In the following sections, we will demonstrate how TransBooster can help the baseline MT 
system improve its own output translation. 
4.2.1 Flattening Penn-I1 Trees into TransBooster Trees 
In order to prepare an input sentence for processing with TransBooster, the Penn-11-style 
tree for that string is flattened into a simpler structure consisting of a pzvot and a number 
of satellztes. The pivot of an input constituent consists of the grammatical head of the 
const~tuent but can optionally contain additional lexical items in cases where we consider 
it necessary to treat the head and the additional items as a single unit for safe translation 
(cf. Section 4 2 2). Basically, the pivot is the part of the input string that has to remain 
unaltered during the decomposition process. The expression satellites is an umbrella term 
for the pivot's argument and adjunct constituents. 
After flattening the input tree into a TransBooster tree, we obtain the structure in 
Flgure 4.1. T h ~ s  tructure is the input to the decomposition algorithm. 
Flgure 4.1. Flatten~ng a Penn-I1 tree into a TransBooster tree. I = number of 
satellites to left of p~vot r = number of satellites to rlght of pivot. 
As an example, consider the Penn-11 tree in Figure 4.2. After finding the pivot 'likes' 
(cf. Section 4.2 2) and locating the satellites 'the chairman, a long-time rival of Bill Gates' 
and 'fast and confidential deals' (cf. Section 4.2.3), we obtain the flattened structure in 
(22), graphically represented in Flgure 4.3. 
A NP-SBJ 
A vBA NP 
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Figure 4.2. Penn-I1 tree representation of 'The cha~rman, a long-trine rival of Bill 
Gates, hkes fast and confidentla1 deals ' 
(22) [The charman, a long-time rlval of B~ll Gateslsa~,  like^],,,,^ [fast and confident~al deals I s a ~ ,  
ptvot A l l L  A fmt and confidentlal deals 
The charman, a long-tune rival of Blll Gates 
Figure 4.3: Flattened TransBooater tree obtained from Penn-I1 structure in 
F~gure 4 2 
4.2.2 Finding the Pivot 
In order to identify the pivot of the input chunk, we first compute the chunk's head. 
We use the head-findlng rules of (Cahill, 2004), which are an adaptation of the head- 
lexicalised grammar annotation scheme of (Magerman, 1995) and (Collms, 1999). These 
rules identify the head of a constituent by traversing the list of its daughter nodes from 
left to  right (head-initial) or right to left (head-final) and Lly to match each daughter node 
to a previously established list of head candidates ' 
The pivot of a local tree is often identical to the string formed by the terminal nodes 
dominated by its head, but in certain cases, in addition to the head, some of its rightmost 
neighbours are included, where we conslder it too dangerous to translate either part out 
of context. An example is the use of auxiliaries, as in Figure 4.4. Here the pivot extracted 
by TransBooster is 'might have to buy'. 
M D  
.Ah, i\ 
VB 
h. i\ 
NP-SBJ 
- N ~ N %  A 
I TO 
'-2 io  
VB 
I 
buy A PP 
A IN-P 
DT J J  
I I .I" df A 
a large quant,ty I 
sugar 
Figure 4.4. Penn-I1 tree representat~on of 'might have to buy a large quantity of 
sugar ' 
Another example is an ADJP whose head dominates a PP, as in Figure 4.5. Here the 
pivot established is 'close to' 
 he head-findlng rules are explained in mare detml in Section 5.2 1 on page 69 
I I I 
the  utlllty industry 
Figure 4.5. Penn-I1 tree representation of 'close to  the utlllty industry' 
4.2.3 Locating Satellites 
We have explained how the strings submitted to the MT system are comprised of pivots 
and satellites, the latter being an umbrella term for arguments and adjuncts. In this 
thesis, we broaden the traditional notion of the term 'argument' to those nodes that are 
requ~red for the correct (or, at  any rate, safe) translation of the string dominated by the 
parent node. The d~stinction between arguments and adjuncts is essential, since nodes 
labelled as adjuncts can be safely omitted in the SL string that we submit to the baseline 
MT system (Cf. Section 4.2.4 for more details). 
For example, in (20), the strings 'the chairman, a long-time rival of Bill Gates' and 
'fast and confidential deals' are arguments of the pivot 'hkes' since neither of the strings 
can be left out in the SL string submitted to the baseline MT system t,o ensure a correct 
translation of the pivot 'likes'. One of the strings that TransBooster will construct for this 
purpose m 'The chairman likes deals'. On the other hand, when treating 'the chairman, a 
long-time rival of Bill Gates', the apposition 'a long-time r~val of Bill Gates' can be safely 
left out in the string submitted to the MT system. The omission of adjuncts is a simple and 
safe method to reduce the complexity of the SL candidate strings. Additional strategies 
for reducing the complexity of a sentence involve substituting simpler but syntactically 
s~milar elements for chunks (Cf. Section 4.2.4 for more details). 
Our procedure for argumentladjunct location is based on the argumentladjunct-finding 
heuristics m the algorithm used by Hockenmaier (2003) to transform the phrase-structure 
trees in the Penn Treebank into a corpus of CCG derivations and is explained in more 
detail in Section 5.2.3. 
4.2.4 Skele tons  a n d  Subs t i tu t ion  Var iables  
Once the original input tree has been flattened into a TransBooster tree and the plvot 
and satellites have been identified, in a next step the satellites are substituted with simple 
replacement strings that reduce the complexity of the original input. We will refer to  these 
replacement strings as Substitution Variables (SVs), which are treated in detail in Section 
4 3. The objectives of SVs are twofold: 
1. They reduce the complexity of the original satellites, which can lead to an improved 
translation of the plvot. 
2. They are used to track the location of the translation of the satellites in target. 
By replac~ng the satelhtes m Figure 4.1 with their SVs, we obtain (23): 
P3) [ ~ V S A T , ]  . [ S ~ S A T , ]  pzvot [~VSATL+, ]  . . . [ S ~ S A T ~ + , ~  
where SVsar, 1s the simpler strlng substituting SAT, (1 5 i 5 1 + T )  
TransBooster sends the simplified strlng (23) to the baseline MT system, which pro- 
duces the output in (24): 
Alternatively, some permiltation of the elements in (24) may be derlved, as the posit~on of 
the translation sviAT, does not necessarily have to be identical to the position of SVSAT, 
in the source. If the translation of each of the SVs is known in advance, the string in (24) 
can be used (i) to extract the translation of the pivot pzuot', and (11) to determine the 
position of the translation of the satellites SAT, in target. 
It 1s important to stress the difference between SVs for arguments and adjuncts. Lea- 
ving out adjunct satellites in (23) will not affect the translation of the rest of that sentence, 
while argument satellites must always appear linked to their head and sister arguments. 
The translations in (25) illustrate the fact that the argument structure of a pivot has 
to be kept ~ntact  at all t~mes to retrieve the correct translation of the pivot. All input 
chunks are translated by LogoMedia from Euglish+Spanish. 
(25) a. 'The man relies on the woman' --t 'El hombre depende de la mujer'. 
h 'The man relies' - *'Lo5 hombre relies'. 
c 'on the woman' --t 'sohre la rnvjer'. 
d 'The man relies' + 'on the woman' + *'Los hombre relies sobre la mnjer'. 
In (25), the original translation o f ,  'The man relies on the woman' is correct: The ", 
- I 
omlssion of the argument. 'on the woman' 1eidS to& noddeisical tr&sfl%i& b f , ' ~he ,d in l "  '' ' ' ' ' ' 
, . 
, . 
rehes' (-+*'Los hombre relies?); inivhich crel~ec"ls treatkd As an'un~n6wtvn '&ooid'by Lbgo- 
, ,~ , - , , , ,: Medla a i d  the article 'the' 1s erroneohsly trinslated id~pl"ra1. Thk eximple show.? that 
, , , ' .  ',, , , 
it is essential to keep the head'; entire argument structure list intact when simplifying a 
I 
sentence. 
Slnce adjuncts have no influence on the tra~lslatlon of the pivot, the goal of adjunct 
' ,' 
SVs is only to, track the translation of the adjunct in target, while argument SVs are 
. , 
used,,(i) to  embed the pivot 1n.a simplified context,which can lead to an improvement in 
, , 
. "1, 
, , 
' the ,, translationof the plvot,.and (ii),,to track the location of.the ,translated arguinents'm 
,,,, target. subsequently, the formulat'in (23) has to be refihkkto &count fbr ihe &ffi$uc<s ,' ' ,' ' '-'.W 1 .  I 
,, ,,.- , I,' ,; . '. , . ,  4, . , , r between argument",SVs and-adfincf SVB! ' " ' ' % -  " = , .  .' : , , . -  M;:, . , L  
. ,. 
. . 
, , 2 .  \I'.> t, ' ., 3' 1 '' . By.,replacidg th6 k&hent gatLilltkS iti FigGre 4;l +ith t h e ' i r - ~ ~ s  arid l ea~ i i ?k ,6~ t  the' ':- 
, , ..,,,,,,', ,, , . ; , . I  ;.a . q; , .  , ,. . i  5.: r .,'.,',I: , $9 I ,~ ' ,  Gt 
adjuncts, we obtain '(26) 
, . , , < I ' : , , ,  '. , I ,  , . , L , , :  .; ; ' ' ;, , :  , . " , : .  , , , 
, . 
. . . *,, , ,. ,' 
, - 
~. 
(26) [ S V ~ R ~ J l  . , , ~ V ~ R ~ , ~ ~ ~ v o { ,  [S!'AR~,+,J, . . , /SVA~G,+~]  , I  
.'( , ,, , , , , i ' ", . ' . , ';" , , ,  . > . , ? ,  7, 
,' . , 
, < ,  . , 
,. : , ., 3 :  ... . .  
. , ,  , . i' 
. 5 ,  
, , ,, , j < . ,  .J - . )  where S V A R ~ ,  is,the simpler string suhs$tnting-ARG, (1 < a , _ <  1 + T ) :  ' " 8  , . , ;"? 
, G ,  8 ' ,  
. , ,  , , 
, h q  - p , :  ,, 
' ~ e : ~ i l i ' r ~ f ~ r  to'(26) as the argziment&el'etoi. TransBooster sends the argument skele- 
I ' I  , ,, ! , '  , -  
, f,, ~< I, ,, , 
' t on  to the b&line.~+systetn, whlch produces the output in (27), or some permutation 
" - 
, 1 1 ,  4, ', 
, 2  - , ,  I 's ; i . 
of i t :  , , 
. _ .  L I , . ,  
~. 
, . * .  
.. - . 
; . ._ - , ,  , *  .- - . , ,  , l,. ". - .  , 
*ay;:7 d " .- , , ,. 
, ' 
(27) , .'[SvARD;] : . a  , ~ s ~ v A R ~ , ] : ~ z z ) o ~ :  : [ s v ~ ~ ~ , + ; : ] I . .  [ s , v ~ ~ ~ ; < ~ ] '  - I; ' ' "  . , : I , , 
- ,  
- ,  , ,  
, , -  
, - 
", , "~h6qe.S,VA&"is t~~.t;iiyl~tio?6f ,~~~&;"c:i;f.'tl;ete b & e l ~ h e ' ~ T  syite&. 
. . 
. * ,,,,. .,' - .  , I , , . 
, , , ;  ( . , ., , ,,;, ", , ,;' ,',.,<&, ,*-, , ,, , >! ,3:,,, 2 ,I,'' ' '  . ,, , , i ; , ,  ' ,  , ,, , ~, 
, , 
Since the translation of'the ?rg%ment S,Vs can ,be determ?ned in advance, the trans- 
, ., ' ,  I ! ,  , , , . ,,., !? , , ; .  ,. , , ' : ' ' '. ~ < . , , 
., , . .- 
lation df the argument &F16:eli.top, nam$lx: (279, ,y$l yield (i) ,&he translation of the,.pivot. ih 
, , ,  >{. ."&# I .,I 
I ,  
I: ' ,  (26) as ~ i v ~ t ' ,  t?d ,(ii) the 1,ocationof - = th~~trans la t ionof  the,argupentsin target,.S,VARG,. 8 '  
.I I ,  In order tojt'rack the lotation of:thetranslationnof theadjxncts,id target, we add the 
_ '1 adjunct SVs one by one, to~the;argu.mediskele$on,in ( ~ ~ ) . ' . ' F O T  IN 'diffegent'adjuncts in 8 , , , ,  
I , ,  
the inpnt string, thls will yield N dlfferent strings, which are schematically represented in 
! ' 
(28): I 
[SVARGII . [ S V A R G ~ J P ~ J O ~  [SVARGI+,I . . ISVARC,+,I [ S V A D J ~ I  ' , , 
where SVARG, is the.s!mpler.string substltutlng ARG, (1 5 z 5 1 + r) and SVADJ, is 
the slrnpler strlng substituting, ADJ, (1 5 2 5 N ) .  
.~ 
, . ,: , : -, . , 8 ,  8 
We wlll refer'to these N dlfferent itri'ngs &'adjunct skeletons. As with the argument 
, , 
. ,, 
skeleton, TransBooster send: each of the N adjunct skeletons to the baseline lviT system 
. ,, , , 5 ,  , 
, , 
/. , $8 + , 
and, based on the already known translation of SV*D~, ,  tries.to establish the location of 
each of the adjuncts in target. , , ,  :, ~ '8 , , 
, , 
, . , , 
I '  
, , , ,+ , , Argument Skeleton: example  : i 
, . 
,, I I  , 
, ,I :, , , . , , . : , 1' ' ' ." , . 1, Y 
a ?. 
",' 
, ~ , , ~ ,  
,By replacmg the  argliment $,atellit& 'The chairman, a lonk-time rival of,Bill ~ a $ 6 $  and, ,,'. , . z. 
, 
,r<, "L., 
.'fast and confidential degs' ,by ,the saigiimefit Svs <TK& cliaiffi:dian';&d .';le&'l i i  the',@- i ? '  ' "' ' :~'" .<. 
<.. ; i,'," .,..: ' " ,,,,, .,,,.,, *),, I * " , " "  .., ! 8 '  ,,,. i,;: , L '  ,. L, 
, , 
' ' - t e s d .  Da~isBoostkr'tree.?ft&e'exa~le s nteice in (22) on pag;:41,, we"ollt&ifi ,the ilgk- ;'iq 
, . ,. , 
. I ,  . /  , .,, 
" , .  , . ' ,_ , , , ,h. , ., q, ;. $ ' a  ,, ,A 
, j , .  . .> h e %  skeleton-in (29): ' -  . ,  , :  ~ . ,  , . 
. , ,  , , .  -,, , r. >,  , , ' , , , . . , - ,, ,., , .., - , - ' -'c"(- .', 1 :  .". .'". 
4 '  
* , .u r ,a  ' ,% ., , s  '"'(29) 'The &airman llEes deals,' ' ' ; "> 4" . 2 .  I ,  . .  : . *%.,,>, ,',,.. " 4  8 ; : 8 ' . ,  ,.:;:. , .. 
, 'I , "I -, 
, , 4 ,  ' I '  .. i - ~ ; 9 ,  , ,  , , ,..';,, . ' " ,  "'*,,,,,,#. L. , ~, 8 ' ' Y , , , '  , ,,," 
. , 
, , 
.. ' .> 
. ? - ,  , , , T A , , ,  - , Wcretrieve the. translation of the  pivot b y  submitting this skeleton to  the ,baseliSe *MT ' , 
. - ? 
. . 
. , ,  
. , . , ,,. , ,, systemaand subtricting the known't~ans1ations"of the SV.k2 For example, tKe t:ihslktkn' 
, , ~, ,,, ' (,, ., 4,, i I 
of (29)'fiom ~nglishisp;ni& by s&t&n ii (30): 
,, 8 .( '- , ,,,, , , , vL ,i ,. . , , i , '  
. ~ .. 
.. 
" . .., . -  - 
- .  - ~ .  
-~ 
. i' 4 , . (30) 'El pfeside%tetlene g<sto-de rep$rtos.' - ., , , " , ,, . ,,,I 
, .  . 
I ,I , , , , " . 8 ,  , , , , 5 ' ,>. - . . ' J  , . , , , -. ., ': , ,  
If we subtract,,the knewn~tran$$tons:~Elip$sidente',and :rep3rtqsi, .we:obtan the trans-, , ,  
#.\ , I ' , ' .  r.. _. . ,. - 
< :  .A ., . . -  - ,  
la t~on 'tiene?gusto de; for the,pivot 'fikes'>a~~we~~lis.the~~~Gitionof t&etr&sliti:ns:afthk' ' " 
. - 
.>. - ,. 
, 2. . , ,  I . , .a .*,. " , ,,? 
arguinents in fi?@&t.' 't~erie'gnst$ d~"is:_rnarljedly bLtte? tlish the erkoneofis igii&os', tKe ' 
, , . - 
. , ;. ;, ... :i .)3. , , b u  , ., : . . +  '', . . - , . ;r . ,c'. .... T ' , , a  , I "8, 
6rigical translatioi?.prbduy+d by:Sys;r?n*in (Zl),on page 40. The gason f?r this imgrpye, ' , .,. , , , 
, , ,, , i '. ." I ?  ' i l  _ , , , A ,  a ,  
men!  is^ that the reductio; ~~n,sy?;tactic complexity ,ha_s~,undoiie the. deficient homograph 1 , , , '  9~ 
- . - 
',cf ~ e c t z o n  4 3.2 &page 54 on:how .to dete~rnlne the tr?nslation'of SVs in advarice 'i I, : , '  ' , I , , ' 
. ., 
r '- A ' ,  ,'. ,,;,, ,, , 8 .  -'.: , c?.  . . "  ' , ~ . ,  .I ' ' i  , ,  , .*' 
* *  
---",i~'- .~ . :: . ..L 
. - .;,L_> :=.. .- I:.'. > ~- ~ 
.~~ _ .___. i - , + - - .  - -> - . . 
,,; ,,#..< .c ,,f ,I ,, . ' I :/ , i ,  .,. ",, , "{",,;; ' ". . . ,*, , . - a , ?  ,*, *, . ,3 t .. , - , - , , 
. .. 
I . " ,  
. 
. . 
. ,  % . , i . . ,.  
, ,  , . . i .... . -. ,... ~2 .I..%. s .ir ? , + .  ,i . ;A+ P . xlal:,_ A). ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ! . . $ i : ~ i , ;  .i.kh2 
resolution of the word 'likes' by the baseline MT system's analysis module in the original, 
full sentence; where in (20) on page 40, it was wrongly analysed as a noun, in the simpler 
string (29), the analysis module is able to correctly identify it as a verb. 
Adjunct  Skeleton: example 
In order to track the position of the adjunct 'a long-time rival of Bill Gates' in target, we 
substitute the chunk with the SV 'a rival', which 1s inserted in the argument skeleton in 
(29), leadlng to (31) 
(31) 'The chairman, a rival, likes deals.' 
The translation of (31) from EnglishiSpanish by Systran is (32): 
(32) 'El presidente, rival, tiene gusto de repartos.' 
Since we know the translation of the argument skeleton (30) and have previously 
defined the translation of the SV 'a rival', it is possible to determine the location of the 
translation of the SV, which will render the location of the adjunct chunk 'a long-time 
rival of Bill Gates' in target. 
4.2.5 Translating Satellites: Context 
Our approach is based on the idea that by reducing the complexity of the original context, 
the baseline MT system is more likely to produce a better translation of the input chunk C, 
than if it were left intact in the original sentence, which contains more lexical, syntactic 
and semantic amb~guities. In other words, we try to improve on the translation C: of 
chunk C, by the baseline MT engine through input simplification. 
While simplifying the original sentence structure, it is important not to translate in- 
dividual chunks out of context, since this is likely to produce a deficient output due to 
inappropriate lexical selection and boundary frict~on. Boundary friction is a well-known 
phenomenon in EBMT where the recombination of several partial translations, extracted 
from a bitext corpus, can give rise to conflicting grammat~cal information in the output. 
For example, if in (33), the translation for 'man' is simply replaced with the translation 
'I 
for 'woman' in the example senten'ce ' ~ e  vieil homme est mort.', the erroneous 'Ce vieil 
" /  . , 
. , ,,:, 
femme est mort.', would be produied (sdkers,.2003) 
(33) That old man has died - Ce vieil homme est mort 
, , 
man - homme. 
,, , ' -  
. .- 
woman. -- femn?e. 
I , ,  , ,  ,, , 
That old woman has, died i *Ce yleil femme est mort. 
, I !  , , 
. 
", , The correct translati& of 'That bld woman has died' mLCette vieille femme est morte', ;,i I 
,,, ' ,  
in which the determiner 'ce','the adjective 'v~eiliand the past .participle 'mort' acqulre the ) '  
feminine gender ('cette', 'vieille', fmorte:) through agreement with ,'femme'. ,.;: ' , . " 
c ,  
,, , 
The example illustrates the importance . of ensurjng that each chunk is translated in 
a s~mple context that, ,& much $s ,poss;ble, mimics the original, w h ~ l e a t  hesame time 
,, , ' 
reducjng the o,vefall s"izk and,.conplexit~ei of the o*igi;a;l in~u t . , .  After embeddlpg.the - ' ,  
, k , ,  ' , , Pi,, " 1  . . , ,  ' ,  . 
candidate chunk ,, , mto , the cpnt&t, the mtif? string is subm!tted to,the baklin$,,MTJsysteq,  ;, % I, ., ' , 
;, , 
' .  ' 
~" , , . ,, . . .  
. . , ~  
. ,. .,A as shown in (34) , , . ~ 
" , ,  , , ,, , I 
. , , _.I' , '"  5, 1" , , 8 , :. , '" ,! 
,, , ' 3  < ' . . t 
. . 
, , < 
.(34) .; .,.[con;ext],s[C,] + [coitext:] .[c:] , -8 . ',. .. . v,il , .,.% , ,:, i *', ,' " . ! . "  +:('" 8,.  ' ih I . 
, , '  3 ,  
- .. 
$ , , , ," , ; , ,; .. " ., .. ,. ,.. ..',L *., ,,. ,,,, .;.. , " ,l.b ,." , I " .,, '.f ; - ,  
, ' .;: ,, .$i! If h e  can deter3inethe .. ~ transl.itioA+.of .~ the coiitext $emplate, beforehand, itiii tfiiiid to - , , 
*: 
, 2 , .  . : '  ):r,,,:, I".;. ,' i, , - : , , , .,: . , .  ' 3  , i ,,, 
, p~ , , ,., . u  , , ,-a$ ; kktrakt ~ i ' f r d ~  theaontput string- : ' 2 ~  
. . 
- ,  
,, ,., 
.,, . ,  , ,  , ' , , 'irr h i  > '  . . "  3 , .  , ".', ', 
,:;, . ' , , .~ ,..>?/ We make &e 4f &;diff;rknt''types bf.cdkte$i temp1;tei::~hkfif~t 't$pi.'m a Statzc . ~~ 
, " ,  ' , " ' . '  
, % , 4 , : I conteat t$;nplate. & ' p ~ ~ ~ ~ o n i l y  'k~tabli~h&d'tem~lat6,'"th~translati6n'of which 'S kn66ri 
a 
(,I . ,  ,; 
, , 8,- '' a I . in advanke."',The secondt,tip: "is k ' ~ ~ n d r n z ~ ' " ' ~ o l i t e ! z t  t e k i l a t e :  a ?educed veriioh bf the ' ' 
, 7 ,  ,,,o b ,  
, $ , e l  ,, . ' ' origin~l'co;tex~; the.tra6slation of'whGh h & t 6  be,&ter$ined at kin-timk:' "'. - ' , 
. .~ . . ~  -- . 9 .  
- - 
- -. 
. . m~ ..:-._,..-:- - -__ .,-. . -  ..~ 
- -- *. -.. ,," ~.:a' ,-,,;; ,~ :, , StZ t i c~6n t~x t :~~m~la te ' s~ i i i i i n i c  the, syntadtic~chai.act~ristiCs"df->the'origieal 'kontixt, 
but. cdntaivdiffere@ yofds thamthe>,~pes:useddir~ Lhe:dfiginall s6hteice ~ofisider:,the' ' -  'I , , , / , , , I  I "  , (, , d  
, , 
- .  
example senterice,in:(35)!',, - 3 t  - , J,,,:' .' ''-)m.k , , , , .*  ?', . , , , '  ,# , ' , , # , ,  ' , , , 1-. I,, , ' ~ ,  , , ,  
, . 
,,.,- ".,,.,,' ' , * . , * ,~- ,. " . 7, ' " . , " ,  P ,:,' 8'f , ' (35) "' '~he"ba"lirh~t& 6f6kbof pur riiost '~&~oi t&t  c"st6niers!h.asn'th&d:&ny impact on US.' 
- ' -  
, , ' b  . , ", :. ' , ' . ,  , '.; i ... ., '  , " ;  " ' " " 8  .,6, "', 
. . 
If the'chunk 'ati?..impict'* uS'is ~ $ i n d . % t e d ~ ( ~ n g l i s h + ~ ~ a ~ ~ s l i ~ ; b y  ,&pgoMedi.a,obt of 
, 
,. . 
." 'I __ , ( ,,"( ,.. , ., - , ,, ' , , ,,. 1~ ,. ' ,* . . s . , ,. 
cbntegt, asis-shown in (36), the @T'~s$stern miSanalyses '~mpact' 9 . a  verb, whlch leids 
, : , , , , i I , .  a,, "k , , i ,  ., , , I , .  . 
' ,, " ,  
to the erroneous translation *%ingun0 i i e n  un :lmpactq,sobrS nosbtros' (=,-'nobody has 
, , 
, , ,  ' , 1 .  8 q ,,: ; :,i-,, 1,. :' " , 7 , ,1 1 , . ', 
, , ,; - 
. . 
. , 
,, , ,, , . , .  . , ,  '!b,'l, ;", 1 , ' .4h ,, - , ,, ,r ,, ;, i 
. , 
,:,. , . , , , , , - ;,:. :., , , , ,,. , ' , , ,, 
, .  2 . . 
, .  -, , , . ,, 
. 2' . . , , , , . % 3 . .  , ' 3 . -  . . . 
' ,,, 
. , , , 
" . 
. , . ,. .* 
,~ 
, '  . , , .  1 ,  !,:I , , J "  i, ,a;: ,, , , , ,  
, * ,  
- ,  ." . 
., , . , 
.. 
any impact on us'). If, on the contrary, we insert the chunk into a simple static context 
template that mimlcs the direct object position of the chunk ('The man is not eating'), 
LogoMedia produces the correct translation ' n ing~n  impacto sobre nosotros', even if the 
context template in this case does not share any semantic characteristics of the original. 
(36) a. 'any impact on us.' + *'nmnguno tiene un impacto sobre nosotros.' 
b '[The man 1s not eatmg] any impact on us.' + 'El hombre no esti comiendo nmghn 
impacto sobre nosotros ' 
While thls method is effective for simple cases, as shown above, it is easy to see that 
successful translation retrieval with template insertion relies heavily on lexlcal information 
in the source language. Changing the orlginal context excessively might split idiomatic 
contructious or undo agreement llnks in source and lead to erroneous translations instead 
of improvements In addition, if the MT system relies on semantic information in order to 
generate translations, simple syntactic insertion templates might not be sufficient to ensure 
a correct translation. Therefore, a more robust alternative to Static Context templates is 
to maintain the translation candidate chunk embedded in a simplified form of its origmal 
context, which we will refer to as a Dynamzc Context or a Mznzrnal Suficzent Context. A 
Dynamic Context is sufficient for correct translation because its syntactic and semantic 
content is sufficient to ensure a correct translation of the candidate chunk. I t  is minimal 
because all redundant elements (adjuncts) have been removed. 
In (37), the input chunk 'fast and confidential deals' is embedded in the Dynamic 
Context '[The chairman l ~ k e s ] ~ ' ,  which m a simplification of the original 'The chair- 
man, a long-tlme rival of Bill Gates, likes'. This reduction in complexity helps Systran 
(English-Spanish) to improve the translat~on of the input chunk from the erroneous 
'ayuna y 10s repartos confidenciales' to  the correct 'repartos riipidos y confidenciales'. 
(37) The chairman, a long-tlme rival of Bill Gates, hkes [fast and confidentlal deals] + 'El 
pres~dente, rlval de largo plazo de Bill Gates, gustos [ayuna y 10s repartos confiden- 
clales] .' 
[The chalrrnan hkeslc [fast and confidential deals] i [El presldente tiene gusto de]; 
[repartos rapldos y confidenciales]. 
We have seen in (30) on page 46 that the reduction in syntactic complexity by SV 
substitution helps to improve the translation of the pivot. Here, the reduction in syntactic 
complexity of the original context helps to improve the translation of the satellites. 
The trade-off in using the more similar Dynamic Contexts instead of predefined Static 
Context templates is that, contrary to the use of Static Context templates, the retrieval of 
the translated candidate chunk is no longer trivial, since we do not know the translation 
of the Dynamic Context in advance. It is possible, however, as we will show in Section 
5.2 5, to retrieve the translation of the candidate chunk with a high degree of certainty in 
most cases by translating the Dynamic Context template at run-time. 
4.2.6 Recursion 
The TransBooster decomposition algorithm starts at the root node of the flattened Penn-I1 
syntactic annotation tree representing the input string and examines each satellite chunk 
SAT,. If SAT, is deemed simple enough for translation, it is embedded in a simplified 
context as described in Section 4.2.5 and sent off to the baseline MT system for translation. 
If SAT, is deemed too complex for translation, the TransBooster procedure is recursively 
applied to SAT,, i e. the satellite chunk itself IS decomposed into a pivot and satellites, 
which in turn are examined for translatability In other words, TransBooster recursively 
decomposes the original input string into a number of optimal chunks, each of which is 
translated in a s~mplified context The recursive nature of the decomposition procedure 
is graphically represented in Figure 4.6. 
The conditions to determine the translatability of a candidate chunk depend on the 
number of lexical items contained in the chunk (cf. Section 5.2.6) and the MT system 
used It was determined empirically, for each different baseline MT system, by tuning the 
program parameter p-Chunklength, as will be further explained during the discussion of 
experimental results in Chapter 6. After recursively decomposing the input sentence into a 
number of optimal chunks and sending these chunks to the baseline MT engine in a reduced 
context, the output sentence is formed by combining the retr~eved chunk translations. This 
recombination is possible since we have kept track of the relative posltion of each chunk 
with respect to its pivot by using SVs as described in Section 4.2.4. 
Flgure 4:6: The recursive nature of the TransBooster decomposition. each 
satell~te chunk SAT, is decomposed until only optimal chunks re- 
main. 
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deduce the positios of the adjunct in taiggt 
I (41) 'Imperial Corp., made in China ' -+ 'Imperial Corp , hacer en China.' 
Step 3 
The algorithm now investigates the adjunct chunk 'based in San Diego' and dec~des that 
it is simple enough for translation. Since it is necessary to embed the chunk in a context 
that mimics the original,, the chunk is preceded. by a proper noun template :John', the 
translation of which is known in advance. This leads to the string in (42), which is 
translated by the baseline MT system. Fkom the output, we deduce the translation of the 
chunk: 'ubicado en San Diego'. 
(42) 'John, based in San D~ego.' - 'John, ubicado en San Diego ' 
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Step  6 
After all chunks have been translated, the algorithm, in a final step, composes the output 
by stitching together the obtained translations in the target locations found by the SV 
translat~ons. This leads to the final output in (45). 
(45) 'Imperial Corp , ubzcado en San Diego, es el padre de Savings & Loan ~mperial '
The translation in (45) improves on the original translation of the baseline MT system 
in (39). The main reason for the improvement is the fact that the reduction in syntactic 
complexity forces the baseline MT system t o  conjugate the verb 'to be' ('es' instead of 
'ser') and to improve its translation for 'based' from the erroneous 'Fundar' to the correct 
'ubicado'. 
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2. Late MT access: a possible translation {SVjATs} with 1 2 3 < Z is determined 
durmg a TransBooster cycle, at run-time. 
Since the baseline MT system is treated a s  a black box, it is not possible to determine all 
Z possible translations that the baseline system could generate for SV,AT$. It is possible, 
however, to find the M most likely translations by having SVsA~ ,  translated in a number 
of straightforward contexts. For example, a baseline MT system might generate 3 different 
translations for the SV 'the boy': 'el chico', 'el muchacho' and 'el nifio'. In addition, in 
the case where this SV occurs in direct object position, the MT system will conflate the 
obligatory preposition 'a' with the previously found translations in Spanish.3 Therefore, 
although it is not feasible to determine with absolute certainty all Z possible translations 
of the Substitution Variable 'the boy', in this case we compose a hst of M = 6 likely 
candidates { 'el chzco ', 'a1 chzco ', 'el muchacho ', 'a1 muchacho ', 'el nz6o ', 'a1 nz6o') before a 
TransBooster run. 
In the case of early MT access, we try to match each of the M candidate translations 
SV?sAT, (1 < j 5 M < Z) of each of the substitution variables SV~AT.  against the string 
in (24). In the case of late MT access, we try to match the only candidate translation 
SvsAT, (1 2 j < Z) of each of the substitution variables SVSAT" against the string in (24) 
on page 44: 
In the latter case, S%AT, is the translation by the baseline MT system of SVSAT. in 
isolation, obtained during a TransBooster cycle. 
4.3.3 Static vs. Dynamic Substitution Variables 
The optimal SV to replace SAT, is a string which reduces the complexity of SAT, but 
shares its essential syntactic and lexico-semantic characteristics. An SV that does not 
reduce the complexity of the original sentence enough will be less likely to lead to an im- 
provement of the translation of the pivot. On the other hand, a reduction in complexity 
can only help to improve the translation quality if essential syntactic and semantic simi- 
larity with the original constituent is maintained; an SV that differs too much from the 
3 T h ~ s  i a basic Spanlsh grammar rule 'I see the boy = Vea al('a + el') chica/muchacho/n~iio.' 
original could lead the analysis modules of rule-based baseline MT system astray, which 
might give rise to a distorted translation. 
Therefore, the first obvious candidate to replace SAT, is the string obtained by reducing 
SAT, to its head, optionally accompanied by a determiner. We will refer to this type of 
substitution variable as a Dynamze Substitutzon Vanable (DSV). For example, the DSV 
for the constituent 'the chairman, a long-time rival of Bill Gates' is 'the chairman'. Since 
DSVs can only be obtained during the execution of the algorithm, the translation of these 
placeholders can only be obtained through late MT access. 
Apart from the use of DSVs, it is equally possible to substitute the satellites with a 
predefined string, the translation of which can be determined by early MT access, before 
the execution of the TransBooster program Unlike DSVs, which depend on the lexlcal 
content of the constituent they substitute for, these strings are predefined and can replace 
an entire class of constituents. We will refer to them as a Statzc Subs$~tutzon Varzables 
(SSVs). For example, an SSV for the constituent 'the chairman, a long-time rival of Bill 
Gates' could be 'the man'. Unlike in the case of DSVs, there does not exist a one-to-one 
mapping between an SSV and the constituent it substitutes for. In other words, multiple 
suitable SSVs might be considered for the same constituent. 
There exists a trade-off between accuracy and retrievability in the choice between 
SSVs and DSVs. SSVs, in principle, are easy to track in target slnce their possible trans- 
lations can be determined before the actual execution of the algorithm (early MT access). 
However, they might dlstort the translation of the skeleton due to a lack of syntactic or 
semantic similarity with the argument they substitute for. DSVs, on the contrary, are 
expected to lead to a more accurate translation of the skeleton but are harder to locate in 
target since their translation has to be determined at  run-time (late MT access). 
4.3.4 Effects of SSV Schemata on Translation Quality 
The experiment outlined in this section was performed at  the very start of the Trans- 
Booster project. Its objective was to measure the quality of 5 different SSV schemata for 
the TransBooster approach of satellite replacement. The two main questions we wanted 
to address are the following: 
1. Is it possible to rely solely on SSVs for safe satellite substitution? 
2. What are the best SSVs for each of the baseline MT systems mvolved? 
4.3.4.1 SSVs 
We experimented with five different SSV schemata, ranging from non-word strings to 
placeholders syntactically similar to the original constituents. In the experiment we fo- 
cused on the replacement of NP arguments in a verbal context Table 4.1 contains a 
description of each SSV schema and illustrates its use by substituting the arguments 'The 
man, a long-time rlval of Bill Gates' and 'fast and confidential deals' in example sentence 
(20) on page 40. 
I syntactm/seiantm resemblance to or~glnal - 
SSV schema 
Non-word strlngs 
Non-word str~ngs 
with determiner 
Acronyms 
Description / Example 
Strlngs not present m the lexicon of the baselme MT system, no 
syntactic/semantic resemblance to original. 
e g 'SUBJ1 lzkes O B J l  ' 
Non-word strings preceded by determmer. 
e.g. 'The SUBJl  lzkes the OBJ1. ' 
Sometimes ~resent in the lexicon of the baseline MT enpine, no 
Table 4.1: Substitution Variables for NP-type constituents 
Proper nouns 
Controlled heads 
The SSVs in Table 4.1 are ranked from simple non-word strings to more complex 
e ~ g  'IBM lzkes CD. '
Sometimes present in the lexicon of the baseline MT engine, no 
syntactic/semantic resemblance to original. 
e.g. ' M a y  lzkes John.' 
Always present in the lexicon of the baseline MT engine, syntact~c 
resemblance to origmal. 
e.g. 'The man lzkes the woman. ' 
controlled heads. Non-word strings, with or without determiners, are not present in the 
dictionaries of baseline rule-based MT systems and are therefore treated as unknown 
words. Since they are usually left untranslated, they are very easy to track in target. 
Llke non-word strings, acronyms and proper nouns do not bear any semantic similarity 
to the constituent they substitute, but they might be present in the baseline MT lexicon. 
Therefore they are more likely to be correctly analysed by the MT's analysis module. 
Thls increases the probability of a correct translation of the pivot. The translation of 
both acronyms and proper nouns by the baseline MT system can be easily deduced by 
early MT access. Finally, controlled heads are SVs that mlmic the syntactic structure of 
the constituent they substitute for. Of all SSVs, they are the ones that bear the closest 
syntactic resemblance to the original constituents and therefore are, in theory, the SSVs 
less likely to distort the translation of the pivot. As in the case of acronyms and proper 
nouns, their translation is obtained by early MT access. 
4.3.4.2 Experimental Setup 
In order to test the effect of the SSV schemata in Table 4.1 on the translation of the pivot 
and the location of the translation of the satellites in target, we constructed a corpus of 
test sentences based on the most frequent verbal subcategorisation frames in the Penn-I1 
Treebank. A subcategorisation frame specifies the arguments that a predicate must take in 
order to form a complete grammatical construction. The subcategorisation frames we used 
were extracted automatically (O'Donovan, 2006) from a version of the Penn-I1 Treebank 
enhanced with LFG (Lexical Functional Grammar) f-structure information (Burke, 2006). 
Summarised very briefly, LFG is a unification-based grammar introduced by Kaplan 
and Bresnan (1982) that minimally contams two levels of representation: c(onstituent)- 
structure and f(unctiona1)-structure C-structure represents language-specific syntactic 
surface information in the form of CFG trees. F-structure uses recursive attribute-value 
feature structures to encode abstlact syntactic information about predicate-argurnent- 
modlfier relations and certain morphosyntactic properties such as tense, aspect and case. 
O'Donovan (2006) used the version of the Penn-I1 treebank which had previously been 
enhanced by Burke (2006) with 'functional  annotation^'^ to automatically derive subcat- 
egorisation frames for all predicates in the Treebank. For example, the subcategorisation 
frame of the predicate 'use' in the sentence 'He uses an example to Illustrate the concept' 
is shown in (46): 
Table 4.2 contains the most important syntactic functions that can occur in LFG 
f-structures. As we will further explain below, we used the most frequent verbal subcate- 
gorisation frames thus derived to construct a corpus of test sentences for the experiment. 
"~nk~ng lnformatlon between c and f-structures that is present an the c-structure nodes. 
The subcategorisable grammat~cal functions that can occur in a LFG semantlc form 
are listed in Table 4.2 together with a brief description 
I Grammatical I Description I 
Function 
SUBJ I Subject 
Table 4.2: Subcategorisable syntactic functions m LFG. 
OBJ 
OBJ2 
OBL 
COMP 
XCOMP 
PART 
POSS 
We reduced the 577 d~fferent verbal subcategorisation frame types occurring in the 
D~rect Object 
Indirect Object 
Oblique Argument 
Closed Verbal Complement (contammg own subject) 
Open Verbal Complement (not contaning own subject) 
Particle 
Possessive 
Penn-I1 treebank to 38 frame types by conflating all prepositions and particles. From 
the resulting 38 frame types, we extracted the 10 most frequent types. Subcategorisa- 
tion frames containing only subjects were ignored, as they provided the least room for 
simplification. Table 4 3 contains the 10 most frequent subcategorisation frames. 
Subcat. frame 
subj-obj 
subjxcomp 
subjabl 
subj.obj.ohl 
subj-comp 
subjabl 
subjxcomp 
subj.objxcomp 
subj-part-obj 
subj.obj.comp 
Table 4.3: The 10 most frequent verbal subcategorisation frames in the Penn 
Treebank, in descending frequency and excluding subcategor~sation 
frames contaimng only subjects 
For each of the subcat frame types in Table 4.3, verb lemmas corresponding to the frame 
were extracted from the treebank. For each frame-lemma pair, two sets of 6 sentences were 
constructed: one with the predicate in the simple past, the other with the predicate in the 
future. We chose to generate verb forms in the simple past and future tense to minimise 
the possibility of noun-verb misanalyses by the baseline MT engines. The sentences in 
(47) and (48), translated from English-tspanish by Systran, are examples in which verbs 
in the simple present are misanalysed as  nouns, making the output unintellig~ble, whereas 
the simple past and future tense give acceptable results. 
(47) a. 'The rider spurs the horse.' -t *'Los estimulos del jinete el caballo '(literal backtrans- 
-
latlon = 'The stirnull of the rider the horse ') 
b. 'The rider will spur the horse.' - 'El jlnete estimulari el caballo ' 
(48) a. 'The explanation - prods the student to thmk ' + *'Los golpecitos de la expl~caciirn 
el estudiante a pensar.'(hteral backtranslat~on = 'The punches of the explanation the 
student to think.') 
b. 'The explanation prodded the student to think.' + 'La explicaci6n pmch6 a estudlante 
para pensar.' 
Each set contained a reference sentence with dummy arguments and 5 test sentences 
in which the argument slots were replaced by one of the 5 different SSV schemata in Table 
4 1, as is shown m Table 4.4. 
Table 4.4: A test set containing a reference sentence and 5 test sentences for 
a particular frame-lemma palr 1 = number of arguments to left of 
p~vot, r = number of arguments to right of pivot, 1 < i 5 5 .  
1 
2-6 
For example, for the frame-lemma pair znclvde([subj,ob~-I), two sets of 6 sentences were 
constructed, one in the simple past, the other in the future tense Table 4 5 contains one 
Reference 
SSV substitutions 
of those sets the reference sentence 'The woman included the man' and 5 test sentences 
in the simple past obtained after replacing the arguments of the  original predicate by the 
SSV schemata. 
[SVkRc,] . [SV,&C,] pivot [S~ ,&G,+~]  . . . [SVARG~+.I 
1 SSV schema I Generated sentence 
1 I Reference 1 The woman included the man. 
2 1 Non-word strings I SUBJl included OBJ1. 
Table 4.5: A test set containing a reference sentence and 5 test sentences for 
the frame-lemma pair znclude([subJ,ob3/j. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
- 
Non-word strings with det 
Acronyms 
Proper nouns 
Controlled heads 
The SUBJl included the OBJ1. 
IBM included CD. 
Mary included John. 
The cat included the skunk. 
:r- . " .-. ~, , ,? ( i ' ,-., ,.; ' 
, - 
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I The two main goals of the experiment were: 
hi. 
!,# " .  
I .  1. to compare the translation of the pivot in the test sentences to the translation of the 
plvot in the reference sentence. 
2. to compare the position of the translation of the SSVs (SVIRG,)  i n  the test sentences 
, ~, , . , 
' ' 8  ; , ; " d  ' ~~. 
against the'positlon of thettinslation of the original argumedts (ARG,) (1 5 j 5 .: .' 
Table 4.6 contains the number of sentences selected per frame, as determined by verb . 
lemhas attested ;or the'frame in the Pen*-11 ~rBeEank. The verb forms were' extrakt'kd , , 
directly from the Penn-IItreebank, whlch explains the different numbels for sentences in 
past and'futuie ten& for thekame-frame: ' !  
Subcat. ,Frame Voice Tense Nr. extracted 
, , , I ,  , -~ 
f .  I .. t , , ' , .., Sentences' 's. , 
subj.obj.comp active future , 96 
subj-comp . active future ' 292 
,subj+b~-obl ,;*~, actjye 3 future ,,,, , 1347 , ,, ; ::. 
subj.obj:p.part active " ' futurea: ' 403 
subj.obj ' actwe future 1613 
subj.obj~cornp : active ., , future : 325,'., 
,,subj_oGr" . '# '  I 7 9Y.L. ,active , ! future* -, C280 '. '",, ,,& ,*' 
active ffiture :'392,. subjxcomp 
subjab~~comp 4 aptive,:, past , 9 3 -  I #  , , 
j subjic0.m~ . ,,: 1, a~tiy:~.: past,, , -  280; ; , , , . h ' . , i ,  ' 
subjabjybbl , ' .active .. !'past:.,: j 1252,. " '.' 
subj.obj.part acpve past , 376 
subj-obj .J, ,#active- . ,,past. ; 1271:. , . . * 
s&Jbl;j$cbmy .' 'y, ':past .,. 303 - ,  I! , : 
sublab1 . .active.' past 1244 
subjxcomp . active , past 401 
;.subj16d.l;l,, : ,, ' ; passive2 , .,,future : , 863 , - I ,  
subjxcomp passive future , 212 
. . 
subiLohl. ' - D.ars;<e. 0-t -L- ~ 8 6 3  = -. 
Table ,",* , 4.6: , ,,, .cbunts fort@ 10 most frequent ~ u b c ~ t e ~ o r i s a t l 6 ~  frames. 
, , ,. ? ,  , - .  , , ; , , , .  ' b i , . "  , , ,  , .? 
_ . " ,  ., , ,  4 -  ' ' p.:,;, ' 7  , ' , .'!,:;,: ,, 8 , , ' . , . \l: ; i r . 
. . , 
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By,filling the,argumenEs s1ots:in the t3118 templates (cf. Tabk 4:6) wlthlone dummy 
. ,  , .. 1 . , ,, , , 
,~% 
, _, $( , 5 ' '  . L. , . _ . , " , _ , ~  ,,."*,' ' 1-1, ,,,., $ , I , ,L:-I " E  ',.: r L x , , ,  ,"f,d+ ' ,  , , ,  , . , , 41 ;m; 
variable ah& the :5 SSV siheniata, ivi dbtaifii?d :'test .corpuS, of 78;708 sentences. T,hese " ' ' ' ~  ', 
sentences were t ran~lated~from English Into Spanish by 'the 4 tiay!lne RBMT sj+tems - 
, , ' , ll,l. . '. . 8 , , ,,,', , " <, ' , , !  ".C " " ' , 1 ., . ,  *: ,, , .  a , * ,  t ,,- " ' X i  
" i '7 
that we introduced in Chapter 3: Systran, ~ o ~ o ~ e d l a ,  ProinT a n d ' ~ b ~ . S < f i c t r  & did 
not possess in-house versions of the above mentioned MT systems at the time of the 
experiment, we had to rely on their free on-line versions, which put a slze restriction on 
the Input files We therefore decided to split the test corpus into a number of smaller 
files, with a maxlmum size of 64Kb each. These files were uploaded onto a web server and 
translated by executing a script that retrieves the MT output of the test files by uslng 
WGET. Translat~ng the test corpus of 78,708 sentences by 4 MT englnes resulted in a total 
of 314,832 translated sentences to be evaluated. 
The translation of a test sentence was deemed successful if the following two conditions 
were satisfied, 
1. The translation of the pivot in the test sentence is identical to the translation of the 
pivot in the reference sentence. 
2. The translated SSVs (SVIRG,) are in the same position with respect to the pivot as 
the translated original arguments (ARG,) 
For each of the four MT systems, a list of possible translations of the SSVs was obtained 
(early MT access) We then used a string comparison script to automatically check the 
314,832 translations obtained for the quality of the pivot and for correctness of the location 
of the arguments in the target language 
4.3.4.3 Results  
Tables 4.7 to 4.10 contain the results of successful SSV replacement for LogoMedia, Sys- 
tran, SDL and PromT respectively. The first column (worst  frame) in each table contains 
the success rate of the SSV replacement for the worst performing suhcategorisation frame. 
For example, the worst frame success rate for the 'proper noun' SSV in Table 4.7 IS 75.31%. 
This means that substituting the arguments with 'proper noun' SSVs leads to 75.31% suc- 
cessful sentences for the worst frame of the 20 different subcategorisation frames in Table 
4 6 The second column (best frame) contains the success rate of the SSV replacement 
for the best performing subcategor~sation frame. The third column (average) contains the 
weighted average of the SSV replacement over all 20 suhcategorisation frames, where the 
weight of a subcategorisation frame equals the number of sentences selected per frame in 
20 
the Penn-I1 neehank,  or average = with s, the success rate for subcategori- x,=1.. 
sation frame i and w, the number of sentences selected for frame z. For example, the 
average success rate for the 'proper noun' SSV in Table 4.7 is 95 26%. This means that 
substituting the arguments with 'proper noun' SSVs leads, on average, to  95.26% success- 
ful sentences by taking a weighted average over all 20 different sllbcategorisation frames 
in Table 4 6 
The first row in each table (optzmal combznatzon) contains the success rate of the best 
SSV replacement per subcategorisation frame, i.e. the replacement by the SSV candidate 
that achieved the highest score for the zndzuzdual suhcategorisation frame in question. For 
example, the average success rate for the 'optimal combinatlon' in Tahle 4.7 is 95.50% 
This means that substituting the arguments with the best possible SSV schema per frame 
leads, on average, to 95.50% successful sentences by taking a weighted average over all 20 
different suhcategorisation frames in Table 4.6. 
The subsequent rows contain the scores for the argument replacement of all subcat 
frames by the same SSV 
Tahle 4.7: Results of SSV replacement on translation quality for LogoMedia 
SSV 
Optimal comblnatlon 
Proper nouns 
Non-word strlngs with det 
Non-word strings 
Controlled heads 
Acronyms 
Table 4.8: Results of SSV replacement on translation quality for Systran 
worst frame 
success (%) 
75 31  
75 31 
5.56 
4.29 
5 45 
5.56 
SSV 
Optimal combination 
Proper nouns 
Controlled heads 
Non-word strings with det 
Acronyms 
Non-word strings 
best frame 
success (%) 
100.00 
100.00 
90.71 
92 50 
90 71 
88.21 
worst frame 
success (%) 
86 09 
54 29 
4 06 
3.77 
10.85 
4 06 
average 
success (%) 
95.50 
95.26 
71  12 
69.69 
70.50 
66 75 
best frame 
success (YO) 
100 00 
100.00 
100 00 
99.66 
99.32 
98 97 
average 
success (%) 
97.22 
93.34 
81.03 
79.24 
76 35 
73.03 
SSV 
Optimal comhlnation 
Non-word strings with det 
Table 4 9: Results of SSV replacement on translation quallty for SDL 
Controlled heads 
Non-word strings 
Proper nouns 
Acronyms 
worst frame 
success (%) 
4 25 
2.83 
2.83 
2.83 
4 25 
2.83 
SSV 
Optimal combn~ation 
Proper nouns 
Table 4.10: Rcsults of SSV replacement on translation quality for PromT 
best frame 
success (%) 
100 00 
100.00 
Acronyms 
Controlled heads 
Non-word strings with det 
Non-word strings 
4.3.4.4 Analysis 
average 
success (%) 
84.12 
83.88 
100.00 
100.00 
100 00 
100 00 
worst frame 
success (YO) 
97 34 
97.21 
Two different SSV replacement strategies might be considered: 
83 68 
82 14 
82 02 
81.41 
40.40 
6 03 
4 98 
4.87 
1. Best overall SSV replacement. The replacement schema shown to work best over 
the totality of the test corpus for a particular MT engine is applled to all sentences, 
irrespective of the subcategorisation frame of its verb. 
best frame 
success (%) 
100.00 
100.00 
2. Best individual SSV replacement. The replacement schema applied to a sentence 
is the one shown to work best for the particular subcategorisation frame of the 
predicate of that sentence 
average 
success (%) 
99 16 
98 70 
99 74 
99.66 
99.75 
99.32 
For LogoMedia, Systran and PromT, the best overall SSV replacement scores are 
achieved by the proper noun SSV schema, with average scores of 95.26%, 93.34% and 
98.70% respectively. This result can he explained by the fact that the chosen proper 
noun SSVs are semantically more similar to the constituent they substitute for than the 
other SSV candidates. For instance, in Table 4.5 the SSV 'Mary' resembles the original 
constituent 'The woman' more than other SSVs such as 'SUBJI', 'IBM' or 'The cat'. 
Substituting arguments with semantically different SSVs can easily lead to a distortion in 
the translation of the pivot, as is shown in Tables 4.11 and 4.12. 
92.24 
79 76 
78 44 
76.87 
Table 4.11: ~ranslat~on.of the test set for the frame-lemma pax strap([ob~,subj/j 
- 
by ) I ,  Logomedfa , '  , ,,, , ', ! # , ,  ,' ,, , , .  
' , '  
r '  
. , 
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In Table 4.11, the pivot is translated as 'azotar' (= 'to whip')' for the 'proper noun' 
., , . , 
S S ~ ~ . ' I I I  the taie  bf'adronyms, ddntrbllid heads a i d ,  non&ord strings' with determiher, , . .~,. 
Source 
The woman strapped the man 
The SUBJl strapped the OBJl 
SUBJl strapped OBJI " 
IBM strapped CD 
Mary strapped Jq.h 
The cat strapped the skunk,' 
the pivot is translated as the idiom 'atar con correa' (=, 'to put on a lead') The use 
Target 
La wje r  azot6 a1 hombre 
El SUBJl at6 con correa el OBJl 
SUBJl OBJl corto de dinero 
IBM at6 con correa CD 
Mary azot6 a,John 
. .." 
El gato at6 con:correa a la mofeta 
, . 
of nbn-word strings without determine;; leads to an erroneous hornogriph resblutlon of 
'strapped', which is translated-as an adjective ('corto de dinero' = 'not rich'). 
, ' ,  
------ I =7:D1: 
Tlie w e a n  wl1l~face:the man ,,,, , ,;Fa mujer:se,e~ontrari.cafa cara con e l h o m ~ ~  ,, 
The SUBJl will face the OBJl I,, ,." ~ ! . ~ ~ ~ ~ l f i i r a r ~ h ~ c ? a e l . ~ ~ ~ l ~  .- . < 
SUBJ1 will face OBJI ~u1331  mirari hacia OBJ'l 
IBM ~ : l i  f a c $ ; C ~  1 IBM enfr&tntari CD. . . 
, , .= I Mary wil1;face 3o6n 
, . . 
. ; . I - f l  "Mary seI_k^qcoht_rar+,cya a!~&:af$on* ~ o $ n  -". ,, . .,$ :,I,", 
, , 
:The cat wlll face the skunk ,El ga@mir@b hac_i3 1a.mqfeta. . - '4 
. -  . ., 
.~- 
- - -. - 
. - & :- 
. . 
. . . 
Table J+ " 4,;12 e' . ,~ansl$tionof thetestTset for theframe-lem~.pa;r!jeace([ab~,j,ub~]) - 
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,, . 
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1,2a;:, :,; , I ; : ' '+In Table. 4.12, .thepivot'is~translated as 'eficontrarse;cara ,a'&&:a1,,(= 8faEe;to '-, - , , 1:  
t ' I '  1 ,  ,,, , ' ,  , ,, ~ 2:," face') for the proper noun ssv In the case of controlled heads and non-word strings.with 
~, 
' , 
and..without'determmer,'the.pi~ot is translated as,'mirar,.hacia' (= ito 1ook':to'). The  use? , , 
, , 
, . 
' r , , '  - ,  .I,> 
-. - .  
of acronyms leads to a plvot translation of 'enfrentar' (= 'to confront'). 
... - . .- . ~. - .. - . - . . . 
.~ 
For,SI;)L: thebest.overalliSSl! replacement+core for isLa+ieve3.lby the  'noEword.string 
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I with determ@er1 ~ ~ ~ s c h e m ~ , $ i t h  an ayerage s@re of 83:88% The variation betwken the 
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I for the o ther~MT syFtkms (cf. Ta6les 417 -4.10). -This c& be  e_xdainedby .the f ic t  that 
. , . .  
. . . . 
A 
8 .  , .  ,&:,"'* .:' ... . , 0. ,. . . ~ 
., I 
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semantic proiertles of the arguments than the o t h e r ' ~ ~ ~ s ~ s t e m <  t'o selectla translation 
: ; , , , - 
," 1 , ,  . ' I >  _ ", I,.?;& : '  ofthk pivot. : ,, ' 1 ,  ,' , ' ,  , ,..',,' . , , " , .  ,#,:8;', , , , '  . ' ,  , I ,  ' ,.I 
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Also, the overall results for SDL were significantly lower than for the other MT engines. 
This is caused by the fact that SDL often relies on the mediopassive voice in Spanish, a 
grammatical construction which subsumes the meanings of both the middle voice and 
the passive volce Spanish, apart from the traditional periphrastic passivc construction, 
can express the passive and mlddle voice with a synthetic construction in which the syn- 
tactically active verb, accompanied by a reflexlve pronoun, has a semantically passive 
character.' 
The average scores for the best lndivldual SSV replacement ('optimal combznatzon'in 
Tables 4.7 to 4.10) range between 84.12% for SDL to 99.16% for PromT. However, even 
this optimal selection obtains rather low scores for certain frames: the scores for the worst 
performing frames vary between 4 25% for SDL to 97.34% for PromT. 
Taking into account the simplified nature of the sentences and the fact that we ex- 
tracted verb forms in the simple past and future tense to minimise the possib~lity of 
verb-noun ambiguities, it is to be expected that these scores wonld be lower in a real- 
world environment Therefore, it is not true that constituents can be safely replaced with 
SSVs for any frame. A reasonable implementation of the replacement algorithm would 
involve a replacement schema in which the SVs maintain the niaximum syntactic and 
lexico-semantic similarity with the original constituent they substitute for. 
4.3.5 Conclusion 
The experiment in Section 4.3.4 shows that it is not possible to rely solely on SSVs for a 
safe satellite substitution. We will, therefore, opt for a backoff schema in which we first 
attempt to substitute satellite chunks with DSVs, the translation of which is determined 
by late MT access, and fall back on SSVs in case the DSV substitution is not successful. 
4.4 Summary 
T h ~ s  chapter introduces the concepts necessary to understand the technical details of 
TYansBooster, which are presented in Chapter 5. In the first part of this chapter, we 
explained the basics of the decomposition algorithm and illustrated its working with several 
5E g 'El PISO es vendido' (per~phrast~c) vs 'El plso se vende' (synthetic) 
examples. In the second part, we expanded on the concept of Substitution Variables and 
reported the results of a preliminary experiment conducted to determine the suitability of 
various Static Substitution Variable schemata. 
Chapter 5 
'H'lransBooster Architecture: 
Technical Details 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we expand on the concepts introduced in Chapter 4 and treat the different 
components of the TransBooster architecture in detail In the first part (Section 5.2: 
TransBooster Mark I), we explain the standard TransBooster algor~thm. The second 
part (Section 5.3: TransBooster Mark 11) contains an outline of an alternative, simplified 
TransBooster strategy 
5.2 TransBooster Mark I 
This part is structured as follows: we first focus on head identification (Section 5 2.1), the 
construction of p~vots (Sect~on 5 2 2) and the distinction between arguments and adjuncts 
(Section 5 2 3) We provide an in-depth description of how the Substitution Variables 
introduced in the previous chapter are constructed (Section 5 2.4) and explain how context 
templates are constructed and used (Section 5 2 5). We then examine the back-end of the 
TransBooster engine (Section 5.2.6) and present the safety measures that have been put in 
place to prevent erroneous decomposition (Section 5 2.7). Finally, we provide a summary 
of the algorithm (Section 5.2 8) and Illustrate its work~ng with an example. 
5.2.1 Identifying Heads 
As outlined in Section 4.2.2 on page 42, the first step in determining the pivot of a 
constituent is the identification of its head. We use the head-finding rules of (Cahill, 
2004), which are an adaptation of the head-lexicalised grammar annotation scheme of 
(Magerman, 1995) and (Collins, 1999) The rules are displayed in Table 5.1. The first 
column contains the constituents of which we want to  determine the head. The second 
column indicates the direction in which the children of the constituent will be scanned. 
The third column contains a list of candidate head categories for each constituent. 
The head-findlng function proceeds as follows: for each candidate head category X in 
the third column, starting with the first category, scan the children of the constituent from 
left to right (head-inltial constituents) or right to left (head-final constituents). The first 
child that matches category X is the head node. If no child matches any category in the 
list, the first child, in the case of head-initial constituents, or the last child, in the case of 
head-final constituents, is considered to be the head. 
Asterisks (****) indicate the beginning of a list of categories that, if possible, should 
not be chosen as the head of the constituent. If a child IS found whose category differs 
from those occurring after the asterisks, that child is considered to be the head. If all 
children match one of the categories after the asterisks, choose the leftmost or rigbtmost 
child according to the search direction. For categories without any values (-), choose the 
leftmost or rightmost child according to the search direction. 
The head of an NP node is determined by a separate set of rules. The first child 
encountered whose category label begins with N in a right-to-left scan is the head, if 
the following two conditions are met: (i) the category label does not contain a Penn-I1 
functional tag, and (ii) if the category label is NP, it must not be preceded by punctuation. 
If no category is found, the algorithm relies on the information in Table 5 1 to determine 
the head of the NP. 
In the case of a coordinated node N1, the default head finding procedure as explained 
'Note that the constituent CONJP In Table 5.1 refers to multi-word conjunctions dominating a llmited 
amount of lex~cal items (e.g. 'as well as', 'rather than', 'not to ment~on' etc). CONJP constituents are 
never subject to recursLon In the Penn Treebank, coordinated phrases of the same syntactlc category X 
are joined under a mother node X. Coordinated phrases of a different syntactlc category are ja~ned under 
the mother node UCP ('Unlike Coordinated Phrase') 
in this section is overridden If two phrasal constituents of the same category are coordi- 
nated, the first CC-labelled constituent (the coordination word) found while scanning the 
children from left to right is assigned t o  be the head During the tree-flattening procedure, 
the CC node IS analysed as the pivot of the chunk and the two coordinating constituents 
are analysed as adjuncts, since they are not necessary for a safe translation of the CC. 
Both coordinated constituents are subject to recursive decomposition in a later stage. In 
all other cases ((i) N contains more than two coordinated constituents, (ii) N contains 
two coordinated phrasal constituents of a different category, or (iii) in addition to CC, N 
contains a t  least one lexical item), N is not decomposed further but sent as a single unit 
to  the baseline MT system for translation. 
Right 
ADVP 
CONJP 
FRAG 
INTJ 
LST 
NAC 
Left 
Left 
Left 
Right 
Left 
Right 
NP Right 
PP 1 Left 
Candidates 
% QP JJ  VBN VBG ADJP $ JJR JJS DT FW IN **** RBR 
RBS RB 
RBR RB RBS FW ADVP CD **** JJR JJS J J  NP 
CC RB IN 
LS : 
NN NNS NNP NNPS NP NAC EX $ CD QP PRP VBG JJ  
JJS JJR ADJP FW 
EX $ CD QP PRP VBG JJ  JJS JJR ADJP DT FW RB SYM 
PRP$ **** PRN POS 
IN TO FW 
PRN Left 1 PRT 1 k . ~  
$ % CD NCD QP J J  JJR JJS DT 
Left VP NP ADVP ADJP PP 
S 
SBAR 
SBARQ 
SINV 
SQ 
UCP 
VP 
WHADJP 
WHADVP 
WHNP 
WHPP 
R1ght 
Right 
Right 
Rlght 
Rlght 
Left 
Left 
Right 
Left 
Right 
Left 
TO VP SBAR ADJP UCP NP PP-PRD ADJP-PRD NP-PRD 
IN S SQ SINV SBAR FRAG X 
SQ S SINV SBARQ FRAG X 
MD IN VBZ VBD VBP VB AUX VP S SINV ADJP NP 
MDVBZVBDVBPVBAUXVPSQ 
CC S **** ADVP RB PRN 
MD VBD VBN VBZ VB VBG VBP POS AUX AUXG VP 
TO ADJP J J  NP 
JJ ADJP 
WRB 
NN NNS NNP NNPS NP WDT WP 7VP$ WHADJP WHPP 
WHNP 
IN TO FW 
Table 5.1: Tree Head Table - the list of head-finding rules based on (Magerman, 
1995) 
5.2.2 Constructing Pivots 
We have provided an introduction to pivots in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 on pages 40 and 
42. The main goal of identifying a pivot for each input chunk is to  obtain the part of the 
input string that has to remain intact during the decomposition process. We achieve this 
by extending the chunk's nucleus (cf. Section 5.2.1) with necessary lexical information 
(adjacent terminal strings) to (i) capture possible idiomatic constructions, and (ii) avoid 
substituting arguments with a limited lexical scope. 
An example2 of an idiomatic construct~on is shown in (49): 
(49) 'close to the border'i'cerca de la frontera'. 
'close'+*'ci6rrese'. 
'to the horder'+'a la frontera'. 
In (49), the translation of the head 'close' of the ADJP 'close to the border' in isolation 
leads to the deficient translation 'ciArrese' (= reflexive imperative of the verb 'to close'). 
In order to obtain the correct translation 'cerca de', the preposition 'to' has to be adjacent 
to the head 'close' in the pivot string sent to the MT engine. This can be achieved in two 
d~fferent ways: 
1. Include the necessary lexical material (e.g. 'to') in the pivot. 
2. Include the necessary lexical material (e.g. 'to') in the argument skeleton. 
In (49), the first option would lead to a decomposition of the input string into the 
pivot 'close to' and NP argument 'the border'. The second option would lead to the 
pivot 'close' and PP argument 'to the b ~ r d e r ' . ~  Although both options lead to the correct 
translation 'cerca de la frontera', option 1 is preferable to option 2, because the amount 
of variations of possible translations for an NP SSV is usually less than for a P P  SSV, 
due to the highly idiomatic character of prepositions. In other words, the total number of 
possible translations Z (cf. Section 4.3.2 on page 54) is usually higher for a PP than for 
'All examples in thls chapter were translated from Enghsh-Spanish by LogoMedla. 
3The ADJP 'close to the border' does not contarn enough lexical material to be eligible for decampos~- 
tion in a real-world TransBooster scenario, as is  further expla~ned in Sectlon 5 2 6 We lncluded thls short 
example here for purposes of clanty. It is easy to see, however, haw the canstltuent could be extended 
w ~ t h  modifiers (e g. 'close to the dangerous border that separates Paraguay from Bolivia') in whlch case 
~t would be subjected to decompos~t~on 
an N P  since the translation of the head of the PP, the preposition, depends heavily on the 
preceding context Therefore, it is more difficult, both in the case of early MT access as 
in the case of late MT access, to successfully determine the translation of the argument 
SSV in the case of a PP SSV than in the case of an NP SSV. Accordingly, even though 
it is not strictly necessary to include additional lexical material in the pivot, we find it 
preferable to extend the pivot with a limited amount of idiomatic lexical items than to 
have to account for a large number of SSV translations. 
The second case in which we choose to extend the pivot with adjacent lexical informa- 
tion is to avoid having to substitute arguments with a limited lexical scope. If, in Figure 
4.1 on page 41, an argument satellite containing only a few words is adjacent to the pivot, 
the SSV replacement of this satellite is unlikely to lead to a simplification of the input due 
to the syntact~c simplicity of the original constituent. On the contrary, since the possibil- 
ity of a deficient translation of the pivot due to semantic differences with the original can 
never be ruled out, an SSV replacement in these cases is likely to do more harm than good. 
Therefore, argument satellites adjacent to the head and dominating fewer leaf nodes than 
a predefined threshold N are included in the pivot The optimal value of the threshold N 
depends on the baseline MT system used and was empirically established by tuning the 
program parameter p.PivotAttach , as will be further explained during the discussion of 
experimental results in Chapter 6. E'or example, the best results for baseline MT system 
LogoMedia were achieved with N = 2. As an example, consider the sentence in (50): 
(50) ' [ T k a d e r ~ ] ~ ~ ~ ,   t aid],,,,^ [most of the~r major institutional investors, on the other hand, 
sat tlghtIaRca'. i '[Traders  aid],,,,^ [most of their major institutional mnvestors, on 
the other hand, sat  tight]^^^^'. 
Substituting the first argument 'Traders' with an SV would not improve the syntactic 
complexity of the sentence. It could only lead to a possible distortion of the translation 
of the pivot 'said'. Therefore, it is included in the pivot. 
Like satellite chunks, the pivot is a translatable chunk, provided it is embedded in 
a sufficient context. However, contrary to  satellites, which are embedded in a context 
template, the context for the pivot is provided by SVs, thereby simplifying the original 
arguments. 
The identification of the pivot makes it possible to flatten the original Penn-II-style 
tree into a simpler structure consisting only of the pivot and satellites (cf. Figure 4.3 on 
page 41).  In this simpler structure, the pivot is the point of reference with respect to 
which we will calculate the position of the translation of the satellites in target. Given a 
Penn-II-style tree, we use two different strategies to construct the pivot. In a first step, 
the syntactic characteristics of the constituent are matched against one of the patterns 
designed to take Into account idiomatic constructions and arguments with a limited lexical 
scope (cf Section 5.2.2.2). If no match is found, in a second step a default generic pivot 
finding procedure is used (cf. Section 5 2 2 1 ) .  
5.2.2.1 Constructing Pivots: Default Tree Flat tening 
The default pivot finding procedure is independent of the syntactic properties of the input 
chunk. It only takes into account the lexical coverage of the input chunk's head nodes 
along the tree's head projection line. The procedure starts at the root node of the input 
chunk, recursively traverses the tree and, at each step, examines the local head node N. 
If N dominates 5 L leaf nodes, the node N and its yield 1s taken to be the pivot. If, 
on the other hand, the head node N contains too many leaf nodes (> L ) ,  the procedure 
considers the head node N' immediately dominated by N along the constituent's head 
projection line, to be a pivot candidate, and so on, until a head with L words or less in its 
coverage is found. L is a parameter that allows us to experiment with varying maximum 
pivot lengths. The optimal value of L depends on the baseline MT system used and was 
determined empirically by tuning the program parameter p 9 i v o t ~ e n g t h ?  
As an example, consider Flgure 5.1. The pivot finding procedure starts at node 1, 
the node representing the input chunk 'A . . . L'. Node 3, the head of node 1 ,  dominates 
1 1  lexical items (B . . . L). Since this number is greater than the threshold L = 4, the 
procedure examines node 4, the head of node 3. Node 4  dominates only 1 (5  L )  lexical 
item, namely 'B'. Therefore 'B' is the pivot of 'A . . . L'. Nodes 2 and 5 are the pivot's 
satellites The resulting flattened tree structure will serve a s  input to TransBooster's 
'The best BLEU, NIST and GTM scores were achieved w ~ t h  L = 4 for all tree baselme M T  systems 
Cf Section 6 2 2 on page 102 
Figure 5 1 Baslc tree flattening. 1-7 are arbitrary non-terminal categories. A- 
L are lexical items. Node 3 is the head of node 1. Node 4 is the 
head of node 3. The resultmg flattened tree on the r~ght-hand side 
is the input to TransBooster's decomposition module. 
5.2.2.2 Constructing pivots: Extended Tree Flat tening 
Contrary to the default tree flattening procedure, the extended tree flattening strategy 
takes into account the syntactic characteristics of the input chunks. It tries to match 
these characteristics against a number of previously determined syntactic templates. The 
goal of the templates is to cover most of the cases in which it is preferable to extend the 
pivot with additional lexical material to account for idiomatic constructions and specific 
syntactic phenomena, as explained at the start of Section 5.2 2. If none of the templates 
matches the syntactic environment of the input chunk, its tree is flattened by using the 
default tree flattening procedure. 
As an example, consider Figure 5.2. The left-hand side tree is identical to the left-hand 
side tree in Figure 5.1. In this case, the specific syntactic configuration in the tree matches 
a predefined template, which for example expands the pivot wlth its first adjacent non- 
empty node to its right. As a consequence, 'C', the lexical coverage of node 6, is attached 
to the pivot 'B', leading to pivot 'BC' and a different tree flattening. 
The pivot templates were constructed based on a manual analysis of the most frequent 
occurrences of non-terminal expansions in the training section of the Penn-I1 Treebank. 
For this analysis, we relied on the treebank grammar used by (Cahill, 2004), which was 
constructed following (Charniak, 1996). A treebank grammar is a context-free grammar 
(CFG) created by reading off the production rules directly from hand-parsed sentences 
'Note that pwot findlng and tree flattening are recurs~vely applied to satell~tes (here nodes 2 and 5) 
Figure 5 2 Extended tree flatten~ng 1-7 are arbitrary non-terminal categories. 
A-L are lexical items. Node 3 is the head of node 1. Node 4 is the 
head of node 3. 
in a treebank. In the case of (Cahill, 2004), the CFG was constructed based on the 
training section of the Penn-I1 treebank (sections 01-22), with empty productions and 
trace information removed and all Penn-I1 functional mformation tags attached to CFG 
categories stripped 
Since it is not possible to manually analyse all 17,034 rule types in the treebank-based 
CFG, we chose to investigate the most frequent rules that account for 85% of rule tokens 
per non-terminal. Given that it 1s not useful to subject chunks with a limited lexical 
range to decomposition, we excluded the rules dominating an average of fewer than 4 
leaf nodes. This figure is related to the optimal value of the parameter p-Chunklength, 
introduced on page 50 After these reductions, 554 rule types remained for analysis. The 
rules were analysed by examining the corresponding rule-token dominated sub-trees in 
the treebank. Two different tools were found useful for this analysis: TGREP (Pito, 1993) 
and the DCU Treebank Tool Suite (TTS)7 (Cahill and van Genabith, 2002). TGREP is a 
well-known Unix-based tool that allows parse-annotated tree searches in the same spirit 
as GREP. TTS is a web-based treebank inspection tool developed at  DCU with extended 
functionality for PCFG parsing. TGREP supports searches of arbitrary tree fragments and 
depth, whereas TTS is easy to use and displays the results graphically 
After inspectmg individual instances of each relevant rule type, we derived specific 
coding guidelines Appendix B contains a list of the main extended pivot treatment 
procedures for non-terminal nodes in the Penn-I1 Treebank. Each rule is illustrated with 
an example. 
%Al TransBooster program parameters are summarlsed m Section 6 2 2 
'http.//www computing dcu.ie/-acah~ll/tts/ 
5.2.3 Arguments vs. Adjuncts 
As pomted out in Section 4.2.3 on page 43, we broaden the traditional notion of the term 
'argument' t o  those nodes that are essential for the correct translation of the parent node. 
Nodes labeled as adjuncts can be safely omitted in the string sent to the baseline MT 
system to obtain the translation of the pivot. Omitting redundant material in the original 
string is a first obvious way to simpllfy the input. However, caution must be taken not to 
omit certain lexical items that, despite being classified as adjuncts in a certain grammatical 
framework, are nevertheless essential to  guarantee a correct translation of the pivot. 
For example, consider the Penn-I1 sentence in Figure 5.3. If, in Figure 5.3, the direc- 
tional ADVP 'down' and P P  'into their canal' are labelled as adjuncts, the translation 
of the resulting argument skeleton 'We were coming' would lead to  the erroneous pivot 
translation *'viniendol ('coming from somewhere') instead of the correct 'bajando' ('corn- 
inglgoing down'), as is represented in (51). 
PAP I ,'-', 
we VBD 
I 
were A 
VBG ADVP-DIR PP-DIR 
I I 
corning RB IN A NP 
I I n 
down into PRP NN 
I I 
their canal 
Figure 5.3: Penn-I1 tree representation of 'we were coming down lnto their canal.' 
(51)  'We were comlng down into their canal.' + 'Estabamos bajando en su canal'. 
'We were coming' + 'Estabamos viniendo'. 
Likewise, consider the Penn-I1 sentence in Figure 5.4: 
If, in Figure 5.4, the directional ADVP 'away from the stock market' is labelled as 
an adjunct, the translation of the resulting argument skeleton 'Individual investors have 
NP-SBJ VP 
turned I/'-, 
RB PP 
I I I 
the stock market 
Figure 5.4: Penn-I1 tree representation of 'Indiv~dual investors have turned away 
from the stock market ' 
turned' would lead to the erroneous pivot translation *'ban doblado' ('have turned') in- 
stead of the correct 'se han alejado' ('have turned away'), as is shown in (52): 
(52 )  'Individual ~nvestors have turned away from the stock market' + 'Los inversores par- 
ticulares se han alejado del mercado de valores ' 
'Indiv~dual investors have turned' --t 'Los lnversores particulares han doblado' 
Therefore, the argument-adjunct distinction of a specific grammatical framework can 
only serve as a basis to distinguish between 'pivot arguments', essential nodes for the 
correct translation of the pivot, and 'pivot adjuncts' (redundant material) among satellites 
A thorough ~nvestigation of the most frequent phenomena is necessary to  avoid errors as 
shown in (51) and (52). 
In the first phase of determining argument-adjunct distinction guidelines for node- 
labelling by TransBooster, we relied on information provided in (Hockenmaier, 2003). In 
this work, the author presents the creation of training data and the development of prob- 
abil~ty models for statistical parsing of English with Combinatory Categorial Grammar 
(CCG, (Steedman, 1996, 2000)). CCG is a lexicalist, constraint-based grammatical the- 
ory m which categories are the buildmg blocks of the grammar Words are associated 
with very specific categories which define their syntactic behaviour. In order to obtain 
training data for CCG parsing, Hockenmaier (2003) had to transform the phrasestructure 
trees in the Penn Treebank Into a corpus of CCG derivations. In the Penn Treebank, the 
complement-adjunct distinction is not marked explicitly, as is clearly stated in (Marcus 
et a1 , 1994): 
"After many attempts to find a reliable test to distingnlsh between arguments and 
adjuncts, we have abandoned structurally marking this difference. Instead, we now 
label a small set of clearly distinguishable roles, building upon syntactic distinctions 
only when the semant~c intuitions are clear cut." 
In the ~mplementational details of the transformation from Penn Treebank to CCGbank 
in (Hockenmaier, 2003), however, clear guidelines are provided to  distinguish arguments 
from adjuncts, based on heuristic procedures which rely on the label of a node and its 
parent. 
In the second phase of our argument-adjunct distinction procedure, we refined the dis- 
tinct~on criteria obtained during the first phase by manually inspecting the most frequent 
rule-types accounting for 85% of rule token expansions per non-terminal in the Penn Tree- 
bank. For an explanation on how the 85% part of rule tokens were selected, cf Section 
5 2 2.2. Appendix C contains an overview of the ARG-ADJ distinction heuristics used in 
this dissertation. 
Satellites that have not received an explicit argument/adjunct label based on the CCG 
heuristics or after the above-mentioned refinement phase, are assigned a label by default 
The best experimental results were obtained by labeling all remaining satellites as adjuncts. 
5.2.4 Substitution Variables: Static vs Dynamic 
After flattening the original input tree into a TransBooster tree, argument and adjunct 
skeletons are obtained by replacing the relevant satellites by SVs, as explained in Section 
4.2.4 on page 44. The translation of these simplified syntactic structures makes it possible 
to  extract the translation of the pivot and locate the posltion of the satellites in target 
As described in Section 4.3 on page 54, SVs can be static (SSVs) or dynamic (DSVs). In 
thls section we will focus on the implementation of both SV types. 
The experiments reported in Section 4.3.4 show that syntactic and/or lexico-semantic 
differences between SSVs and the constituent they replace can lead to an erroneous trans- 
lation of the pivot or a wrong placement of the satellites in target. Therefore, as a first 
choice, wc substitute the satellites with DSVs, the translations of which are obtained 
through late MT access. DSJJs have the advantage that they share a maximal syntactic 
and lexico-semantic similarity with the satellites, but their retrieval in target is non-trivial, 
as their translation is not known in advance. This substitution leads to a dynamzc argu- 
ment skeleton and a number of dynamzc adjunct skeletons. As a fall-back, the satellites 
are also substituted with appropriate SSVs, leading to a statzc argument skeleton and a 
number of statzc adjunct skeletons.' SSVs have the advantage that they are relatively 
easy to track in target but their syntactic/lexico-semantic divergence with the original 
satellites might trigger translation errors, as shown in Section 4.3.4. 
The retrieval of the translation of the pivot and the location of the satellites in target 
works as follows In a first attempt, the DSV translations are matched against the trans- 
lat~on of the dynamzc skeletons. If a match is found for each of the DSV translations, the 
pivot is extracted and the position of the satellite translations is stored in memory. If there 
is a mismatch between one of the DSV translations and the translated skeleton, a second 
attempt is made by matching each of the previously established SSV translations against 
the translation of the statzc skeleton. Only in case this second attempt is unsuccessful, 
the entire pivot extraction and satellite location procedure fails (cf. 5 2.7 for more details 
on what happens in case no pivot can be extracted). 
Instead of relying solely on DSVs or SSVs, using this back-off mechanism permits us to 
combine the strength of the DSV's accuracy with the SSV's retrievability In the following 
section we will explain m more detail how DSVs and SSVs are generated. 
5.2.4.1 Identifying Optimal Substitution Variables 
The DSV of a constituent consists of the constituent's head and its simplified arguments. 
In other words, a constituent's DSV is the string remaining after the recursive removal of 
all adjuncts in the tree representatlon of the constituent. Removing the adjuncts leads in 
many cases to a considerable simplification of the orignal. At the same time, the presence 
of the head and its simplified arguments ensures a sufficient lexico-semantic resemblance 
'Cf Section 4.2 4 an page 44 for a schernat~c representatton of argument/adjunct skeletons 
to  the original, which should avoid wrolig pivot translations and erroneous satellite place- 
ments in target Table 5 2 contalns a number of example chunks and their extracted 
, . 
DSVs. 
Table 5 2: Some examples of satellite chunks and their DSVs. 
Satellite t DSV 
'the stocksellingpressure' t 'the pressure' 
'Wall Street ,$rbfessionals, mcliding computer-guided ire- + 'professionils' 
gram traders' 
'the tradlng halt in the S&P 500 pit in Chicago' 3 'the halt' 
' ~ t s  remaining seven aircraft' , . , + 'its aircraft' 
fthat once dld business b,S Merrill iynch Commerb~al Real t 'that:didbus~ness' 
b- Estate' ~- 
'the potential to be so' 3 'the poteiitial' 
'the weekend preced~ng Black Monday in 1987' t 'the weekend' 
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each specific category-environment sequence is to ensure correct SSV retr~eval in target 
in the case of multiple replacement instances of the same type of satellite. If, after the 
pivot and satellites have been identified, multiple satellites of the same type and in an 
identical syntactic environment are substituted by the same SSV in a skeleton, it is not 
possible to locate the posit~on of the satellites in target, given that it is highly probable 
that the baseline MT system will produce the same translation for identical SSV strings 
in the skeleton. In other words, if in (24) on page 44, SV,>, = SV,>, ( 1  5 i , j  5 1 + r ) ,  
a correct retrieval of the placement of SAT,' and SATJ' is not guaranteed. 
5.2.5 Context: Static vs Dynamic 
In Section 4.2.5 on page 47, we emphasised the risks of translating individual satellites 
out of context. Therefore, prior to being sent to the baseline MT system for translation, 
a satellite is embedded in a context template. This template can be statzc or dynamzc. 
As is the case for Substitution Variables, the translation of dynamic context templates is 
determined at run-time by late MT access, while static context templates are previously 
translated by early MT access. 
The exact nature of the dynamic context of a satellite depends on whether the satellite 
is an argument or an adjunct. The context for an argument satellite ARGx is constructed 
based on the dynamic argument skeleton of its mother node. Given that adjuncts are 
not required for the correct translation of their governing node or its arguments, they 
can be safely omitted. Since we are interested in the translation of ARGx, we do not 
substitute it in the dynamic skeleton of its mother (53), resulting in (54). In order to 
retrieve the translation of ARGx, a second string is constructed, consisting of the same 
dynamic skeleton as before, but with ARGx substituted with its SSV, as shown in (55). 
(53) [DSVARG,] . . [DSVARG,] p z~o t  [DSVARG,,,] . . [DSVARG,,,] 
where D S V A ~ ~ ,  is the dynam~c Substitution Vanable for ARG, (1  5 z 5 1 + r ) .  
(53) and (54) can be represented in a simplified manner as (56) and (57), respectively. 
(56) ARGx [dynamic context] + ARG; [dynamic context'] 
(57) SSVARG, [dynamic context] -4 ssvLRGx [dynamic context'] 
After sending (57) to the basellne MT system, we subtract the previously known trans- 
lation SSvARGx from the resulting string. This results in the translation of the dynamic 
context [dynamic contextt]. By subtracting [dynamic context'] from the translation of the 
string in (56), we obtain A R G ~ ,  the translation of ARGx. 
As an example, consider the sentence in Figure 4.2 on page 41, repeated below for 
reasons of clarity. 
A 
NP-SBJ 
A, A NP VBZ 
I ! ! 1.- 
I I N P  PP 
,ha chaxrmanhN IN- A NNS I 
DT JJ NP J J  , d d a  
I I a ,,!, ,?, NNd'+= f ~ t  and 
Figure 5.5: Parse tree representation of 'The chairman, a long-time nval of Bill 
Gates, llkes fast and confidential deals ' 
In order to retrieve the translation of the argument 'fast and confidential deals', it is 
embedded in the dynamic argument skeleton of its mother node, which leads to (58): 
(58) [The chairman  like^],,,,,,^ fast and confidential deals. + El presidente tiene gusto de 
repartos rip~dos y confidenciales 
We retrieve the translation of the dynamic context template 'The man l~kes' by trans- 
latmg the same dynamic argument skeleton, but this time containing the argument's SSV, 
as shown in (59): 
(59) [The chairman likes],,,t,,t [carslssv. -+ 'El presidente tiene gusto de coches.' 
The translation of the SSV 'cars' (= 'coches') has been previously determined by 
early MT access. After subtracting this string from the translation of (59), we find the  
translation of 'The chairman likes', namely 'El presidente tiene gusto de'. By subtracting 
'El presidente tiene gusto de' from the translation of (58), we obtain the translation of the 
argument 'fast and confidential deals', namely 'repartos rdpidos y confidenciales'. 
The construction of the dynamic context of an adjunct satellite AD Jx and the retrieval 
of its translation works slightly different. Flrst, we insert ADJx in the dynamic skeleton 
of its mother node (53), which leads to the string in (60): 
The translation of ADJx  is obtained by retrieving the difference between the transla- 
tions of (53) and (60). 
As an example, consider the sentence in (61): 
(61) 'Our long suit 1s our proven ability to operate power plants, he said.' 
(S (S-TPC-1 (NP-SBJ (PRP5 Our) ( J J  long) (NN su~t)) (VP (VBZ is) (NP-PRD (PRP$ our) 
(JJ proven) (NN ab~hty) (S (NP-SBJ ( -NONE *)) (VP (TO to) (VP (VB operate) (NP (NN 
power) (NNS plants)))))))) (, ,) (NP-SBJ (PRP he)) (VP (VBD said) (SBAR (-NONE 0) (S 
(-NONE- *T*-I)))) ( )) 
After recursively traversing the tree starting from the root node, the TransBooster 
algorithm arrives at the node S-TPC-I, which is graphically represented in Figure 5.6. . i.. 
S-TPC-1 
I I 
pawe. piants 
Flgure 5.6: Parse tree representation of node S-TPC-1 in (61). 
In order to retrieve the translation of the adjunct 'to operate power plants', it is 
embedded in the dynamic argument skeleton of its mother node 'NP-PRD', dominating 
the lex~cal items 'our proven ability to operate power plants'.1° Since this node does not 
contain any arguments, its argument skeleton consists of the pivot in isolation, represented 
In (62): 
(62) 'our proven ability ' + 'nuestra habilldad demostrada.' 
After ~nse r t~ng  the adjunct mto the skeleton, we obtain (63): 
(63) [our proven abil~ty],,,~,,~ to operate power plants 
+ '[nuestra habilidad dem~strada],,,,,,~ de operar centrales hldroel6ctr~ca.s' 
By retr~eving the difference between the the translations of (62) and (63), we obtain 
the translat~on of the adjunct, namely 'de operar centrales hidroel8ctricas'. 
Statlc context templates were determined by analysing the 554 most frequent rule types 
mentioned m Sectlon 5.2.2.2, covering 85% of the rule-tokens per non-terminal in sections 
01-22 of the Penn Treebank. The result of this analysis is summarised in Appendix E. 
Each non-terminal is prov~ded with a default context and, if necessary, several additional 
statlc context templates depend~ng on the syntactic environment of the non-terminal. 
The appendlx ~llustrates the static context insertion w ~ t h  an example sentence for each 
category-environment-context sequence. 
The default treatment is to embed chnnks first in a dynamic context and try to extract 
the translation of the chunk, as descrlbcd above. In case this fails, an attempt is made 
to extract the the chunk's translat~on from a static context If both dynamic and static 
context extraction fail, the chunk is translated in isolation. Note that the default backoff 
from Dynamzc ContextiStatzc ContexthZero Context can be modified depending on the 
specific characterist~cs of each chunk. For example, subject NPs need not be inserted in a 
context template for correct translation retrieval from English+Spanish. 
:a Note that the decompos~t~on algonthrn does not rely on trace lnformatlon in the gold-standard Penn- 
I1 trees smce thls sort of deta~led lingu~st~e mformation is not ava~lable in the output of most stat~stical 
parsers Penn-I1 functional lnforrnation tags (e.g -SBJ, -TPC, etc ) are used in the argument-adjunct 
distinctton heuristics (cf. Appendlx C), SSV selection rules (cf. Append~x D) and in the construct~on of 
Statlc Context Templates (cf. Appendlx E). 
5.2.6 Chunks and their Translation 
In  this section, we will discuss the back-end of the TransBooster engine, which is com- 
prised of two modules that interact with the baseline MT system. The module Ranslatzon 
sends all strings generated by TransBooster to the MT system and retrieves their trans- 
lations. The module Chunk ensures that all chunks to be translated are embedded in an 
adequate context, if necessary, and passes the generated strings on to Translation. After 
the MT system is accessed and the module Translatzon has retrieved the translat~ons of the 
strings, Chunk extracts the chunk translations and passes them on to other modules in the 
TransBooster engine, which recompose the final output. This interaction is schematically 
represented in Figure 5 7 
Chunk Translation MT Engine 
Figure 5.7: The back-end of the TransBooster Engine 
Chunk is a module containing data structures for all possible context-enhanced source- 
target pairs for the chunks to be sent to Translatzon. Translation is a module that interacts 
directly with the baseline MT engine by sending strings and retrieving their translations. 
Since all chunks are retrieved at run-time, this translation retrieval refers to late MT 
access. This contrasts with early MT access, in which chunks - in practice only SSVs - 
are translated prior to processing input by TransBooster (cf. Section 4.3.2 on page 54). 
In Section 4 2 on page 39, the notion of 'chunks' was introduced as being the different 
parts that the input sentence was being decomposed into. In this section, we interpret 
'chunk' in a broader sense: the term comprises every single item that needs to be trans- 
lated in order for the algorithm to operate successfully. These items are mcluded in Table 
5.3 
We will now discuss how the different types of chunks in Table 5.3 are stored and 
explain the default context retrieval procedure for each individual type: 
Type of chunk Default Context Retrieval 
Dynamic-Statm-none 
Pivots 
Substitution Variables 
Argument Skeletons Dynamic-Static-none 
Adjunct Skeletons Dynamic+Static+none 
Table 5.3: Chunks in module Chunk and their default context retrieval 
Satellites Satellites are the typical chunks as introduced in Section 4.2. In most cases, 
it is essential to embed them in some sort of context to ensure correct translation 
(cf. Section 5.2.5). The data structure Chmk stores the satellites, retrieves their 
static context and constructs all necessary material for dynamic context extraction. 
It sends the satellite chunks to Translatzon in three different contexts: (i) m a null 
context (isolation), (ii) in a static context, and (iii) in a dynamic context. After 
retrieving the necessary translations, it attempts to extract the satellite translation 
from the Dynamic and Static Context translations, respectively, as explained in 
Section 5 2 5. In case both extractions fail, Chunk selects the translation of the 
satellite in isolation. 
Pivots The translation of a pivot is obtained by extracting SV translations from the 
translation of the Argument Skeleton. The SVs provide the necessary context for 
the pivot. However, in case no pivot can be extracted from the translation of the 
Argument Skeleton, we want to maintain the option of retrieving the translation 
of the pivot in isolation. This is the reason why pivots are also sent as individual 
strings to  the Danslatzon module. In practice, retrieving the translation of pivots 
in isolation in case of an unsuccessful pivot extraction attempt does not lead to 
improvements, as might be expected.ll Therefore a failed pivot extraction attempt 
will lead to aborting the entire decomposition process. 
Substi tut ion Variables Late MT access for Substitution Variables. both SSVs and 
DSVs are sent to the module Panslatzon in isolation. As commented in Section 
4 3 2, late MT access is the only suitable manner to retrieve the translation of a 
DSV. It might seem strange, though, that we are also translating SSVs at run- 
"Experimental results related to the program parameter p91votCheck are prav~ded in Chapter 6 
86 
time. We do this as a safety measure: although a list of possible translations for 
SSVs has been determined beforehand and stored in the data structure Substztutzon 
(which is included in the class diagram of the TransBooster application in Appendix 
F), the additional SSV translation obtained at run-time will be added to this list 
if it is not already present. This technique also provides TransBooster with some 
'self-calibration' to possible changes in the embedded baseline MT system. 
Argument  Skeletons Like proper satellites, argument skeletons are chunks that need 
to be embedded in a sufficient context. Therefore they receive the same treatment 
as satelhtes. 
Adjunct  Skeletons Like proper satellites, adjunct skeletons are chunks that need be 
embedded In a sufficient context. Therefore they receive the same treatment as 
satelhtes. 
There are several reasons why certain chunks are translated in a zero context: 
1. There is no need for additional context, e g. in the case of a simple subject NP for 
EnglihiSpanish. 
2 The translation of a chunk in a zero context is the last level in the default backoff 
procedure (Dynamic Context t Static ContextiZero Context). 
3. The chunk is used to retrieve the translation of another chunk by string subtraction. 
For example, the translation of a DSV is extracted from the translation of a dynamic 
pivot skeleton to retrieve the translation of the pivot. If the DSV were to be embed- 
ded in a context, we would somehow have to know the translation of this context as 
well. The only way this can be achieved is (i) by using a predefined static context 
(early MT access), or (ii) by translating this context at run-time (late MT access), 
which implies that we are simply transferring the problem to a d~fferent level, as is 
shown in Figure 5.8 In other words, in the case of dynamic substitutions with late 
MT access, at some point it is necessary to rely on the translation of an item out of 
context 
F~gure 5.8: The (in theory) never-ending cycle of dynam~c context template 
translations. 
One of the essential points in the algorithm is how to determine whether a satellite 
chunk is ready for translation. Decomposing the input string into very small chunks has the 
advantage of maximal syntactic simplification, but overall translation might not improve 
due to context issues. On the other hand, a limited decomposition in larger chunks will not 
suffer that much from context deterioration but will lead to less syntactic simplification. 
Due to the average time needed for an experiment-evaluation cycle,12 it is not possible to 
determine a different cut-off threshold for each dtfferent category in each different syntactic 
setting. In the current implementation, we maintain the same cut-off point N for all types 
of satellite chunks. This cut-off point depends on the number of lexical items that the 
node representation of the chunk dominates. If the node dominates fewer oi the same 
number of lexical items than the threshold N, it is translated in its entirety, embedded 
m a context template if necessary. If the node dominates more than N lexical items, it 
is subjected to decomposition. The threshold N is one of the program's parameters: ~ t s  
optimal value depends on the baseline MT system used and was established empirically, 
for each different baseline MT system, by tuning the program parameter p-Chunklength, 
as will be further explained during the discussion of experimental results in Chapter 6. 
In the algor~thm presented in Section 5 2 8, the baseline MT system is accessed at 
several different stages during the decomposition of each individual sentence. This is a 
siniplified representation of what really happens. Sending a string to the MT system, 
executing the translation and retrieving the translated output consumes a certain amount 
of tlme, depending on the length of the string, the system used and the interface to Trans- 
Booster. Given that the decomposition of one single sentence can easily lead to hundreds 
of different strings (satellites, p~vots, SVs and skeletons) to be translated, in practice, con- 
tinuous MT access would be too tnne-consuming. Therefore, the TransBooster algorithm 
1s split into three different parts, as  is graphically represented in Figure 5.9: 
' 'Depend~n~ an  the MT system used, between 25-35 rn~nutes per expenrnent-evaluation cycle 
1. Decomposition: all sentences in the input file are decomposed. All resulting different 
individual chunks are written to a data file. 
2. Translation. the data file is translated by the baseline MT system 
3 Recomposition: the translations of all chunks are retrieved and the output sentences 
are composed 
Chunks' L4-J 
output b 
Figure 5.9: The three stages in a TransBooster run. 
This way, the MT system is only accessed once per TransBooster run. The module 
TTanslatzon contains data structures that ensure that no duplicate strings are translated. 
The module also performs a number of necessary pre-processing steps on the strings that  
are being sent to the MT engine. For example, each cand~date string for translation must 
commence with a capital letter and end with a dot. Failure to do so might result in a 
distorted translation, as is shown in the examples (64) and (65): 
(64) "The man is sleeping," says Mr. Zurkuhlen. + "El hombre estB durmiendo", el Sr. 
Zurkuhlen dice 
"The man is sleeping," says Mr Zurkuhlen + *"El hombre est& durmlendo", decir a1 
Sr. Zurkuhlen 
(65) 'I'm not going to worry about the dog.' i 'No voy a preocuparme por el perro.' 
'i'm not going to worry about the dog.' + *'I no va para preocuparse por el perro.' 
-
Seemingly trivial details like the ones in (64) and (65) can lead to important changes in 
translation quality. In (64), the translat~on of the second sentence contains an uninflected 
form of the main verb ('decir') m the wrong place. In (65), the output is incomprehensible 
due to a m~micked subject ('i'), a wrong inflection of the main verb ('va') and an erroneous 
preposition ('para'). The module also performs certain operations regarding punctuation 
and whitespace that might have been distorted during the building of a skeleton or after 
inserting a chunk into its context. 
5.2.7 Safety Measures 
During the decomposition of a chunk, a number of problems can arise that cause the 
decomposition process to abort. If such problems occur, it is always possible, as a back-off 
measure, to translate the chunk in its entirety. The main two problems that trigger this 
back-off measure are the following: 
1. The translation of an SV is not found in the translated skeleton. This occurs if both 
the retrieval of DSVs and SSVs in the translated skeletons is unsuccessful. In this 
case, it is impossible to extract the translation of the pivot. 
2. If the pivot is retrieved via SSV substitution, we verify the presence of the extracted 
pivot translation in the translation of the dynamic argument skeleton. Since the 
dynamic argument skeleton shares more syntactic/lexico-semantic similarities with 
the original, a mismatch might indicate an erroneous translation of the pivot in 
the static argument skeleton. In this case, we deem the extracted pivot translation 
unreliable. 
If it was impossible to extract a translation of the pivot or if the extracted pivot is 
considered unreliable, there are two back-off alternatives: 
1. Abort the decomposition process and translate the entire node as an indivisible unit. 
2. Translate the pivot in isolation and continue the decomposition process. 
Although both choices exist as aprogram parameter13, experiments (reported in Chap- 
ter 6) show that the first back-off alternative yields much better results, which is to be 
expected. 
''Parameter p9~votCheck  , as wrll be further explained in Chapter 6 
5.2.8 Algorithm 
Figure 5.10 shows the standard TransBooster algorithm (TBM,,~~)  in pseudo-code. The 
operation of the algorithm is illustrated with a simple example. 
Input = parsed sentence, 
S = Tree data structure of Input; 
Recursive head/arg/ad, annotation of nodes S ;  
QUEUE = {s); 
While (QUEUE not empty) { 
Node N = shift QUEUE; 
If (N OK for translation) { 
translate N (in context); 
1 
else ( 
flatten N into TransBooster tree; 
- find p~vot N; 
- fznd satellites N; 
fxnd SVs  for all satellites; 
build skeletons; 
translate S V s ;  
translate skeletons; 
find translation pivot; 
if (translation pivot not OK) { 
translate N (in context) ; 
break; 
1 
track location satellites in target; 
add all satellites to QUEUE; 
1 
Recompose (S) where 
Recompose (N) { 
for (all satell~tes of N) { 
sort all satellite SVs and pivot with respect to 
their position in target; 
if (satellite OK for translation) { 
replace SV satellite with translation satellite; 
Figure 5.10: The standard TransBooster algorithm ( T B M . ~ ~ ~ )  in pseudo-code 
5.2.8.1 Worked Example 
In this section, we illustrate the standard nansBooster algorithm (TBnnarkr) on the Penn- 
I1 sentence 'One week later, Leonard H. Roberts, president and chief executive officer of 
Arby's, was fired in a dispute wlth Mr. Posner'. The baseline MT system is LogoMedia, 
.. 
the language pair English-+Spanish. The output of the example sentence by the baseline 
system is shown in (66): 
- 
(66)  'Uno semana despuhs, Leonard H Roberts, presldente y funcionar~o en jefe e~ecutivo 
de Arby's, fue dls~arado en una disputa con el Sr Posner.' 
, , 
I '  6 , ' , .  , 
The main problem in this translation is that LogoMedia's transfer module has erro- 
neously se1ected"'fired' + 'di&arado'(= 'shot') instead of thicorrect 'fired' + 'despedido' , .i , 
(= 'sacked'). 
. , 
, .,, " .  , 
The input tp the decomposition algorithm is (67) 
(67) (TOP (S (ADVP-TMP (NP (CD one) '  (NN week)) (RBhte r ) )  (, ,) (NP-SBJ-1 (NP (NNP Leonard) 
(NNP H ) (NNP Roberts)) (, ,) (NP (NP (NP (NN president)) (CC and) (NP (JJ  chief) (JJ  
exkcutive) (NN office?))) (PP  (IN of) ,(NP (NNP "Arb?) ( ~ 0 ~ " s ) ) ) )  .(, ,)) (VP (vBD' ;~~)  (VP 
(VBN firedj (NP (-NONE i-1)) (PP-LOC (IN m) (NP (NP (DT a) (NN dispute)) (PP  (IN wlth) 
,,b,,", ' , ,, (NP ( N N P ~ M ~ . )  (&P ~ ~ k r ) ) ) ) j j ) . i  ) ) )  . ,' , ,:, ':: 1 , . , ,  ' , , . '.j 
, ~ ) .  i.,, . .', ~, , 
. , ..' . ,The alg6rithm.finds,the,pivot,;:was - ,  fired', anddhe r sat~llite$,,[One ..~ y ~ e k  ~, lat~;] ,41~~, , ,[Leon+<d:: i' '3 , -,:I: !, °.' , .4,,~& .,.,
, . 
I . .. H Roberts, , : ,  president , and chief .. executive . t" officer of Arby ' s l a~c  % . , andjln a d~spute with ' , - -- !, ..'F. I ,"' :y ,:,,, ,<;;.y, ., . 8 h'." , , .#.I: ' , , .,,.,,,,: 8 ,A, ,> , ., , ,  , .  , ,,, . I ' . I !  , I 
, ,  , ' 
~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ,  ~ f i ~ ~ ,  leads:to the Aaltkned structure in ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 . 1 ~ :  fl , ",, . ,,; , ,.s ' 8 ;  ,,,,, *',',,'\ , , c  ' , ", , ','* ,,' ',,, ,?,~:': , = .:% 
. , i !A .-,.. , , , * -  , p- . . t  _ ,  ' ~ , , . ,  , " 1  ' .. , A . : i .  ' L , . L i  ' , 
" A  # 
TransBoost6i. replees the argument sat6llite by the ~ s V  '~eod&rd..H. Robkrts' 'a id  " 
i; ... ~ , . .. 
/ , I  , ' &ds' the argu&$t skeleton iri :(68), tq the b i s e l i n e i ~ ~  , . kng;ne. ,s{&, weg$ivee d$$-$ined , .  ", <>, , 2. 
. , 
,, f 
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the trinslatioidf t h e - i ) ~ ~  'Le0nard.H Roberts' a t  nintime, it is possible to &&act tfie 
li- 8: 
/ , ,  , , , . , . " A ; . ' .  . , ' '  I 
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11 - 
.? 
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, ,* 
, 
. :, 
~" 
in target 
(68) '[Leonard H. Roberts] [was fired].' + '[Leonard H Roberts] [fue desped~do] '
Note that the simplified syntactic structure of the argument skeleton in (68) already 
leads the baseline MT system to correctly translate 'fired' as 'despedido'. 
Next, two adjunct skeletons are constructed, one for ADJl  'One week later,' and one 
for ADJ2 'in a dispute with Mr. Posner', by inserting the DSVs for both adjuncts, one by 
one, in the argument skeleton. 
(69) '[One week  later,]^^^ [Leonard H. Roberts] [was fired] ' + '[Uno semana despu6s,]iD 
[Leonard H Roberts] [fue despedido] ' 
'[Leonard H Roberts] [was fired] [in a  dispute]^^^.' i '[Leonard H Roberts] [fue 
desped~do] [en una disputa]dDJ.' 
From the translation of both adjunct skeletons in (69), we deduce the position of the 
adjuncts in target. After this first step, we have found the translation of the pivot and 
have determined the location of all satellites in target. 
S t e p  2 
In a second step, the algorithm investigates the first satellite ('One week later'), and 
decides that  it is simple enough for translation, since it contams Fewer than the optimal 
threshold N lexical items l4 Before sending the satellite to the baseline MT system for 
translation, it is embedded in a dynamic context as explained in Section 5.2.5. This leads 
to the string in (70): 
(70) '[One week later,[ [Leonard H Robertsl~sv,,,, [was fi~ed],,,,~.' - '[Uno semana 
despubs,] [Leonard H R o b e r t ~ ] ~ ~ ~ ~ , ,  [fue desped~do]b,,,,.' 
Since we have already found the translation of the pivot (Lfue despedido') and since 
the translation of the DSV 'Leonard H. Roberts' was determined by late MT access, it 
is possible to deduce 'Uno semana despub' as the translation of the satellite 'One week 
later' from (70). 
"N was determ~ned ernplrlcally for each basehne MT system by tuning parameter p-Chunklength In 
the case of LogaMedla, apt~rnal results were obtained w ~ t h  N = 5 
Step 3 
Assume, for the sake of simpl~city, that the second satellite, ('Leonard H. Roberts, pres- 
ident and chief executive officer of Arby's') is considered ready for translation Like the 
first satellite, it is embedded in a dynamic context. Since 'Leonard H Roberts, president 
I ,( ' 8  
and chief executive officer of Arby\s'. is the only argument, its dynamic context consists ' . . 
exclus~vely of the pivot, as 1s shown in (71): 
' ,, ' I '  , , , ' 1 . ' '4 .' 
.I 
(71) 'Leonard H Roberts, president and chief executive officer of Arby's' [was f~red],,,,~.' 
-+ Leonard H Roberts, presidente y funcionario en jefe ejecutlvo de Arby's, [fue 
, - 
disparado]b,,,,. 
Note that in this string, the pivot once again obtains the erroneous translation 'fue 
, , 
disparado' Since the the previously established pivot translation 'fue despedido' cannot 
be found in the translation of (71), the retrieval of the translation of the second satellite , _ 
, , , ., 
' ' 1  , , , I' ' 
fads. ~hkrefork; we back off to t h i  cofistr~ction of the itatic'cbniext, . . i S ' i h o ~ n  i&.(72). ' . . '.I, , 
" ,  +t': 
.: 
. - 
(72) 'Leonard H Roberts,.pres~dent and chief executlve officer of Arby's'lis ~$eping.],,,,~,,.' 
~. 
,., . . , : q a  
' r  - ,, , . 1;. ,; ' , - .  ' I ,  -" ' . L , , , , ' " , .fi , :'" 
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, , 
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I ..-,,.a,- found in the translation of (72). By string subtract~on, we obtain the, translation:of .the , ,- .,... ,*$ 
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second'satel'lite' ' ~ e o n a r d . ~  Roberts, preiidente yfundonario ki'jefe'ejecutlvo de kbj. ' i . '  , , .I I .... +  I
step' 4 , , , '  
, ~ 
The last satellite, 'in a dispute with Mr. Posner', ,contains~6 lexical items. S~nce  this 
. k , , . ~ ~ , ,. 
numb+ > the b~; l t ik$l , thrkhoid ; (~= '- ' 'G :5).esta$lishedlfor , + ~ o g ? ~ e d i + ,  v 
. 
the,s.itlllite,ls , _ ,  su6ject . " 
to further decomposition l5 Let's assume, in order to keep this example decomp~sition 
. , , . . .  . . , j . , I  , 1 : .: , 
cleas ?nd'simpl$, that  ,the satelljteai$rnot fuzther 'deco&ydsed , ..a.. is kqnsldefed i&d; . ", f;? : , ". , 
, , ,  
, ', 
' ' : j ,, , .-, r ,' 1 ' , . i,. I , . ,  .- A , \  , " .  
translation I t  is then embedded in a dynamic context template and sent to the baseline 
.: .. 
, MT system fof:t.ranslation; .as'~s;sY$wn,,iq ;(73):, , " , 'y . a. , . . , - . ' I   , ,, , 8 '  ' ., , .  
,,, ..,, 1 1 
* ' .  
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"Ptvot = 'm'. ARG = 'a  dkpute wlth Mr Posner' 
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(73) '[Leonard H R o b e r t s ] ~ s v ~ ~ ~ ,  [was fired],,,,t [in a dispute with Mr. Posner.]' -+ 
'[Leonard H R o b e r t ~ ] ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ,  [fue despedido]b,,,, [en una disputa con el Sr. Posner.]' 
Since we have already found the 'translation of the pivot ('fue despkdido') and since 
the translation of the DSV 'Leonard H Roberts' was determined by late MT access, it is 
possible to deduce 'en &a disbuta con el Sr. Posner' as the translation.of the satellite 'in 
a dispute with Mr. Posner' from (73) 
, . 
Step 5 
After all satellites have been decomposed and translated, the algorithm, in a final step, 
composes theoutput by stitching together the obtained translations in the target locations 
found by l the SV translations After step 1, we found the relatlve ordering of satellites 
around the pivot as shown i n  (74): . ' 
, . 
(74) [svADJ1l [SVARCII.[P~VO~I [svADJZI 
, , ,. , ,' L11 , ,, ' , . . / , '  ',".,, JL a , , , .:. 
By *lacing the' translations of the,s+tellites in their, cbrtect slot, w& o6ta1rib the,!fihal ? , . , :x:t 
result in (75): . . . . . , ,. 
, - 
,' , , .~ " , ,2;?r ,- ! \ ~ l b  , 
,: 8; , , ,." . '",A '! 8 ,  , , .-< .,,, . 1 .+ ,.,* ;' . .:> . ,,, :," . ' 
i75) m , ,  "2 Uno seniana despi6g, Leonard'H ~oberts ,  Gksideute y funcion$ilo en jef& ej~tutivo:;:'~~" ,; . , .*I
de Arhy's, fue despedldo en unadlsputa con el Sr. ~osnei.' ' ..-"eY -" . . A . . . 
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The recult i i '  (75) irnproiies oh tlie~'orig'in6f trinslatid~~"bf 'the b&klice'MT system ; '" ' ..,' " 
~, 
, !:a 
, . 
..- 1 
in (66), slnce the reduction of syntactic complexjty forced the baseline MT system to . ,  
. , , , i _i , '  
correctly translate'fired' as '4es&dido' instead of the erronebus"'di+aradoi. 
' : 
A precondition forathe algorithm in Sect~on 5.2.8 to function correctly !%that the transla- , 
;, .<, , ~' +: ~'7 , ! ,,, , , , ' : , I  I, 11 ' . J i;. . , .  
t i o n h  t$ke:piv;bt n:inot , , %plitr$target:~'.~fi~~th~ irgyqb?t. skel?ton of TBnnark.j . . in (76); the;: ' . ' , , , . .% ' 
. a ,, , j . '  
t r a n s l a t h  of the pivot pzvot' is treated. as an indijisible unit with reSpect to whiifi the . 
A '  ;.15::' placement df the.*s$tiljitk~'i~;,~:$get i s , t$ l t~ la ted~  )._ , , :.*.- .' 
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(76) [SVARG,] . [ S ~ A R G , ~  ~ W o t  [ S ~ A R G L + I ~  . . . [~VARG(+,]  + 
[ S V ~ , I  VvARG,I  P~~~~ [SviRGt+Il . . . [Sv~RG,+,l 
where S V a ~ ~ ,  is the simpler string substituting ARG, (1 5 z 5 1 + r ) .  
This approach would lead to problems in sentences in which the translation of the 
pivot is split in two or more parts, as is illustrated in (77), translated from English into 
German by LogoMedia: 
In the construction in (77), typical of most Germanic languages, the pivot [has eaten],,,,t 
is split in two parts in target ([hat]b,,,,, and [gege~sen]b,,,,~), which makes it impossible 
to determine the location of the translation of the satellites according to the algorithm 
in Section 5.2.8. In order to be able to handle cases with a split pivot translation, we 
implemented an alternative, simplified version of the TBMaTkr algorithm, relying solely 
on strlng replacements of satellite SVs in target. 
5.3.1 Mark I vs. Mark I1 
The flattening of the input tree into a TransBooster tree with one pivot and several satellite 
nodes proceeds in the same manner as explained in Section 4.2.1 on page 40, resulting in 
the construction represented in Figure 5 12: 
Figure 5.12: Input Chunk S into decomposition algorithm of TB,+,,,~II 
Instead of working with two substitution skeletons, one for arguments and one for 
adjuncts (cf Section 4.2 4 on page 44), only one skeleton is constructed, in which a 
number of satellites are substituted. The exact nature of the satellites to be substituted 
is determined before a TransBooster run by setting parameters regarding its syntactic 
category and the number of its leaf nodes. The other satellites remain unchanged in 
the skeleton. For example, in (78), SAT1 and SATl+, are substituted by their SV. The 
remainder of the skeleton consists of the pivot and the original coverage of the other 
satellites. 
The string in (78) 1s sent to the baseline MT engine, leading to the translation in (79): 
(79) XXX :sv;,T~l [sv;AT,+~I zzz. 
where XXX, YYY and ZZZ are sequences of strings comprising the translation of the 
pivot and the satellites that have not been substituted. 
As an example, consider the sentence in (80): 
(80) 'Her friend David, whose parents kept reminding him he was unwanted, slept on a 
narrow bed wedged into her parents' bedroom, as though he were a temporary visitor.' 
In a scenario in which we want to substitute only NP and PP satellites with a lexical 
coverage greater than 4 words by an SSV, the flattened TransBooster tree in (81) would 
lead to the skeleton in (82): 
(81) '[Her friend David, whose parents kept reminding him he was u n w a n t e d , ] ~ ~ ~ ~  [~lept],,,,~ 
[on a narrow bed wedged into her parents'  bedroom,]^^^^ [as though he were a tem- 
porary visitor ] A D J ~ '  
(82) '[The boy]ssvano, slept [in the house]ssvAD,, as though he were a temporary visitor. 
The string in (82) is a real-world example of (78). The translation of this string by 
the baseline MT system is (83), which is an example of (79). 
(83) '[El n i60]~~~,k , ,  durmi6 [en la ~ a s a ] ~ ~ ~ , ~ , ,  como si era una visita temporal.' 
If the substituted satellites SAT1 and SATL+, are deemed simple enough for translation, 
they are embedded in a simplified context as described in Section 4.2.5 and sent to the 
baseline MT system for translation. If the substituted satellites SAT1 and SATl+, are 
deemed too complex for translation, the entire procedure is recursively applied to the 
satellites, i e. the satellite chunks themselves are decomposed into a pivot and satellites, 
which in turn are examined for translatability. 
Let us suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that [Her friend David, whose parents kept 
reminding him he was unwanted,]aRcl and [on a narrow bed wedged into her parents' 
bedroom,]ao~1 in (81) are considered ready for translation. By embedding both satellites 
in a static context and sending the resulting strings to the baseline MT system, we obtain 
the translations in (84). 
(84) [Her friend David, whose parents kept reminding him he was u n w a n t e d , ] ~ ~ ~ ~  [is 
sleeping.],,,,,,, i [Su amlgo David, cuyos padres guardaron recordarlo que era no 
deseado,]lRGl lest& durmiendo.],; ,,, 
The man 1s sleeping],,,t,,t [on a narrow bed wedged into her parents' bedroom,la~~l 
+ [El hombre est,A durmiendo],~,,,,, [en una cama angosta calzada en el dormitorio 
de sus padres.]iDJ1 
Since we have established the translation of the SVs [sviAT,] and [ s v ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ ] ,  either 
by early or by late MT access, we obtain the final result by replacing the translations of 
the SVs by the translations of the corresponding satellites in (79). In our example, we 
replace [El nifio] 
SSV,RO, 
and [en la casa] in (83) by [Su amigo David, cuyos padres SSV,~,, 
guardaron recordarlo que era no d e s e a d ~ , ] ~ ~ ~ ~  and [en una cama angosta calzada en el 
dormitorio de sus padres.]~DJ1 respectively, leading to the final result m (85): 
(85) [Su amlgo Davld, cuyos padres guardaron recordarlo que era no deseado,]iRG1 durmi6 
[en una cama angosta calzada en el dormitorio de sus como si era una 
visita temporal.' 
Note that, contrary to the algorithm in TBM, ,~~ ,  we do not explicitly distinguish 
between arguments and adjuncts, the reason belng that recomposition in TBMarkII relies 
only on string replacement and does not compose the output by placing the translations 
af the satellites in their appropriate target location with respect to the translation of the 
pivot, as is done in T B M , , ~ ~ ~ .  
5.3.2 Algorithm 
Flgure 5.13 shows the amplified TransBooster algorithm (TB~,,krr) in pseudo-code. The 
main differences between the original TBMaVkI algorithm in Figure 5 10 on page 91 and 
the simplified TBnnarkII algorithm in Figure 5.13 are: 
I Input = parsed sentence; 
2 S = Tree data structure of Input; 
3 Recur~lve head/arg/ad, annotation of nodes S ;  
n QUEUE = {S); 
s While (QUEUE not empty) ( 
6 Node N = shift QUEUE; 
7 If (N OK for translation) { 
8 translate N (in context) ; 
I 
else ( 
flatten N into TransBooster tree; 
- find pivot N; 
- find satellites N; 
substitute certain satellites; 
select candidates for recursion 
from substituted satellites; 
add candidates to QUEUE; 
1 
1 
Recompose (S)  where 
Recompose (N) ( 
for (all substituted satellites of N) { 
if (satellite OK for translation) ( 
replace SV satellite in translation skeleton 
with translation satellite; 
1 I 
else ( 
recompose satellite, 
1 
) 
Figure 5 13: The simpl~fied TransBooster algorithm (TB~,,krr)  in pseudo- 
code. 
1. Where TBMarkI makes a distinction between argument and adjunct skeletons, 
T B M ~ ~ ~ I I  only uses one type of skeleton in which all satellites are replaced by their 
svs .  
2. During a run of TB~,,krr, it is possible to determine which satellites are substituted 
and which are recursed into in a subsequent run. In TBM,,kr, all satellites are 
substituted and all substituted satellites dominating a certain number of leaf nodes 
are candidates for recursion. 
3. Recomposition in TBMaTkrr is based on string replacement in the translated skele- 
ton. Recomposition in T B M ~ ~ ~ I  is performed by 'stitching together' the retrieved 
translations of all satellites around the translation of the pivot. 
I' The advantages of TBM,,~II over TBMarkl are: (i) T B ~ ~ ~ k r 1  is able to deal with split 
I '  
pivots in target, and ( i ~ )  in T B , M , , ~ ~ ~ ,  it is possible to specify exactly which satellites 
I! are to be substituted, whereas in TBMarklr all satellites that contain more that a certain 
ii number of leaf nodes are substituted. Unllke T B M ~ , ~ ~ ,  the simpl~fied string insertion 
, . 
, 
algorithm of TBhfa,kr1 does not need a fullsyntactid parse as input, but only requires 
' ,  ' 
the correct identification of the substitutableconstituents ~,Theref?re, it'is possible to 
.$  
)", / 
use partial parsing or chunking to produce the input for TBM,,klr, which could be an 
. , , 2,. . , , -  
,, ~ 
, I  - 
I , (  interesting alternative.'for insi t  languages for'which do high;&aliti full pa+sers have been 
developed. The disadvantage of TBMarkII with respect to.TBMarkr is that skeletons in 
, ' ? '  ' , , 
TB,+tarklr necessarily have to contain both arguments and adjuncts. Therefore, TBM,,krl 
provides less room for syntactic conipiexity reduction than TBnnarkr. 
 his chipter ioctains~the technical hktiils of'the $aisB'o<stkr irlhitketuie; Weohave . I., ; ' ,F 
.J. 
explained ,. . both the stapdard,.~ansB.60Ster-algorithm (Section.5.2 :lkansBooster Mark I) , ..:li, 
. , , t i  , , I : " "4 ." . : , .<,- ,.,- , , , "t. < ' /. ' ' ' ^ , 
and thes!rnplified,,nahi~oo~t~r str$tegy (Section 5 3' ~rans~oost&r. 'Mark IlI), illustrating 
. , ,  ' 
, , 
, e$ch ~ . concept+with,.one or, rnore:examplgs:. F,, < .  , 
, 2, ii . ! , - ., ; . ' :,::" : , , I , ' ,', ,, a , , I I: - . .  
' % , - 
., , 
In general, >ansBooster tackles the complexity. reduction problem by (I) replacing :>- 
, ,. 
, , ,  , '  I -,,,:,;':,,:,, d , ~ :  ' #'a i '..' .,. , I ,, / ?  is *,, :, ,, ' , ' I '  ..d tdmpli+&nsdit~hts'$ith.simple substitufio<varipbl&, (il)dmittidg adjuntts iri argument ; , "$,' 
skeletons , . , , ,  (only.for . . . . ,  TBM,,~~),  and, ($i),send?ng only'short,,simple 'chunks for translption ,, , 
, ~ ': , ,,, 
to the baselme . . MT system: 
In the nexhchapter, ive will analyse the exp6rimental results of TransBooster interficea' 
w ~ t h  three RBMT systems and-two dkta-driven $stems. 
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Chapter 6 
Experimental Results and Analysis 
6.1 Introduction 
In thls chapter we present and analyse the results of the TransBooster architecture inter- 
faced with the basel~ne systems introduced in Chapter 3 Section 6.2 contains results on 
the RBMT systems LogoMedia, Systran and SDL. In Section 6 3, we analyse the results of 
'IkansBooster interfaced with two data-driven MT systems: a phrase-based SMT system 
and a marker-based EBMT system. 
6.2 Results for Rule-based MT 
6.2.1 Experimental setup 
This section contains an analysis of the results of TransBooster interfaced with the three 
mle-based systems used in this thesis. We first explain TransBooster's program parameters 
and present automatic evaluation results of TransBooster Mark I with optimal parameter 
settings on the proparsed 800-sentence test set described in Chapter 3. We argue that au- 
tomatic evaluation metrics alone might not be sensitive enough to accurately measure the 
performance of TransBooster and include a manual evaluation on 200 sentences, randomly 
selected from the test set, for each of the baseline systems. We explain the most impor- 
tant areas of improvement with a number of examples and analyse why some sentences 
receive a worse translation despite a correct complexity reduction. We then investigate 
the impact of parser-based input on the algorithm by parsing the 800-sentence test set 
with (Charniak, 2000) and (Bikel, 2002). Finally, we analyse the results of the alternative, 
simplified TransBooster architecture (TB~,,krr) presented in the previous chapter. 
6.2.2 Experiments with TransBooster Mark I 
TransBooster has five different program parameters, which were explained in previous 
chapters and are summarised m Table 6.1. Table 6.2 contains the  optimal parameter 
settings per basellne MT engine These are the settings that were used to produce the 
automatic evaluation results reported m the following section. 
I 1 to be eligible for decomposition (cf. 1 1 that a node has to contam in order 
Name ( Value / Definition 1 Pages 
p-Chunklength 
1 1 constructed by Default Tree Flat- I 1 items that a pivot can contain, IJ 
I Sectlon 5.2.6) 
pPlvotAttach I positive integer I Its value is the mammal number of 1 72 
positive Integer 
pPlvotLength 
1 1 1 leaf nodes that a satellrte, adjacent 1 1 
to the pivot, can contain m order to 
the pivot (cf. Sect~on 
Recursion threshold. Its value is 
the mlnimal number of lexical items 
positive integer 
50, 88, 93 
I found. (cf. Section 5 2.7). 
pSatDef au l t  1 stnng I If 'arg', the default assignment of 1 78 
Threshold of pivot length Its value 
is the max~mal number of lexical 
p9ivotCheck 
a satellite is argument. Else it is 
adjunct. Argument-adjunct distinc- 
tion based on CCG-induced rules 
takes preference over the default as- 
signment (cf. Section 5.2 3) 
73 
Table 6 1: TransBooster program parameters, their definition and the pages ~n 
the thesis where they are explained 
boolean 
5.2 2) 
If true, ver~fy the presence of the 
extracted pivot in the translation 
of the Dynamic Argument Skele- 
ton and abort decomposition if not 
86, 90 
true true 
'adj' 'adj' 
Table 6.2: Opt~mal parameter settlngs per baseline MT system 
6.2.2.1 Automat ic  evaluation 
Table 6.3 contains the results for the optimal settings on the Penn-I1 Treebank 800-sentence 
test set TransBooster improves between 0.7%-1.7% relat~ve BLEU score, 0.5%-1.0% NIST 
score and 0 1%-0.5% GTM score, depending on the baseline MT system used.' 
Table 6.3 TransBooster results on the 800-sentence test set with optimal pa- 
rameters. 
LogoMed~a 
TransBooster 
Percent of Basehne 
Systran 
TransBooster 
Percent of Baselme 
SDL 
TransBooster 
Percent of Baseline 
When carrying out the experiments, we realised that the reference translations for 
the 800-sentence test set were slightly biased towards the baseline MT systems, since the 
translators who produced the reference set were presented the output of one of the base- 
line systems, in random order, and were asked to use parts of the MT output if they 
considered it useful, as was explained in Section 3.4.2. Given that four different basellne 
MT systems were used for 114 of the entire test set (200 sentences), it would seem natural 
that the translations of each set of 200 sentences would contain a slight bias towards the 
baseline MT system used. To test this hypothesis, we removed the 200 possibly biased 
- 
'The statlst~cal slgnlficance of these results, and the other results in th~s chapter, was established in 
a 95% confidence interval by using the BLEUINIST resamphng toolkit described in (Zhang and Vogel, 
2004) http //project~le.ls.cs cmu edu/research/public/tooIs/bootStrap/tutoi~l,htm 
GTM 
0 5627 
0.5658 
100.5% 
0 5553 
0 5582 
100.5% 
0.5657 
0.5663 
100.1% 
BLEU 
0 3140 
0.3188 
101.5% 
0 3003 
0.3024 
100 7% 
0.3039 
0.3093 
101 7% 
NIST 
7.3272 
7.3709 
100 5% 
7.1674 
7.2142 
100.6% 
7.2735 
7.3490 
101.0% 
sentences for LogoMedia, Systran and SDL from the original 800-sentence test set, thus 
producing three 'unbiased' 600-sentence reference test sets, one for each of the d~fferent 
baseline MT systems. For example, the 'unbiased' 600-sent.ence test set for LogoMedia 
was constructed by removing the 200 sentences that were translated by LogoMedia from 
the original 800-sentence test set that was presented to the translators. 
Percent of Baseline 1 102 7% 1 100.7% 1 100 9% 
Systran I 02708 1 67244 1 05368 
I BLEU I NIST I GTM 
LogoMed~a 
TransBooster 
~~~~- 1 Percent of Baselne 1 102 8% 1 101 4% 1 100.4% / 
Percent of Baseline 1 101.4% 100 8% / 100.6% 
Table 6.4 TransBooster results on the three 600-sentence test sets with optimal 
parameters. 
0.2830 
0.2907 
SDL 
TransBooster 
Table 6.4 contains the results of TcansBooster on the three 'unbiased' 600-sentence 
test sets. In comparison with Table 6.3, the relative BLEU scores increase from 101.5% to 
102.7% for LogoMedia, from 100.7% to 101.4% for Systran and from 101.7% to 102 8% for 
SDL NIST scores increase from 100.5% to 100.7% for LogoMedia, from 100.6% to 100.8% 
for Systran and from 101.0% to 101.4% for SDL. GTM scores increase from 100.5% to 
100.9% for LogoMedia, from 100.5% to 100.6% for Systran and from 100.1% to 100 4% 
for SDL. 
In Section 5 2.7 on page 90, we explained the safety measure that  enables TransBooster 
to have an input chunk translated in its entirety instead of proceeding with decomposition 
when there is an indication that something has gone wrong in the decomposition process. 
This back-off measure can be activated by setting the parameter p9ivotCheck Table 6.5 
shows the impact on the scores in Table 6.3 of the deactivation of p9ivotCheck. 
The results in Table 6.5 clearly show that the back-off procedure has a positive impact 
6.8555 
6.9082 
0.2823 
0.2904 
on the scores The size of this impact depends on the baseline M T  system used. Backing 
off is more beneficial in the case of Systran and LogoMedia than it is for SDL. Since 
0 5391 
0.5442 
6.8917 
6.9878 
0.5473 
0.5496 
- .  
false vs. true 1 ( 98.6% 1 99 1% 1 99 3 
9 
I p3ivotCheck 1-BLEU I NIST I GTM 
1 TB ~ystran I false 1 02934 1 7.1303 1 0 5534 1 
TB LogoMedia 
TB LovoMedia 
true 
false 
false vs. true I ,. , 1 97% 1 98.8% 1 '99.1% 
' 1 1 ' ,  , ,  
Table '6 5: lmpact of parameter p2lvotCheck on the results in Table 6.3 
, ,> 
TB SDL true 
TB SDL . I false 
false ys. true 
we do not have access to the mternal workings of the baseline MT systems, we can only 
make a calculated guess to why this is the case. It is likely that the SDL engine is less 
context-sensitive than the other.two RBMT systems, i:e either its lexicon contiins fewer 
, , 
alternative translations o r  its analysis module produces parses with less variationl'than 
0.3188 
0.3144 
( 99.9% 1 99 9% 1 99 9% ( 
Systran and LogoMed~a. , , , , 
0.3093 
0.3089 
, 
, , ,, , <(.J ' ,  , ,, ,,. t. 
, , 
~ ~ 2 . 2  ' ~ a ~ ~ a ~  ~ v i i ~ i t i o f i  
, i-, , 
, , , , ,  , , - a * \  . . -  i .,.., b,, . ,'. , '*.I 
, . . , ' ,  . $I' 
. . Automatic evaluation measures ire useful to cornpire MT systems of the s ime>~~.- : ,?-  3. ~ 
I ,  ' I ",, / .,. , ' , , ,,1, ,, ,:',, , , ' ,  8 > , , +-. : , , * *.;t ' "," 8.. r.4, " p:,. ... ,:' 
paradigm when a large enough evaluation corpus is a"3ilahle (Cal1ison:Bui;ch et a1 , 2006): 
, '~ ..,, i , ' l  
. , - '  , . , . '  , , ,  ,,* L.  , , ?  .,". ,.i.: .:$L.> ', ,;g,',. ..: 3 - ,.$,. 
As point>d out in:Sectign 3.4.1 o@ page 27; kut$ma$c' mzdcs are not, and were Ever"  , .. 
& \ 
b/ ,,A, ( ,.'. , ,  , : ",,<,1 l i . %*., .,,.%*,, ~ < $ , [ , ,  &,,*#,,;.,!A, ' , " )  . ,  , .>* 
des;gn6&"td 6k, a substztute 'f6; hnmap a+sess&ent'of t'ralmslation quilitj.. Mbreover , s ~ n c e  .- .,.,= 
.. . ,. -- , . 
~. 
;,,> :; , , * .  
.... all three'auto~ati~~ki;al~a~iod~itliod~thit "we uizd ire b&ed o&st~~ing-~&ed~sihlarity 
7.3709 
7.3049 
ine&ics, one c'anasli the questidn Ghether they are sensitive enough to adequatkly d a p t k  
0.5658 
0.5619 
7.3490 
7.3408,; 
the dlfferences bef$eeeen two re1ati;ely similar MT outputs. . , , ,, 
0 5663 
0.5662 
T r a n s B ~ o s t e r ~ ~ ~ m a t e l ~ . ~ e l i ~ ~ : o ~  .. . l i  . ,#.  z 5  -, , ,,... th_e , o.utp.ut , t;ansktiqns , pr&ied.by , ,  a z baseline MT 
system Therefore, although it is certainly ,*qssible for Tr?qsBmpter ,to help s y s t e ~  
, a -  i . r  -. , , ,.a,,., ' ~ ~ , ~ - ~ ~ ~  . , r .  , r, "." ,. ' 
improve its own traqslations (as h+s been shown ic  the. n.gmerous,exagples in this the&), 
, -. , .,> ...,,v:,.7 ,,i:,,. 4,,r;,i!' , ,,,> 8 ' ' ' ,.. , , .  . j ., .. >a9 ' 8 . ' '  , ' ' I  ", ' 4  
in &re cases the outpht of Traus~oos(er a i d  the baS,eline ,MT system will b e ' r a d i ~ a l l ~  
, 
, ,' . ' i , I. * h *' 
, t i: , r ': . ,& . " . :." ,,:, .,,> .', :'~.. 8 " f',' . , 4 ' '. b* ,, :I 
, - ,  ,, , different: In addition, the' f ie&~sa?~ hi&Loff mea&Ies wll~'iead"in~~oos6er 'in a nip- . 
- .  
, ,, ,% '. , I ,  &" I  i , p ,  , ,&", ) ., , #q . ., ' ' ' .  . , :,- . . . #  2 ' ,  " .,. .. , ' ""., 
:bkr of &es to suspend'decorhposition at the robt noile, in w'liich3aSes TransBooster 6111 
aE< . : * ,, . ri .-: - I . *- . ~ , ,  prodiice '&xactly th&anie translgtih .&theibbkline %T systkin. ~iLblk.6 $ 'cbntains the 
, , , , ,  A,, L' : , 5 , /, 
nurriber of tunes that the,bac'kl'off Srbcedbfe &as irivoked at ths'rbot i6de (in th6'$$ti.pal, 
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- , ~ ,  . 105., 
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settings as  reported in Table 6.2) for the 800-sentence test set In  these cases (23.6% for 
LogoMedia, 29 4% for Systran and 20.4% for SDL), the input sentence is translated in its 
entirety by the baseline MT system. 
Table 6 6 Proport~on of sentences per MT engine (in the optimal settmg) m 
whlch the back-off procedure is invoked at the root node. Invoking 
back-off at the root will disable decompos~tlon for the entire sen- 
tence, so that the entlre input 1s translated as zs by the baseline MT 
system. 
I LogoMeda I Systran I SDL 
Table 6 7 shows the percentages of lexzcal differences between the output of Trans- 
Booster and the baseline MT system for all 800 sentences in the test corpus and for the 
non-backed-off sentences (cf Table 6 6),  i.e. the sentences in which the TransBooster 
decomposition algorithm was invoked. The figures in Table 6.7 only represent lexzcal dif- 
ferences and do not take word order into account: they were calculated by considering 
each TransBooster and baseline MT output sentence as  a bag of words, as is shown in 
equation (6.1): 
Absolute Nr 
% of 800-sentence test set 
# words in TB output wlth no exact match in basel~ne MT output P = x 100 # words in TB output (6 1) 
189 
23.6% 
Table 6.7: Percentages of d~fferent words between TransBooster and the base- 
hne systems on the 800-sentence test set. Figures are provided for 
the ent,~re test set and for those sentences for which the back-off 
procedure was invoked. P 1s explained in Formula 6.1. 
I LogoMedia 1 Systran I SDL 
T h e  figures in Table 6.7 show that invoking TransBooster, on average, will not radically 
change the  lexical structure of the original output produced by the basel~ne M T  system. 
Over the entire 800-sentence test corpus, TransBooster produces 3.76% lexical differences 
235 
29.4% 
163 
20.4% 
4.26% 
3.42% 
P for non-backed-off sentences 
P for all sentences 
4.84% 
3 76% 
5 41% 
3 73% 
compared to the outpnt of LogoMedia, 3.73% compared to Systran and 3.42% compared to  
SDL. Since these differences are not very pronounced, it would be prudent to corroborate 
the automatic evaluation scores with a manual evaluation. 
The test set for the manual evaluation was constructed by randomly selecting 200 sen- 
tences out of the pool of sentences for which TransBooster produced a result different from 
the original baseline MT output. Table 6.8 contains the number of sentences for which the 
TransBooster decomposition procedure produced a result different from the baseline MT 
output. For LogoMedia, Systran and SDL, this pool contains 325, 368 and 367 sentences 
respectively This means that for LogoMedia, Systran and SDL, TransBooster produced 
the same result as the baseline MT system in 475, 432 and 433 sentences respectively, 
either because the backoff procedure was invoked at the root node or because the actual 
TransBooster decomposition did not lead the baseline MT systems to change t h e ~ r  origi- 
rial translation. We chose to select sentences for manual evaluation exclusively from the 
pool of different sentences of Table 6.8 in order to maximise the coverage of the manual 
evaluation, smce it is straightforward to extrapolate the manual evaluation results on 200 
sentences to approximate a manual evaluation of the entire 800-sentence test set by taking 
Into account the amount of sentences for which TransBooster produced the same result as 
the baseline MT systems, as we will explain below. 
1 LogoMedia 1 Systran I SDL 
Nr. of different sentences 1 325 1 368 1 367 / % of 800-sentence test set 1 40.6% 1 46.0% 1 45 9% 1 
Table 6.8: Number of TransBooster output sentences that are different from 
the baseline MT system's output. 
The resulting 600 evaluation units (3 x 200 different TransBooster vs. baseline MT 
outputs) were randomly distributed between eight native Spanish linguistic experts with 
previous experience in MT. The experts were asked to produce a comparative evalua- 
tion by selecting, for each evaluation unit they were presented2, the better translation (if 
any), both in terms of accuracy and fluency. We explained the rationale for this testing 
procedure in Section 3.4.1.5. Tables 6.9 and 6 10 show the results of the manual evaluation. 
'evaluation unlt = <TcansBooster output vs. Baehne MT output> 
The results reported in Table 6 9 relate exclusively to  the three 200-sentence test sets, 
each of which contained only sentences for which TransBooster and the baseline MT sys- 
tems produced a different output. In order to  estimate manual evaluation scores on the 
en t~ re  800-sentence test set, we extrapolated these scores by taking into account the num- 
ber of sentences for wh~ch TransBooster and the baseline systems produced an identical 
output3 and by scaling the scores in Table 6.9 based on a 200-item test set to the total 
amount of different sentences as reported in Table 6.8. 
Fluency % 
Accuracy % 
Table 6.10: Extrapolation of the manual evaluat~on results in Table 6 9 for the 
entire 800-sentence test set. R = better, 8 = similar, W = worse 
Table 6 9. Comparative results of the manual evaluation of TransBooster vs 
LogoMedia, Systran and SDL on 200 different output sentences B 
= better, S = s~mllar, W = worse. 
Fluency % 
Accuracy % 
The results in Table 6.10 are an estimate of the rnanual evaluation on the entire 800- 
TB vs SDL 
B I S I W  
40.50 1 36.00 1 23 50 
38.00 1 40 50 / 21.50 
TB vs LogokIedia 
B / S / W  
36 50 ( 38.50 1 25 00 
27.50 / 48 50 ( 24.00 
sentence test set. Overall, evaluators considered TransBooster to  outperform LogoMedia 
and SDL both on fluency (14.87% better vs. 10 25% worse for LogoMedia, 18.62% better 
vs. 10.75% worse for SDL) and accuracy (11.12% better vs. 9.75% worse for LogoMedia, 
17.37% better vs. 9.88% worse for SDL). For Systran, the manual evaluations show a 
TB vs. Systran 
B / S I W  
27.00 1 48 00 1 25 00 
26 00 / 47.00 / 27.00 
similar proportion of improved/worse translations, both for accuracy as for fluency. 
TB vs. SDL 
B l S l W  
18 62 1 70 63 1 10.75 
17 37 / 72 75 / 9.88 
TB vs. LogoMed~a 
B I S I W  
14 87 / 74 88 / 10.25 
11.12 1 79.13 / 9 75 
In general, the differerices between the better and worse percentages are slightly larger 
TB vs. Systran 
B I S I W  
12 37 1 76 13 1 11.50 
12.00 1 75.63 1 12 37 
for fluency than for accuracy. In other words, fluency improves (a  little bit) more than 
accuracy This could be explained by the fact that the linguistic expert evaluators were 
3For LogoMed~a. 475 sentences, for Systran 432 sentences, for SDL 433 sentences, cf. Table 6.8. 
asked to give a comparatzue evaluation of the sentence pairs While only a single lexical 
change or a slightly different word order can be sufficient to make a target sentence more 
fluent, this difference might not be sufficient to make the target sentence semantically 
more sim~lar to the original This might even be more so in the case of relatively poor 
baseline MT output. Given the highly specialised nature of the test sentences4, wide- 
coverage RBMT systems like the ones used in the experiments are not likely to produce 
an output with a high degree of accuracy and fluency without spec~fic lexical tuning to 
the subdomain being translated (Hutchins and Somers, 1992). 
In the following section, we w~ll analyse the type of phenomena that TransBooster 
improves on and explain why some sentences receive a translation which is worse than the 
original baseline output. 
6.2.2.3 Analysis 
By breaking down a complex input sentence into a number of simpler chunks and spoon- 
feeding them to the baseline M T  system, TransBooster can help a baseline MT system 
lrnprove its own output. All observed improvements are due to  TransBooster's complex- 
ity reduction, which allows the baseline MT system's analysis, transfer and generation 
modules to operate at optimal strength. 
At the surface level, improvements can be divided into four different classes (i) better 
target language lexical selection; (ii) better source language homograph resolution; (iii) 
improved agreement; (iv) improved word order. The first class of improvements ('better 
target language lexical selection') corresponds to  an improved treatment of polysemy: the 
same source word has different translations depending on the lexico-semantic context that 
the word was used in. For example, the word 'wood' can refer to  the substance under 
the bark of a tree (in Spanish 'madera') or to a geographical area w ~ t h  many trees (in 
Spanish 'bosque'). The second class of improvements corresponds to a better treatment 
of homography in the source language. Homographs are different words that happen to  
share the same spelling. For examples, the word 'bark' as the sound of a dog (in Spanish 
'ladrido') is completely unrelated to the word 'bark' as the covering of a tree (in Spanish 
'All sentences were selected from Sect~on 23 of the Wall Street Journal sectlon of the Penn-I1 Treebank, 
which contains materlal extracted from buaness-related press articles. 
'corteza'). The third class ('correct inflection of the target word') and fourth class ('correct 
word order') are also due to the reduced complexity of the input chunks. 
Although it is difficult to measure the exact weight of each of these four categories on 
the overall improvements, a manual analysis of the improvements showed that approxi- 
mately 35% of the improvement was due to better target language lexical selection, 35% 
to ~mproved word order in target, 20% to better source language homograph resolution 
and 10% to improved agreement. Table 6.11 contains a number of example sentences that 
~llustrate each of the four ahove-mentioned improvements. 
Onglnal 
Systran 
TransBooster 
Analys~s 
On days & Friday, that means they must buy shares from sellers when no one else 
1s wllllng to. 
El dias tener gusto de vlernes, ese 10s medlos que deben comprar partes de vendedores 
cuando nlngunos otros estAn d~spuestos a 
En dias coma vlernes, eso s~gn~fica que deben comprar partes de vendedores cuando 
-
nlngunos otros estArr dlspuestas a 
Homogra;h rre~olution: 'ilke:+n+l@ed as;preposit!on ,,(cor~ect~,;com~~),;i~st~~j,~f 
a s  verb (erraneou; ' tend gusto de ' )+ 'meins' ibrrectly anilysid & verb '(correct 
'sign~fica') lnstead of as, pouq (erroneous :los med~os'). , '  ., ' , . ' , , ' ' , , , , , I  i i  
Orlglnal 
LogoMed~a 
TransBooster 
Analys~s 
, 
, 
, ,  , , 
T h ~ s  month, however, Businessland warned ~nvestars results for its first quarter 
&& Sept. 30 hadn't expectations. 
Este mes, e n  embargo, Buslnessland advlrtld que 10s inversran~stas a qulenes 10s 
-
resultados par su pnmor trrmestre termmaran 30 de sep no hubleran cubigrto las 
expectat~vas. 
Este mes, sm embargo, Buslnessland advlrt16 a ~nverslonistas que 10s resultados por 
su prlmer tnmestre termmado 30 de sep no haban sat~sfecho L x p e c t a t i v a s  
Lexical selection'. ' Trdnsqoqster, ,"proves the .translqpon' of, 'met' 'by L8goMedla 
' ('cubierto') to the better :satisfkcho' , , , , I , , ' ) ,  , I , ,  , ,  ! 
Homograph r,ebqlutip?: ,, 'that: ?scori.ectly 'afi$lysed ds a complemer i t i se~(~~ue~) ,  
m,,, instead of as a relative dr~~ou'i,(*'~,lsuie'n~$).: , , , , :, , , 
ImProved analyki: $dk$ isi,~or<ectly mtdrpreted ks a4aniplkrnenf pasf.dkitici'~1~ 
('terminado') msteiCof'+,a rn$~n.verb: ('termharon'); , ~ ' , , , , , " 
Onglnal 
SDL 
TransBooster 
A Flem~sh game show has as its host a Belgian pretending to be Italian 
Un programa concurso Flamenco tlene como su anfitn6n que un - finglr belga ser 
ltahsno 
Un programa concurso Flamenco tlene como su anfitri6n a un belga finglendo para 
ser ~taliano 
Analysis Improved analysis  ,'pTiten$lp2is' correctly inflected, \ n t h e ~ ~ y t p u t  ,$Todl)&edbYl,i 
' Trarls~obster ('fihgldkda') mdedd df the"purernfifiitive form ('fiiig~i:)'!producdd $H$ 
LogoMed~a. , , (  , ' ( I ,  q :  " ,  , , / , I ,  
w o r d  order. bettkr ward o r d k  in bu t '~u t l&ans~bos te=  , . 8 ,  . I I 
Origlnal "It's terrific for advertisers to the reader a peyaylng mare," & M~chael 
Drexler, nat~onal medla d~rector a t  Bozell Inc, ad agency. 
Contznved on nezt page 
"Es excelente que anunc~antes & que el lector estar paganda mayor cantldad", 
Michael Drexler dlrector de rned~os de cornunlcaci6n naclonal en Bozell Inc dijo 
Agenma de publlmdad 
"Es excelente que anunc~antes sepan que el lector && pagando mayor cantldad," 
-dxjo Michael Drexler, dtrector de med~os de cornunlcacm nac~onal en Bozell Inc. Agen- 
-
cia de pubhcidad 
Inflection.' cori.cct' inflytlon, of erroneous' 'saber' (LdgoMidla) 5 $ep&' '(%=;is' 
Booster) and of the'erroneous 'istar' (LogoMed~a) -+ 'estar&' (pnsBooster)::,i : ,  , 
Word Order. betlei, '&&d ofdkr id output ~ r i n s~ob i t e r  (plac&in&nt df idij?"i(= 
'said')) whlch makes the TransBooster output much more fluent than LogoMedla, ' 
Orlglnal 
LogoMed~a 
TransBooster 
Table 6.11. Examples of each of the four areas of TransBooster ~mprovements. 
lexlcal selection, word order, agreement, homograph resolution 
For hls s~xth novel, Mr Frledman trled to resuscitate the protagonist of his 1972 
work, "About Harry Towns " 
-
Para su sexta novela, el Sr Frledman trat6 de resucltar a1 protagantsla de su 1972 
trabajo, "Sobre Harry pueblos " 
-
Para su sexta novela. El Sr Fnedrnan trat6 de resucltar d orotaeonista de su 1972 
Analysis ' 
, , , , 
Complexity reduction, even when correctly executed, does not necessarily lead t o  im- 
. 
obra, "Sobre Harry pueblos " 
-
,Lexical sekction '$ark' a c & c t l y  krariilated a s  'obra' ('artistic work') inst<?d adf, 
, , 
~, 'trabajo' ('labour!):' 1 , i  i '  : , , , ,  , ' / ,  ' , , ,  I , I , : ,   ( I  I , , 1 ; , , , 4 , 1 i ' ,  
provements. If the MT systems needs the entire syntactic structure of the original sentence, 
including adjuncts, to correctly generate the output, or if i t  relies on certain lexico-semantic 
information in omitted adjuncts for lexical selection, translations might worsen, as  is shown 
by the examples in Table 6.12. 
6.2.2.4 The impac t  of parser-based i n p u t  
The  results in Section 6.2.2 were obtamed by using the 800-sentence Penn-I1 human parse- 
annotated sentences. If TransBooster is t o  he used as a wrapper application on t op  of 
an M T  system in a real-world application, unseen input will have t o  be parsed into a 
Penn-II-like structure in a step previous t o  the TransBooster decomposition. Obvious 
candidates for the frout-end parsing are current state-of-the ar t  statistical parsers such 
as (Charniak, 2000) and (Bikel, 2002).5 Both parsers employ history-based, generative, 
lexicalised models and achieve results of almost 90% labelled f-score when tested on the  
trees in Sect~on 23 of the Penn-I1 Treebank. 
In  order t o  quantify the impact of the use of parsing technology on the advantages 
'(Blkel, 2002) 1s a Java lrnplementation emulating (Colhns, 1999) Model 2. 
Onginal 
SDL 
TransBaaster 
Analysis 
A is the data highway w ~ t h ~ n  a computer 
Un bus es la autoplsta de datos dentro de una computadora. 
Un autobiis es la autoplsta de datos dentra de una computadora. 
The reduced c6&plexity, of the ,argument.,skeleton 'A bus is thehighway" leads tIie; 
basehpe,MT system t$ tranblate,'ljd$i $rronkausly, $s 'autobds: insjead'of $he CO=J$/ i 
, 'bGs3'(= ~6"sb$'~h,a'/d&&~"~er~):, SDIL ie.4di h6e pSesenie'of-'d?tq;highyay, or, '  
~, 8 , 
'computer' to corrkctly tr&n.nslatei~ds' ' ~' " , ~ ,  , ~ , ,  
Or~glnal 
LogoMed~a 
TransBooster 
Analys~s 
Or~ginal 
Systran 
TransBooster 
One doubter is Georgc Krug, a chern~cal-industry analyst a t  Oppenheimer & Co and 
a ~plastlcs stocks 
Un esceptico es George Krug, un anahsta quimlco - ~ndustrla en Oppenhelmer & Co. 
y un bajista sobre accmnes de plistlcos 
Un esc6ptlco es George Krug, un quim~co - anallsta industrial en Oppenhermer & Co 
y un ssobre acclones de plist~cos 
At a certain pomt ddrlrig the'T$ansBooster decomposition, the Striqg 'a heir on p l a s  
tlcs stocks' a sent to the baselme MT system for translation The lack of additional 
financial vocabulary leads LogaMed~a to translate 'hear' literally as 'oso:'(= 'hear' as 
a mammal) instead of the correct 'bajista' (= 'bear' as a type ofmnv?stor) 1 '  , ' ' <  ' 8  
In an unusual move, several funds moved to  calm investors wlth iecordlngs on their 
toll-free phone lines 
En un movlmiento anormal, algunos fondas camblaban de lugar a la calma mverslan- 
lstas con grabac~ones obre sus lineas de tel6fonos de ndmero gratmto 
En un mov~rnlento inusual, varlos fondos & a 10s inverslomstas tranqu~los con 
las grabaclanes en sus lineas telefdnrcas g r a t ~ s  
At a certain p+t durmg'tF4 , / i  T r a n s B ? , o s t k f : , d e c 0 m I ; o s i t 1 ~ ~ , , , t ~ ~ ~ , : ~ d ~ k r + ;  - , ' ( '  ,, I ,  f&as 
moved \olL,alm i n v ~ s t o ~ b . ' ~ ~ ~ ~ e ? $ t ? , , t ~ ~ , , b ~ ~ ~ ? ~ f j I T  ~ ~ ~ t ~ , f i , ~ t ~ ~ ~ l ~ t ~ o n . : , , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ &  r l  I 
'the fact' t l i i t  lthij '1; $'$&rect, s~$~lific&tmn s f  ihe a:lgpal,',niore ; ~ d $ ~ l ~ $ ; k n ~ ~ ~ !  
Systran translates Lmov~&3diraneiouSl$~& 'a past part~c~ple.inadlfikr ('mov~dos'g In- 
steadof ds the main verb of the onginal sentence ('cambiaban de lugar')' , 
~ , 
Table 6.12 Examples of sentences in which a correct complexity reduc- 
tion leads to worse translation. 
gamed from TransBooster's complexity reduction, we repeated exactly the same exper- 
lrnents as reported in Section 6 2.2.1, but instead of using the human parse-annotated 
structures of the Penn-I1 Treebank as input to our algorithm, we used the parser out- 
put of (Charmak, 2000) and (Bikel, 2002). Tables 6.13 and 6.14 show the results of this 
experiment. 
When comparing the results in Tables 6.13 and 6.14 to the results in Table 6.3, we 
observe that the relative performance of TransBooster w ~ t h  respect to the baseline systems 
drops between 1.3-1.8% BLEU score, 0.7% NIST score and 0.4-0 6% GTM score when 
using (Charniak, 2000) and between 1.5-1.7% BLEU score, 0 5-0.6% NIST score and 
0.1-1.0% GTM score when using (Bikel, 2002). 
Percent of Baseline 1 100.0% 1 99 8% 1 100 0% 
Systran 1 0.3003 1 7.1674 1 0.5553 
I BLEU / NIST I GTM 
LogoMedia 
TransBooster 
I Percent of Basellne / 99.9% 1 100.3% / 99 7% 1 
Percent of Baseline ( 99.4% 1 99 9% 1 99.9% 
Table 6.13: TransBooster results on 800-sentence test set, parsed with (Char- 
niak, 2000) 
0 3140 
0.3140 
SDL 
TransBooster 
I BLEU I NIST I GTM 
LogoMedia 1 0.3140 1 7.3272 1 0.5627 
7 3272 
7.3145 
0.3039 
0 3035 
Percent of Baseline 99.0% 100.0% 99 8% 
0 3039 7.2735 0.5657 
TransBooster 0 3044 7.3076 0.5620 
Percent of Baseline 100.2% 100.5% 99.3% 
0 5627 
0.5632 
Percent of Baseline 1 100 0% 1 99.9% 1 99.5% 
Table 6 14. TransBooster results on 800-sentence test set, parsed with (Bikel, 
2002) 
7 2735 
7.2974 
Systran 
TransBooster 
This decrease in performance is caused by the inevitable noise introduced by the use 
0 5657 
0 5642 
of statistical parsers. Despite f-score figures of both (Charniak, 2000) and (Bikel, 2002) 
0.3003 
0 2973 
of almost 90%, the mislabelling of one single constituent by the parser can be sufficient 
to lead to  an  erroneous TransBooster decomposition, which might cause wrong chunk 
7 1674 
7.1720 
translations by the baseline systems. 
0.5553 
0 5542 
For example, consider the parses of the chunk 'a Belgian pretending to  be Itallan' in 
Figures 6 1 and 6.2. The selected chunk is part of the evaluation sentence 'A Flemish 
game show has as its host a Belgian pretending to  be Italian' in Table 6.11, in which 
TransBooster's improvements over the baseline translation by SDL are explamed. 
Apart from the d~fferences between Figures 6.1 and 6.2, the parser output of (Bikel, 
2002) is exactly the same as the human parse-annotated Penn-I1 version of the whole sen- 
tence. On this s~ngle sentence, (Bikel, 2002) achieves labelled bracketing precision/recall 
figures of 80% and 66.67% repectlvely. If instead of the human-parse annotated version of 
NP 
A 
T N P  i\ 
I 1 VBG 
n Belgian I 
pretend~ng NP-SBJ A 
I 
I 
A 
- N O N E  TO VP 
I n  
to VB ADJP-PRD 
Figure 6 1 The human parse-annotated structure of the chunk 'a Belgian p r e  
tending to be Italian' m the Penn-I1 Treebank 
A 
NP-SBJ VP 
n A VP 
DT JJ VBG 
I I I 
I /\ 
to VB ADJP-PRD 
B Belgian pretend~ng I 
be 
I 
J J  
Figure 6 2. The parser output of (Bikel, 2002) of the chunk 'a Belglan pretending 
to be Itallan' 
the sentence, the parser output of (Bikel, 2002) is provided as input into the decomposition 
algorithm, TransBooster produces the result in (86): 
(86) 'Un programa concurso Flamenco tlene coma su aufitri6n uu fingir belga para ser 
~tahano.' 
This time, the result in (86) is not substantially better than the output produced by 
SDL. The main reason for this is the parser's erroneous analysis of 'a  Belgian pretending' 
as an NP, which leads the decomposition algorithm to send the entire chunk t o  SDL, 
leading to the nonsensical translation *'un fingir belga'. 
As explaned in Sect~on 6.2.2.1, the reference set of human translations contains a slight 
bias towards the baseline MT systems Therefore, we decided to repeat the experiment 
on the same three unb~ased 600-sentence test sets of Section 6.2.2.1. Tables 6.15 and 6 16 
contain the results of this exper~ment. 
I TransBooster 1 0 2861 1 6.8602 1 0.5422 1 
TransBooster 
Table 6 15: TransBooster results on the three 600-sentence test sets, parsed 
w~th (Charniak, 2000) 
TransBooster 
TransBooster 
TransBooster 
Table 6 16 TransBooster results on the three 600-sentence test sets, parsed 
with (Bikel, 2002) 
When comparing the results in Tables 6.15 and 6.16 to the results in Table 6.4, we 
observe that the relative performance of TransBooster with respect to the baseline systems 
drops between 0.9-1 9% BLEU score, 0.4-0.7% NIST score and 0.3-0.4% GTM score when 
using (Charniak, 2000) and between 1.7-2.1% BLEU score, 0.5-0.8% NIST score and 0.7- 
1.1% GTM score when using (Bikel, 2002). 
Overall, parslng with (Charniak, 2000) gives a slightly better result than parsing with 
(Bikel, 2002) The results in Table 6.15 show that,  when parsing the input with (Charniak, 
2000), the advantages achieved by the TransBoosterls complexity reduction are sufficient 
to outdo the decrease in performance induced by the parser errors. 
6.2.3 Experiments with TransBooster Mark I1 
A11 the previously reported results in this chapter refer to the main TransBooster archi- 
tecture (TBM,,~~).  As explained in Section 5.3 on page 95, an alternative, simplified 
algorithm ( T B M ~ ~ ~ I ~ )  was implemented, mainly in order to handle split pivots. The main 
difference between both approaches is that TB&f,,kr~ relies solely on string replacements 
of satellite SVs In target rather than recursively stitching together chunk translations in 
target, as is the case for TBMaTkr. 
During development, we noticed that  evaluation scores for TBMarkII consistently 
lagged behind T B M ~ ~ ~ I .  This was mainly due to two factors: (i) the main advantage of 
T B M ~ ~ ~ I I  over TBMarkI is that TBMaFkII is able to treat split pivots, a phenomenon com- 
mon in most Germanic languages. Since we perform our exper~ments on English+Spanish, 
this advantage is not visible; (ii) the algorithm in TB&farkrr does not allow for adjunct 
const~tuents to be omitted in the skeletons sent to the baseline MT systems. Therefore, 
for the language pair English+Spanish, the use of TB&f,,kr~ leads to less complexity 
reduction than TBMaPkr. 
Although T B M , , ~ ~ ~  was not developed to the same extent as TBMarkI, we have in- 
cluded the latest automatic evaluation scores of TBnn,,krr with respect to the three base- 
line RBMT systems in Table 6.17. As is clear from these results, TBMarkII is not able t o  
outperform the baseline MT systems. 
Table 6.17: TransBooster Mark I1 results on the 800-sentence test set 
LogoMedia 
TransBooster 
Percent of Baseline 
Systran 
TransBooster 
Percent of Baseline 
SDL 
TransBooster 
Percent of Baselme 
BLEU 
0.3140 
0 3100 
98 7% 
0.3003 
02967 
98.8% 
0.3039 
0.3021 
99.4% 
NIST 
7 3272 
7.2862 
99 4% 
7.1674 
7.1560 
99.8% 
7.2735 
7.2653 
99.9% 
GTM 
0 5627 
0.5591 
99.4% 
0.5553 
05548 
99.9% 
0.5657 
0.5636 
99.6% 
6.2.4 TransBooster and Rule-based MT: conclusion 
In Section 6.2, we have seen that the output produced by TransBooster shares many 
characteristics of the baseline MT output, but improves on lexical selection, homograph 
resolution, word order and agreement features. Most of the Improvements are triggered 
by complexity reduction of the input. Most of the cases in which TransBooster causes the 
deterioration of the original output are due to context distortion. 
Of the three baseline RBMT systems used, TransBooster outperforms two systems 
(SDL and LogoMedla) and achieves similar results compared to the third one (S~stran),  
both in terms of automatic evaluation and of manual evaluation results. One should be 
careful not to draw definite conclusions about the quality of an MT system based on 
relative TransBooster scores alone For example, that fact that TransBooster achieves 
only comparable results with respect to Systran, while it clearly outperforms the two 
other RBMT systems, might lead one to conclude that Systran is the better of the three 
RBMT systems for the language pair used for evaluatlon. This conclusion is not correct. 
According to the automatic evaluatlon scores in Table 6.3 and based on our own experience 
with the ~roduced MT output, the better system of the three was LogoMedia The main 
reason why TransBooster achleved better relative scores vs. LogoMedia than vs. Systran 
1s that most of the development was done based on output produced by LogoMedia. 
The complexity reduction offered by TransBooster can only lead to an improved RBMT 
output if the baseline system possesses a transfer lexicon that contains translation alter- 
natives to account for homography and polysemy phenomena. When such a lexicon is 
coupled to a shallow analysis module, as is the case for most commercial RBMT systems, 
TransBooster has the potential to improve the original translation quality. 
6.3 Results for Data-driven MT 
In Section 6.2, we showed results of TransBooster interfaced with three commercial wide- 
coverage RBMT systems. This section contams experimental results of TransBooster 
interfaced with two data-driven MT systems, representing the two most important data- 
driven MT research paradigms at the moment. SMT and EBMT. 
6.3.1 TransBooster and SMT 
6.3.1.1 Experimental se tup 
The baseline MT system for our experiments6 was a phrase-based SMT system (English 
+Spanish) that we constructed using the GIZA++ alignment tool (Och and Ney, 2003)?, 
the SRI Language Modeling Toolkit(Stolcke, 2002)s and the Pharaoh decoder (Koehn, 
2004)'. We used an interpolated tri-gram language model with Kneser-Ney discounting 
(Kneser and Ney, 1995). Since the SMT system was constructed with the Pharaoh decoder, 
we will refer to the entire SMT system as PHARAOH in the rest of this section. 
The data used to train the system was taken from the English-Spanish section of 
the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005). From this data, 501K sentence pairs were randomly 
extracted from the designated training section of the corpus and lowercased. Sentence 
length was limited to a maximum of 40 words for both Spanish and English, with sentence 
pairs having a maximum relative sentence length ratio of 1.5. From this data we used the 
method of (Och and Ney, 2003) to extract phrase correspondences from GIZA++ word 
al~gnments. 
Following this method, word alignment is performed in both source-target and target- 
source directions. These uni-directional alignments are then combined and the intersection 
is taken. These highly confident word al~gnments are then extended by iteratively adding 
adjacent alignments present in the union of the unidirectional alignments. In a final step, 
alignments are added that occur in the union, where both the source and target words are 
unaligned. Source-target phrase pairs can then be extracted based on these alignments, 
with probabilities estimated from relative frequencies For our experiments phrase length 
was llmited to 6 words. 
For testing purposes two sets of data were used, each consisting of 800 English sen- 
tences. The first set was randomly extracted from section 23 of the WSJ section of the 
Penn-I1 Treebank; the second set consists of randomly extracted sentences from the test 
6The experiments m t h ~ s  ection were carried out in collaboration with my colleagues K Owczarzak 
and D. Groves. 
'http //www fjoch com/GIZA++.html 
'http//www speech sri com/projects/srilm 
%ttp.//www is, edu/llcensed-sw/pharaoh/ 
section of the Europarl corpus, which had been parsed w ~ t h  (Bikel, 2002). 'O 
We decided to use two different sets of test data instead of one because we are faced 
with two 'out-of-domain' phenomena that have an influence on the scores, one affecting 
the TransBooster algorithm, the other the phrase-based SMT system. On the one hand, 
the TransBooster decomposition algorithm performs better on 'perfectly' parse-annotated 
sentences from the Penn Treebank than on the output produced by a statistical parser 
such as (Bikel, 2002), which mtroduces a certain amount of noise. On the other hand, 
Pharaoh was trained on data from the Europarl corpus, so it performs much better on 
translating Europarl data than out-of-domain Wall Street Journal text. 
1 ;J=votcheck I true ( pJatDef ault 'adj' 
Table 6 18: Optimal parameter settings for the TransBooster-Pharaoh inter- 
face 
Table 6 18 contains the optimal parameter settings for the TransBooster-Pharaoh 
~nterface. The main difference with the optimal settings in Table 6.2 is the value of 
p-Chunklength. For TransBooster-Pharaoh, only chunks containing more than 13 lexical 
iterns are subjected to the decomposition process. The fact that the optimal value of 
p-Chunklength is 13 for the SMT system compared to 4 and 5 for the RBMT systems1' 
might reflect the fact that SMT systems are better at  handling loca,l phenomena, at  con- 
stituent level, than at global reordering issues, which require more syntactic knowledge. 
''Contrary to the RBMT experiments reported in sectlon 6.2, we dld not use (Charniak, 2000) to parse 
the input. There are two reasons for this. (I) the goal of this chapter is to evaluate the performance of 
TransBooster on the mam current MT architectures, not to use it as a task-based evaluation platform for 
parsing technology, ( 11 )  due to the extended average tlme requlred for a single 'IYansBooster-Pharaoh run 
(approx~mately 60 rnin for translating 800 sentences), we discarded development wlth (Charniak, 2000) 
after imtially obtalnlng better results wlth (Bikel, 2002). 
" p . ~ h ~ e n g t h  = 4 (Systran) and p-ChunlrLength = 5 (LogoMedia and SDL) gives optlmal results for 
the RBMT systems. 
6.3.1.2 Results 
Automat ic  Evaluation Table 6.19 contains a comparison between TransBooster and 
Pharaoh on the Europarl test set. TransBooster improves on Pharaoh with a statistically 
significant relative improvement of 3.3% in BLEU and 0.6% in NIST score. Surprisingly, 
the GTM score obtained by TransBooster is 0.4% lower than Pharaoh's results. This is 
most probably due to an issue with punctuation. Contrary to BLEUINIST, which treat 
punctuation marks as separate tokens, GTM does not distinguish punctuation marks as 
separate tokens. Since TransBooster joins the end-of-sentence punctuation mark to  the 
final letter of the output in a post-processing step, this can lead to a number of mismatches 
in the case of a fully tokenised reference translation and an evaluation metric that does not 
use tokenisation as a preprocessing step. After removing punctuation in both reference 
and output translations, we observed a rise of the relative GTM scores from 99.6% to 
100.1% 
TransBooster 
Table 6.19: TransBooster vs Pharaoh Results on the 800-sentence test set of 
Europarl 
For the same reasons mentioned before in Section 6.2.2.2, it is necessary to corroborate 
these automatic evaluation scores with a manual evaluation, which we will extend on in 
the following section. 
Pharaoh 0.1343 5 1432 0 5054 
TransBooster 0.1379 5 1259 0.4954 
Percent of Baseline 102.7% 99.7% 
Table 6.20. TransBooster vs. Pharaoh: Results on the 800-sentence test set of 
the WSJ 
The comparison between TransBooster and Pharaoh on the Wall Street Journal test set 
is shown m Table 6.20. As with Europarl, TransBooster improves on Pharaoh according 
to the BLEU metric, but falls'slightl$'short of Pharaoh's NIST and GTM scores. In 
contrast to the scores on the Europarl corpus, these results are not statistically significant 
according to a resampling test, (on 2000 rbampled test sets) with the toolkit described in 
Zhang and Vogel (2004) l2 Although the input to TransBooster in this case are near to 
, , ,  perfect human parse-ynotated sentences, we are not able to report statistically significant 
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overall output qual~ty is significantly lower than the output of the RBMT systems, as can 
be deduced from comparing the SMT scores in Tables 6.19 and 6.20 to  the RBMT scores 
in Table 6.3, which might make it easier to improve on than the better performing RBMT 
systems. 
Table 6.21. Comparat~ve results of the manual evaluation of TrausBooster vs. 
Pharaoh. B = better, S = similar, W = worse. 
Fluency 
Accuracy 
TB vs. Pharaoh 
B I S I W 
43.8% 1 41.0% / 15.2% 
47 0% 1 40.0% / 13.0% 
Table 6.22: Extrapolat~on of the manual evaluation results in Table 6.21 for the 
entire 800-sentence test set. B = better, S = s~mllar, W = worse. 
Fluency 
Accuracy 
In the next section, we analyse the differences between the output translations of 
Pharaoh and TransBooster, and provide a number of example translations. 
TB vs Pharaoh 
B I S I W 
10.13% 1 86.37% 1 3 5% 
10 88% / 86.12% 1 3.0% 
6.3.1.3 Analysis 
The majority of improvements (70%) by invoking the TkansBooster method on Pharaoh 
are caused by a better word order. This is because it is syntactic knowledge and not a 
linguistically limited language model that guides the placement of the translation of the 
decomposed input chunks. Moreover, smaller input chunks, as produced by TransBooster 
and translated in a minimal context, are more likely to receive correct internal ordering 
from the SMT language model. 
The remaining 30% of improvements resulted from a better lexical selection. This is 
caused not only by shortening the input, but mainly by TransBooster being able to separate 
the input sentences at points of least cohesion, namely, at major constituent boundaries. 
It is plausible to assume that probability links between the major constituents are weaker 
than inside them, due to data sparseness, so translating a phrase m the context of only the 
Table 6.23: Examples of improvements over Pharaoh word order and lexical 
selection. 
Onglnal 
Pharaoh 
TransBooster 
Adal$~s, , 
Or~ginal 
Pharaoh 
TransBooster 
, Anal,ysls;:. 
, , : 
, , ' 
. 
Original 
Pharaoh 
TransBooster 
Analys~s,, ,! 
5 ,  
Original 
Pharaoh 
TransBooster 
Analysi 
. , ' , . . 
I _  
, , 
' ,  , 
heads of neighbouring const i tuents  might ac tua l ly  help. Table 6.23 i l lustrates  the m a i n  
t y p e s  of improvements  w i t h  a number of examples.  
Desp~te an impresstve number of ~nternatianal studies , there is stdl no clear evidence 
of any dlrect link between vlolence and media consumption 
a pesar de 10s estudlos mt,ernac~onales , todavia no exlste ninguna. relacr6n dlrect,a 
entre la violencia y medm un ndmero impres~onante prnebas claras de consumo 
pese a un ndmero impreslonante de estud~os internaclonales , todavia no hay 
pruebas claras de n~nguna relacl6n directa. entre la v~olenma y 10s medios consumo 
word q<d?q", b&t& p 2 e g k n t b f  t h e  ~ ~ i l d t i o < s ' . o f  .'&. impin+& n ~ m % ; ~ ; ~ d . , ,  
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The European Unlon is jointly responsible, with the countries of origin, for irnrnigra- 
tlon and for organising those m~gratian flows, w h ~ h  are so necessary for the develop- 
ment of the regton 
la uni6n europea es corresponsable de mmlgracl6n y de 10s flujos rn~gratorios, que son 
necesanas para el desarralla de la regdn, con 10s paises de ongen, organizador. 
la um6n europea es corresponsable, con 10s paises de ongen, de inmigraci6n y de 10s 
flujos migratonos, que son necesarias para organ~zar el desarrollo de la regdn 
~-
word 'ofder and levi'{i;l b!le<ti'on,: bet&= plade+ent 'of/tlie tf!n;nslatlon.bS '9th; 
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Pres~dency communication on the situation m the Middle East 
pres~dencia comun1cac16n sohre la situam6n en el med~terrAneo 
presidencla comun1cae16n sobre la situac16n en el cercano oriente 
lexical, s e l 4 i 0 , n ; ~  m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t d n s l a t ~ o n ~ ~ f , , ' t ~ ~  :M;l;lle'!&t': ffo7.kl' Gkdltk<+ibb;j 
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I am proud of the fact that the Committee on Budgetary Control has been able to 
agree unarnmously on a draft opimon wlthln a very short penad of time 
mealegra el hecho de que la corn1sl6n de presupuestos ha padldo 
dar ml aprobac16n unBnlme sobre un proyecto dlctamen en un penodo de tlernpo 
muy corta 
estoyorgulloso del hecho que la camisdn de presupuestas 
ha llevado a acuerdo unimme sobre un proyecto dictamen en un periodo de 
tlempo muy corto 
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6.3.2 TransBooster and EBMT 
The experiments reported in this section were mainly carried out by my colleagues K. 
Owczarzak and D. Groves in preparation for (Owczarzak et al., 2006) at the 7th Bien- 
nial Conference of the Association for Machine Translation in the Americas. They are 
included in this dissertation because they are based on the TransBooster technology and 
complement the SMT experiments in Section 6.3.1 with an insight into the performance 
of TYansBooster on an EBMT baseline system.13 
6.3.2.1 Marker-based EBMT 
The baseline EBMT system used in the experiments is the NCLT's marker-based MATREX 
system (Armstrong et al., 2006). Marker-based EBMT is an approach to EBMT which 
uses a set of closed-class words to segment aligned source and target sentences and to 
derlve an additional set of lexical and phrasal resources. This approach is based on the 
'Marker Hypothesis' (Green, 1979), a universal psycholinguistic constraint which posits 
that languages are 'marked' for syntactic structure at  surface level by a closed set of specific 
lexemes and morphemes. In a preprocessing stage, the source-target aligned sentences 
are segmented at  each new occurrence of a marker word (e.g. determiners, quantifiers, 
conjunctions etc). 
In order to describe this resource creation in more detail, consider the English-Spanish 
example in (87): 
(87) 'You chck on the red button to view the effect of the select~on.' + 'Usted cliquea en 
el bo th  rojo para ver el efecto de la selecclbn ' 
The first stage involves automatically tagging each closed-class word in (87) with its 
marker tag, as in (88): 
(88) '<PRON> You chck <PREP> on <DET> the red button <PREP> to view <DET> 
the effect <PREP> of <DET> the select~on ' + '<PRON> Usted cliquea <PREP> 
en <DET> el bot6n rojo <PREP> para ver <DET> el efecto <PREP> de <DET> 
la selecci6n.' 
Taking into account marker tag information (label, and relative sentence position), and 
13My d~rect contribuhons to thls section are. (I) the development of the TransBooster applmation, (il) 
a contnbutlon to the development of the EBMT baseline system, and (ni) the analyns of the results. 
lexical similarity (via mutual information), thc marker chunks in (5) are automatically 
generated from the marker-tagged strings in (88): 
(89) a You cl~ck <PREP> : <PRON> Usted cliquea 
b <PREP> on the red button <PREP> en el b o t h  rojo 
c. <PREP> to vlew : <PREP> para ver 
d. <DET> the effect <DET> el efecto 
e. <PREP> of the selection <PREP> de la selecc16n 
The marker set used in the experiments consisted of determiners, prepositions, com- 
junctions, personal pronouns, possessive pronouns, quantifiers and wh-adverbs, following 
(Gough and Way, 2004; Gough, 2005). 
6.3.2.2 Exper imenta l  s e tup  
The baseline EBMT system made use of the Marker-Based methods described in Sec- 
tion 6.3.2.1 to extract the chunk-level lexicon For Engllsh, information from the CELEX 
database14 was wed to create a list of marker words used during segmentation and align- 
ment The malker word list for Spanish was created by merging two stop-word llsts 
generously supphed by colleagues at the Polytechnic University of Catalunya (UPC) and 
the University of Barcelona (UB). 
After chunking, the resulting source and target marker chunks were aligned using a 
best-first dynamlc programming algorithm, employing chunk position, word probability, 
marker tag and cognate information to determine sub-sentential links between sentence 
pairs. 
In addltion to these chunk ahgnments, statistical techniques were used to extract a hlgh 
qual~ty word-level lexicon (which in turn was used during the chunk alignment process). 
Following the refined alignment method of Och and Ney (2003), the GIZA++ statistical 
word alignment tool was used to perform source-target and target-source word alignment. 
The resulting 'refined' word alignment set was then passed along w ~ t h  the chunk database 
to the same system decoder as was used for the SMT experiments (Pharaoh, (Koehn, 
2004)). Since Pharaoh was used as the decoder, the MaTrEx system is more an 'example- 
14http //www ru.nl/celex/ 
based SMT system' (in terms of the terminology of (Groves and Way, 2005, 2006)) than 
a 'pure' EBMT system as in (Gough and Way, 2004; Gough, 2005). 
The EBMT system was trained on a subsection of the English-Spanish section of the 
Europarl Corpus The corpus was filtered based on sentence length (maximum sentence 
length set at 40 words for Spanish and English) and relative sentence length ratio (a 
relative sentence length ratio of 1 5 was used), resulting in 958K Engllsh-Spanish sentence 
pairs. 
The experiments reported in the next sectlon are based the same testing procedure as 
the one employed for the SMT experiments, as we explained in Section 6.3.1.1 on page 
118. Two test sets were used, each consisting of 800 English sentences. The first set was 
randomly extracted from Section 23 of of the WSJ section of the Penn-I1 Treebank. The 
second set contained randomly extracted sentences from the test section of the Europarl 
corpus, previously parsed with (Bikel, 2002) The reason for using two different test sets 
for the EBMT experiments is to account for the same two 'out-of-domain' phenomena 
that we explained in Section 6.3.1.1. 
6.3.2.3 Results 
Automatic Evaluation Tables 6.24 and 6.25 contain the automatic evaluation results 
of TransBooster vs. the EBMT system on the Europarl and test sets respectively. The 
evaluation was conducted after removing punctuation from the reference and translated 
texts, and, in the case of the Europarl test set, after removing 59 sentences containing 
hyphenated compounds that were incorrectly parsed by (Bikel, 2002), thereby omitting 
a number of sentence-level errors introduced by the parser which could have a negative 
inipact on the TransBooster scores 
On the Europarl test set, TransBooster improves on the EBMT baseline system with 
1.0% relatlve BLEU score and 0.2% relative NIST score. On the WSJ test set, 'Ikans- 
Booster achieves relative improvements of 3.8% BLEU score and 0.5% NIST score. 
Manual Evaluation In order to corroborate the automatic evaluation scores, 100 sen- 
tences were randomly extracted from the Europarl test set. Their baseline translation was 
compared with that assisted by TransBooster by a human judge with near-native Span- 
TransBooster 
Table 6 24: TransBooster vs EBMT Results on the 800-sentence test set of 
Europarl 
TransBooster 
Table 6.25: TransBooster vs. EBMT Results on the 800-sentence test set of 
the WSJ 
ish proficiency according to the same manual evaluation guidelines used throughout this 
dissertation and explained in Section 3.4.1.5 According to the evaluation, out of the 100 
sentences, TransBooster improved the fluency of the translation in 55% of the cases, and 
the accuracy of translation in 53% of the cases 
6.3.2.4 Analysis 
Many of the improvements by TransBooster are caused by a better word order in target. 
Similarly to what we saw in the evaluation on the Pharaoh baseline SMT system in 
Section 6.3.1.3, the syntact~c guidance of TransBooster helps the baselme EBMT system 
to overcome some of its syntactic limitations. 
The other mam factor contributing to TransBooster's improvements is a better lexical 
selection by the baseline MT system. This can be explained by the fact that the matching 
procedure of the baseline EBMT system works better when it operates on the previously 
chunked input presented by TransBooster than when it is confronted with long input 
strings which are more likely to be wrongly segmentated by the baseline system. In other 
words, TransBooster does an important part of input segmentation for the EBMT system 
and makes sure that the translated chunks are assembled correctly. Table 6.26 illustrates 
the main types of improvements with a number of examples 
Table 6.26: Examples of improvements over the EBMT baseline: word order 
and lexmal selection. 
Ongmal 
EBMT 
TransBooster 
Analysis 
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EBMT 
TransBooster 
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6.4 Summary 
women have demded that they wlsh to work, that they wish to make thelr work 
compatible w ~ t h  ther  fam~ly life 
hemos decidido su deseo de trabajar, su deseo de hacer su trabajo compatible con su 
v~da  famlhar, empresarias 
mujeres han decid~do su deseo de trabajar, su deseo de hacer su trabajo compatible 
con su vida familiar 
/ , G f o r d ~ q r d ~ ~ ~ a n d ~ l e x i c a ~ ~ ~ ~ i e l e c t i ~  !?The, EBMT,i.?$st&n t fa~~la tes~~$!e ;$$ ,~  
' p e o u s l ~ , m ~ ' ~ i b $ i a i ~ ~ ~  : ( $ @ I I ~ ~ ; ? ~ ~ ~ $  @d:~"s$&* t& t?ijjls18;& at~t&f;7$j,qt; 
, t hk  8 ,,',,p,,, Idhtence, giving nse:~t+tip$,Foqd~Tdf:f ;  i:&"qi,diWdeg !s $c$g;y~translat'ed: 
.as j*ys d%dido! (':x$$$~$~ de~j$e+):'~ ,By contrasp,.';t6$~<nt~fe~~Pn~t~tu& ';%bl&eh 
have:de&ded'ls corr&JCtIy transl&2d~$ {pujeiks- ha$ decldldo' , '"by:$d~~~b~{(~~~I~~/ j  I '- 
rf t h ~ s  global warming continues, then - part of the territory of the member states 
w~ll become sea or desert 
si esto contmmia calentamlento global, tanto dentro del terntorlo de 10s estados miem- 
bras tendrAn tornarse altamar o deskrtlco 
s~ esto calentam~ento global perdurari, entonces - parte del terntono de 10s estado 
mlembros de la undn eurapea tendrAu tornarse altamar or deskrtico 
,word  order and  lexibal seldctipF: bbth tranblat?ois of '~o~&l\u;~! , ( : d 0 n t < ~ 6 a ' ' ~ ~ ~ ~  
EBMT, perdumri by ~ran$$obster)aie eqd!dent' ,;However, the l ~ c a t i o n ~ $ f ~ ~ p e r ~ . ~ .  
durari' m the ,?utp'dt &bettei'than :contmba'. 'part ?f' la e?rpnequsl$itranslateif 
i s  'dentroael' ,QC!n:) bytpe EB,MT8syiteg, $hikit: i s l~o r r i c t l y . , t~~s l+ tkd  hV@apv 
',Booster iLs'l',p&rtq de!'.'~iball$;:the EBMT syst$m a o ~ t ~ . t b $ ' f a c t ~ h $ t ' ) ~  bt$t&!d!: 
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i have noted your appeals and invitations to press ahead , to  take advantage of the 
momentum generated and carry to mce and beyond 
he recogldo apelaclones y invltac~anes de segulr adelante a que hagan uso de la 
impulso generado y llevar a ammoso y se allende 
he recogido sus apelaciones y invitaclones de seguir adelante a que hagan uso de la 
~rnpulso generado y llevar epto a ammoso y ), , )  / , , 
agreement anal&f+l s+l'e'dti0n:'t~eia&e8~e~t~lje$wBkn the ~pssessive 'yo,urvapd ; 
the noun 'appeals' irnprov+~~r~~:the~~rone'+Gs:bu';'&od"~e$;by !he E B ~ T I ~ ~ S $ { $ ~  ; 
Ito the correct 'sus'of Tr$nsBooster. T h e  prbhohn ! i t ! i~~i ingla ted ' i~  the ffys~o'bgper 
output ('esto') but is omitted:by the':EBfjl'$ys+m:' 'be96nd' is~coqkctl$~tr~sl?ied ' 
, as .'m& all&' by TransBooit'er, vlhde the EBMT systein produces'& ~b$sensib+"~d I 
, s , ,  , ' ~  ! I  1 ' .  
8 ! , :  , I '  , '  sequence ('Be allende') I ; - , ' 8 '  , . , . , , , r , # ,  t , .. ,, 
In this chapter, we have analysed the experimental results of TransBooster interfaced with 
three commercial rule-based systems and two data-driven systems. 
For the parse-annotated Penn-I1 800-sentence test set, both automatic evaluation and 
manual evaluation show that TransBooster outperforms two of the three RBMT systems 
(SDL and LogoMedia) and achieves similar results compared to the third system (Systran). 
When parsing the test set with (Charniak, 2000) and (Bikel, 2002), performance drops 
slightly, as expected, but the gains made by TransBooster's complexity reduction are 
strong enough to resist the noise introduced by (Charniak, 2000) when evaluated on the 
unblased 600-sentence test sets. The complexity reduction leads the baseline systems to 
improve on lexical selection (35%), word order (35%), homograph resolution (20%) and 
agreement (10%) 
When interfaced with a phrase-based SMT system, both automatic and manual eval- 
uation scores on a 800-sentence test set extracted from the Europarl corpus clearly show 
that TransBooster outperforms the SMT system. The additional syntactic guidance of 
TransBooster leads the SMT system to improve on both word order (70%) and lexical 
selection (30%). Similar improvements can be seen when TransBooster is interfaced with 
a marker-based EBMT baseline system. 
Overall, both automatic evaluation scores as manual evaluation results seem to indicate 
that datadriven MT benefits more from the TransBooster technology than RBMT. There 
are two possible explanations for this: (i) data-driven MT systems benefit more from 
TransBooster's syntactic guidance than rule-based systems, and (ii) the baseline data- 
driven systems were possibly easier to  improve on than the more performant rule-based 
systems used in the experiments. 
The results presented in this chapter quantify the effect that TransBooster has on 
various szngle basel~ne MT systems. In the next chapter, we will investigate whether it is 
possible to adapt the TransBooster algorithm so it can take advantage of the combined 
strength of multzple MT systems simultaneously. 
Chapter 7' 
interface 
7.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we present a novel approach to combining the outputs of multiple MT 
engines into a consensus translation. In contrast to previous Multi-Engine Machine Trans- 
lation (MEMT) techniques, we do not rely on word alignments of output hypotheses, but 
prepare the input sentence for multi-engine processing. We do this by using TransBooster's 
recursive decomposition algorithm to produce simple chunks as input to the MT engines. 
A consensus translation is produced by combining the best chunk translations, selected 
through majority voting, a trigram language model score and a confidence score assigned 
to each MT engine. 
The chapter is organised as follows: in Section 7.2, we provide a brief introduction 
to MEMT and present an overview of the most relevant current MEMT techniques. We 
explain our approach in Section 7.3 and demonstrate it with a worked example. Section 7.4 
contains the description, results and analysis of our experiments. Finally, we summarise 
our findings in Section 7.5. 
When comparing the behaviour of TransBooster as an MEMT interface to Trans- 
Booster as a wrapper technology on top of an individual MT engine, we will use TBMEI 
(TransBooster a s  an MEMT interface) when referring to the former and T B ~ E I  (Trans- 
Booster as a single engine interface) when referring to the latter, for purposes of simplicity. 
7.2 Multi-engine Machine Translation 
7.2.1 Introduction 
Multi-Engine Machine Translation (MEMT) is an approach in which multiple MT systems 
are used simultaneously to produce a consensus translation for the same input text. The 
assumption underlying MEMT 1s that the errors committed by one system are indepen- 
dent of the errors committed by other systems. Therefore, by using smart combination 
techniques on the different MT outputs, it should be possible to select the best parts 
of each MT system and produce an output which is at least as good as the best of the 
individual MT outputs. 
MEMT is a term coined by Fi-ederking and Nirenburg (1994), who were the first to 
apply the idea of a multi-engine approach in Natural Language Processing to MT. Re- 
searchers in other areas of language technology such as Speech Recognition (Fiscus, 1997), 
Text Categorisation (Larkey and Croft, 1996) and POS Tagging (Roth and Zelenko, 1998) 
have also experimented with multi-system approaches. Since then, several resalw-cl~ers in 
the MT community have come up with different techniques to calculate consensus trans- 
lations from multiple MT engines, the most important of which are further explained in 
Section 7.2.2. 
An important difference between the multi-engine approach for clear classification tasks 
such as POS tagging or Text Categorisation and MT is that, in MEMT, the unit for 
comparison between the different engines is not given a przon. Therefore, a crucial step in 
all previously proposed MEMT techniques is the inferring of the units for comparison by 
aligning the outputs of the different MT systems. All previous MEMT approaches share 
one important characteristic they translate the entire input sentence as zs and operate 
on the resulting target language sentences to calculate a consensus output. Their maln 
difference lles in the method they use to compute word alignments between the multiple 
output sentences. 
The use of TransBooster as an interface to  MEMT is based on a different idea: the 
decomposition of each input sentence into optimal chunks by TransBooster can equally be 
considered as the inferring of the units of comparison for MEMT. In other words, the main 
novelty of this approach resides in the fact that, in contrast to previous MEMT techniques, 
we do not rely on word alignments of output hypotheses, but prepare the input sentence 
directly for multi-engine processing. 
7.2.2 Previous Approaches to MEMT 
The first MEMT system was produced by Frederking and Nirenburg (1994). They com- 
bmed the output sentences of three different MT engines, all developed in house: (i) a 
knowledge-based MT (KBMT) system, the mainline PANGLOSS engine (Frederking et al., 
1993), (ii) an example-based MT (EBMT) system (Nirenburg et al., 1993) and (iii) a simple 
lexical transfer MT system, based on some of the PANGLOSS modules and extended with a 
machine-readable dictionary (Collins Spanish-English) and a number of other resources. 
In order to calculate a consensus translation, the authors rely on their knowledge of the 
inner workings of the engines. They collect sub-sentential chunks of all three engines in a 
chart data structure, use internal KBMT and EBMT scores' to assign a value to each of 
the chunks and employ a recursive divide-and-conquer procedure to produce the optimal 
combination of the available chunks by exhaustively comparing all possible combinations 
of the ava~lable chunks. The results of this MEMT system were used in a translator's 
workstation (TWS) (Cohen et al., 1993), through which a translator either approved the 
system's output or modified it. 
S~nce the MEMT design of (Frederking and Nirenburg, 1994) is based on the specific 
internal structure of each of the component engines, the scoring mechanism would have 
to be redesigned if a new MT engine were to be added. In (Nomoto, 2004), by contrast, 
the MT engines are treated as black boxes. A number of statistical confidence models are 
used to select the best output string at sentence level. The confidence models Nomoto 
(2004) proposes come in two varieties: fluency-based language models (FLMs), which rely 
on the likelihood of a translation hypothesis in the target language, and alignment-based 
models (ALMS), which use the IBM translation models (Brown et al., 1993), that measure 
'Until the publication of (Brown, 1996), the quality of the EBMT system was 8 0  poor that it hardly 
ever contributed to  the PANGLOSS MEMT engine 
how falthful a translation is to its source text. A confidence score lndicatmg the reliability 
of each individual engine is introduced by biasing the FLMs and ALMS through Support 
Vector Regression, modifying the scores produced by the language models in such a way 
that they more accurately reflect the result of an automatic evaluation of the MT systems 
on a test corpus 
Contrary to (Frederking and Nirenburg, 1994) and (Nomoto, 2004), all other ap- 
proaches to MEMT rely on word alignment techniques in the translation hypotheses to 
infer the units for comparison between the MT systems. Bangalore et al. (2001) produce 
alignments between the different MT hypotheses using 'progressive multiple alignment', a 
popular heuristic solution to multiple alignment in biological sequencing literature (Feng 
and Doolittle, 1987) based on edit distance (Leveushtein, 1965). For example, the five 
different MT outputs in Figure 7.1 are aligned into a lattice structure as represented in 
Figure 7.2.' For each aligned unit, a winner is calculated by selecting the majority trans- 
lation, or, in cases where there are segments without a clear majority, by usmg an n-gram 
language model based on a 58,000 sentence corpus. 
English 
MT1 
'glve me driving directions please to middletown area ' 
'd4me direcciones impulsoras por favor a Area de mlddle- 
town ' 
'dkme dlrecclones por favor a Area ' 
'dkme direcciones conductores por favor a1 Area middletown.' 
'd4me las direcciones que conducen satisfacen a1 Area de mid- 
dletowu.' 
'dkme que las direcciones tend en cia a gradan a1 Area de 
middletown ' 
Figure 7.1: An example Engllsh sentence and its translation from five different 
MT systems, from (Bangalore et a1 , 2001) 
The model used by Bangalore et al. (2001) relles on edit dmtance, which only focuses 
on insertions, deletions and substitutions. Therefore, this model is not able to correctly 
align translation hypotheses with a significantly different word order Jayaraman and 
Lavie (2005) try to overcome this problem by introducing a more versatile word alignment 
algorithm that can deal with non-monotone alignments. Alignments in their approach are 
'These examples were adapted from (Bangalore et al , 2001) 
Figure 7.2. Lattice representation of the example sentence in Figure 7 1, from 
(Bangalore et a1 , 2001) 
produced based on explicit word matches (including morphological variants of the same 
word and ignoring case) between the various hypotheses, even if the relative location of 
these matches in the respective hypotheses is very different. A consensus from the MT 
outputs is calculated by a decoding algorithm that uses the produced alignments, a triglam 
language model and a confidence score specific to each MT engine. 
Another approach to produce a conscnsus translation from different MT systems was 
developed by van Zaanen and Somers (2005). Their system, named DEMOCRAT, is a 'plug- 
and-play' MEMT architecture that relies solely on a simple edit distance-based alignment 
of the translation hypotheses and does not use additional heuristics to compute the con- 
sensus translation DEMOCRAT employs an alignment method similar to the one used by 
Bangalore et a1 (2001), but van Zaauen and Somers (2005) explicitly avoid the use of 
language models or other heuristics that need previous training to ensure that the outputs 
of different MT engines for all languages can be immediately plugged into thelr system 
DEMOCRAT does not always outperform the best individual MT system, but its 'plug-and- 
play' characteristics make it an option for general users who cannot make up their mind 
as to which MT system to use and are aiming for a workable 'average' translation. 
A different way to align translation hypotheses is to use well-established SMT al~gn- 
ment techniques, as in (Matusov et al., 2006), where pairw~se word alignments in an entire 
corpus are used instead of sentence-level alignments. The approach used is similar to the 
ROVER approach of Fiscus (1997) for combining speech recognition hypotheses. Matusov 
et al. (2006) consider all possible alignments by iteratively selecting each of the hypothesis 
translations as a 'correct' one and align all other translations with respect to this 'correct' 
hypothesis. The actual alignment is performed in analogy to the training procedure in 
SMT, the main difference being that the two sentences that have to be aligned are in the 
same language. The probabilities of word alignments are calculated based on a test corpus 
of translations generated by each of the systems. Therefore, the decision on how to  align 
two translations of a sentence takes the whole document context into account. From the 
obtained alignments, the authors construct a confusion network similar to the approach of 
Bangalore et a1 (2001), and derive the best consensus hypothesis by using global system 
probabilities and other statistical models. 
7.3 TransBooster as an MEMT interface 
All the MEMT approaches explained in the previous section tackle the problem of how to 
select or combine the outputs of various MT systems in different ways, but all conclude 
that combining the outputs, in most cases, results in a better translation than any of 
the individual contributing outputs. As Frederking and Nirenburg (1994) put it: 'Three 
[or morel heads are better than one'. To date, to  the best of our knowledge, all previous 
MEMT proposals that seek to produce a consensus between several MT outputs operate 
on MT output for complete input sentences. 
In the research presented in this chapter, we pursue a different approach: we use the 
ThnsBooster decomposition algorithm to  split the input string into syntactically mean- 
ingful chunks, select the optimal chunk translation from a collection of three MT systems 
using a number of simple heuristics and rely on TransBooster to recompose the trans- 
lated chunks in output Therefore, in contrast to most previous MEMT approaches, the 
technique we present does not rely on word alignments of target language sentences, but 
prepares the input sentence for multi-engine processing on the input side. 
7.3.1 Algorithm: Overview 
Given N different MT engines (El.. .EN),  the proposed method recursively decomposes 
an input sentence S into M syntactically meaningful chunks C1.. . CM. Each chunk C, 
(1 5 z 5 M) is embedded in a minimal necessary context and translated by all MT 
engines. For each chunk C,, the translated output candidates C: - C: are retrieved and 
a winner is calculated based on (i) majority voting, (ii) a language model trained on 
a large target language corpus and (iii) a confidence score assigned to each MT engme. 
In a final step, the output sentence S' is composed by assembling all C,6est (1 5 i 5 M )  
in their correct target posit~on. A flow chart representing the entire MEMT architecture 
can be found in Figure 7 3 
output b 
Figure 7.3: A flow chart of the entlre MEMT system, w~th  CI the i th input 
chunk (1 _< z _< M), EJ the J~~ MT engine (1 5 j 5 N) and CI-j 
the translation of CI by Ej. 
The decomposition into chunks, the tracking of the output chunks in target and the 
final composition of the output are based on the TransBooster arch~tecture as explained 
in Chapters 4 and 5. 
7.3.2 Algorithm: Details 
The algorithm consists of three major parts: (i) decomposition, (ii) selection, and ( i~i)  
compos~tion. 
In the first part ('decomposztzon'), parallel to what was explained in Chapters 4 and 
5, TransBooster decomposes the input S into a number of optimal chunks, embeds these 
chunks into a context and sends them for translat~on to each of the N different MT engines 
(El. EN). As before, the input into the algorithm is a Penn Treebank-like syntactic 
analysis of the input sentence S. In Section 7.4, we report experiments on human parse- 
annotated sentences (the Penn-I1 Treebank) and on the output of two state-of-the-art 
statistical parsers (Charniak, 2000; Bikel, 2002). 
In the second part ('selectzon'), the best translation C,best for each input chunk C, is 
selected based on the following three heuristics: (i) majority voting, (ii) a language model 
t~ained on a large target language corpus, and (iii) a confidence score assigned to  each 
MT engine. 
1 Majority Voting. Since identical translations by different MT systems are a good 
indicator of the relative quality of the candidate translations C,'-C:, the translation 
that was produced by the highest number of MT engines is considered to be the best. 
For example, in the case of MEMT with 5 different MT systems (MTl - MT5), if 
the list of produced translations for chunk C, is {C: = <a7,C? = 'b' l C3 % = c ' ,C$ = 
'a',C: = Id'), then the output string 'a' is selected as the best translation since it was 
produced by two MT systems (MTl and MT4), while the other systems produced 
the mutually distinct translations C?, C: and C:. If no winner is found at this stage, 
i.e. if the highest number of identical translations is not unique, the second heuristic 
(Language Model Score) is used to select the best translation between the remaining 
candidates. 
2 Language Model Score. For each produced chunk translat~on, a Language Model 
score is assigned by a standard trigram language model trained on 177M words 
of target language text, comprising the entire training section of the Spanish Eu- 
roparl Corpus (131M words) (Koehn, 2005), augmented with a corpus of the Spanish 
newspaper 'La Vanguardia'3 (46M words). This score is an approximation of the 
likelihood of the hypothesis translation in the target language and therefore rewards 
fluency. The Language Model was trained wlth modified Kneser-Ney smoothing 
3http //www.vanguardla es 
(Kneser and Ney, 1995) using the SRI Language Modeling Toolkit (Stolcke, 2002). 
In the case where Majority Voting produces more than 1 candidate translation, the 
translation among the selected candidates with the best language model score is 
considered to be the best. For example, in the case of MEMT with 5 different MT 
systems (MTl  - MT5) ,  if the outcome of the Majority Voting procedure leads to  
C: = C$ and C: = C:, the translation with the highest Language Model score will 
be selected as the best translation. 
3. Confidence Score. In the rare cases that no winner is found by either of the 
previous two heuristics, the best translation is the one produced by the MT engine 
that obtained the highest BLEU score on the entire test corpus. In the experiments 
reported in this chapter, this system is LogoMedia (cf. Table 7.4 in Section 7.4.2).  
The relative contribution of each of the three above-mentioned heuristics to the MEMT 
output will be explained during the discussion of the experimental results in Section 7.4.2 
In the third part ('composztion'), the best translations C,best for each input chunk C, 
found by one of the three previously mentioned heuristics, are combined to form the output 
translation s'. The composition process is essentially the same as explained in Chapters 4 
and 5, namely by recursively substituting the retrieved translation of the constituents for 
the translated SVs in the skeletons. However, since we are operating with multiple MT 
engines simultaneously, two additional constraints have to be taken into account: 
1 In case the baseline MT engines use a different reordering of SVs in a particular 
skeleton, we select the reordering of the MT engine that obtained the highest BLEU 
score on the entire test corpus (in our case, LogoMedia). 
2.  If safety measures (cf. Section 5.2.7) demand that a particular MT engine back off 
from decomposing a chunk and translate the entire chunk as is, then the other MT 
engines will also operate on the level of the same chunk, even if further decomposition 
is allowed by them. In other words, the overall granularity of the decomposition, for 
each chunk, is limited by the MT engine with the lowest degree of granularity. For 
example, if chunk C, is decomposed into a pivot and satellites during decomposition, 
but the safety measures for baseline MT engine Ej (1 < j 5 N) do not allow it to  
carry out thls decomposition (e.g one of the SV translations is not found in the 
skeleton translated by E3), then chunk C: will be the highest level of granularity for 
all remaining MT engines (El.. . E3-1,E3+1.. EN), even if further decomposition is 
allowed by them. 
7.3.3 A Worked Example 
In this section, we will illustrate the use of TransBooster as an MEMT interface to  the 
three basellne RBMT engines that we have been using throughout this dissertation (Lo- 
goMedia, Systran and SDL) on example sentence (20) from Section 4.2 on page 40. The 
output of the example sentence by the baseline systems is displayed in Figure 7.4. 
Original 
LogoMedia 
Systran 
SDL 
'The chairman, a long-time rival of Bill Gates, likes fast and 
confidential deals.' 
'A1 presidente, un rival de mucho tiempo de Bill Gates, & 
gustan los tratos rpidos y confidenclales.' 
'El presidente, rival de largo plaza de Bill Gates, - gustos 
ayuna y 10s repartos confidenciales.' 
'El presidente, un rival antiguo de Bill Gates, quiere 10s 
tratos ripidos y confidenciales.' 
Figure 7 4: Output of example sentence (20) by the three basellne MT engines: 
LogoMedia, Systran and SDL 
The major problems in the translation by LogoMedia are. (i) the wrong number of 
the pronoun 'les' (correct is 'le'), and (ii) the duplication of the article '10s'. Systran 
erroneously analyses the verb 'llkes' as a noun (+'gustas') and identifies the adjective 'fast' 
wrongly as a verb (+'ayunal), which renders the output unintelligible. The translation of 
SDL, by contrast, is acceptable. In what follows, we will explain how TransBooster acts 
as an MEMT interface, composing selected chunk translations of the individual systems 
to form the output. 
The parse tree of the example sentence in Figure 4.2 on page 41 is used as input to  the 
decomposition module. In a first step, the pivot, arguments and adjuncts are calculated, 
as in (90): 
(90) [The chairman, a long-time rival of Bill Gates,]a~cl  like^],,,,^ [fast and confidential 
dealsla~cz 
In a second step, the arguments are replaced by syntactically simpler SVs, as in (91): 
(91) [The chalrman]sv,,,, [l~kesl,,vet [dealslsv,,,,. 
The resulting string is translated by each of the three baseline MT engmes. For 
example, the translation produced by Systran is that in (92): 
(92) El presidente tiene gusto de repartos. 
As explained in previous chapters, this translation allows us (i) to extract the transla- 
tion of the pivot, and (ii) to determine the location of the translated arguments. This is 
possible because we determine the translations of the Substitution Variables ('the chair- 
man', 'deals') at  runtime. If these translations are not found in (92), we replace the 
arguments by previously defined SSVs. For example, in (go), we replace 'The chairman, a 
long-time rival of Bill Gates' by 'The man' and 'fast and confidential deals' by 'cars'. In 
case the translations of the SSVs are not found (92), we interrupt the decomposition and 
have the entire input string (20) translated by the MT engine. 
We now apply the procedure recursively to the identified chunks 'The chairman, a 
long-time rival of Bill Gates' and 'fast and confidential deals'. 
Since the chunk 'fast and confidential deals' contains fewer words than a previously 
set threshold,* it is considered ready to be translated by the MT engines As explained 
in Section 5 2.5, the chunk has to be embedded in an appropriate context. Again, we 
can determine the context dynamically ('The chairman likes') or use a static predefined 
context template ('The man is eating'), mimicking a direct object context for an NP.5 
(93) shows how the chunk 'fast and confidential deals' is embedded in a Dynamic 
Context. 
(93) [The chairman l~kes]~~,,,,,~~,t..t [fast and confidential dealsln~cz 
T h ~ s  string is sent to the MT engines for translation. For example, the translation produced 
by Systran is (94): 
4All MEMT experiments were performed wlth p-ChunkLength = 5. Cf. Sectlon 6 2.2 for more infor- 
mation 
'Cf. Appendlx E for more detalled information 
(94) El presidente t~ene gusto de repartos rip~dos y confidenciales. 
Like DSVs, the translations of Dynamic Contexts are determined at run-time. If we find 
the translation of the Dynamic Context in (94), it is easy to deduce the translation of the 
chunk 'fast and confidential deals'. If, on the contrary, the translation of the Dynamic 
Context is not found in (94), we back off to  a previously defined Static Context template 
(e.g. 'The man sees'). In case the translation of this context is not found either, we back 
off to translating the input chunk 'fast and confidential deals' without context. 
Since the rema~ning chunk 'The chairman, a long-time rival of Bill Gates' contains more 
words than the previously set threshold4, it is judged too complex for direct translation. 
The decomposition and translation procedure is now recursively applied to this chunk: it 
is decomposed into smaller chunks, which may or may not be suited for direct translation, 
and so forth. 
Figure 7.5: Decomposltlon of Input. 
Figure 7 6 Select~on of best output chunk. The optimal cornb~nat~on follows 
the arcs in bold. 
The recursive decomposition algorithm splits the initial input string into a number of 
opt~mal chunks, which are translated by all MT engines as described above. A simple 
graph representation of the full decomposition of the input sentence is shown in Figure 
7.5. The recovered translations with logprob language model scores are shown in Figure 
7.6. From these, the best translations (in bold) are selected as described in Section 7.3.2. 
The MEMT combination in Table 7.1 outperforms the outputs produced by Systran 
and LogoMedia and a sim~lar in quality to the output produced by SDL. Note that our 
approach is not limited to a hlmd combination of previously produced output chunks. In 
10s repartos confidenc~ales. 
El presidente, nn rival antiguo de Bill Gates, quiere 10s tratos 
Or~glnal 
LogoMed~a 
Table 7 1: Example sentence (20): result of TBMEI vs. baseline MT engines. 
The chairman, a long-time rival of Blll Gates, &fast and con- 
fidential deals 
Al presidente, un rival de mucho tiempo de B~ll Gates, gnstan 
los tratos rdpidos y confidenc~ales 
the case of Systran, the complexity reduction of the input leads the system to improve on its 
own translation. In the complete translation (Table 7.1), Systran erroneously analyses the 
verb 'likes' as a noun (--tlgustos') and identifies the adjective 'fast' as a verb (+'ayuna'). 
By contrast, examples (93) and (94) show that submitting the chunk 'fast and confidential 
deals' in a simplified context improves the translation of the adjective 'fast' from the 
erroneous 'ayuna' in the original translation of the entire sentence by Systran to the 
correct 'ripidos'. Also, the translation of the verb 'likes' improves to 'tiene gustos de', 
which can only contribute to a better overall MEMT score. 
Tables 7 2 and 7 3 contain two more examples that show the benefits of our approach. 
Table 7.2: Result of TBMEI vs. baseline MT engines on the example sentence 
'Imperial Corp , based in San Diego, is the parent of Imperlal Savings 
& Loan.' 
In Table 7.2 the major problems in the translation by LogoMedia are: (i) 'based' is 
erroneously translated as 'Fundar' = 'to found', and (ii) 'ser' = 'to be' is not conjugated. 
Both Systran and SDL correctly conjugate the verb 'ser' + 'es' and select the correct 
verb lemma 'basar' a s  translation of 'based'. However, ~nstead of leaving the proper name 
('Imper~al Savings & Loan') untranslated, as in the case of LogoMedia, they translate each 
word composmg the name separately, which results in wh~ch results in awkward results 
('ahorros ~mperiales y del pr6stamo' and 'Ahorros Imperiales & el PrBstamo' respectively). 
The MEMT output improves on each of the baseline systems by combining the best trans- 
lated chunks. 
Table 7.3: Result of T B M E ~  vs. baseline MT engines on the example sentence 
'Mr. Pierce said Elcotel should real~ze a mlnimum of $10 of recurring 
net earnings for each machme each month.' 
Original 
LogoMedia 
Systran 
SDL 
TBME, 
In the translat~on of the example sentence in Table 7.3, LogoMedia leaves 'a mini- 
Mr. Pierce said Elcotel should realize a minimum of $10 of 
recurring net earnings for each machine each month 
El Sr Plerce dijo que Elcotel debe ganar a minlmum of $10 de 
ganancias netas se repitiendo para cada miqnina todos 10s meses 
Sr. &Q@ dlcho Pierce debe realizar un minimo de $10 de las 
gananclas netas que se repiten para cada mBquma cada mes. 
Sr Perfora d~jo que Elcotel debe darse cuenta de un minimo de 
$10 de ganancias netas perig~cas para cada rnhuina cada mes 
El Sr P~erce dljo Elcotel debe real~zar un minimo de $10 de las 
gananclas netas que se repiten para cada miquma cada mes. 
mum of' untranslated and uses a grammat~cally incorrect gerund 'se repitiendo'. Systran 
switches the target positions of 'Pierce' and 'Elcotel', which severely d~storts  the accuracy 
of the translation. SDL interprets 'Pierce' as a verb 'Perfora', which makes the translation 
unintelligible. The MEMT combination, however, combines the best parts of each engine 
and is both accurate and relat~vely fluent. 
7.4 Experimental Results and Analysis 
7.4.1 Experimental Setup 
To test the performance of TransBooster as an MEMT interface, we rely on the three 
standard automatic evaluation metrics (BLEU, NIST and GTM) described in Section 
3 4.1 on page 27. The translated gold-standard test set against which the scores are 
calculated is the same 800-sentence test set as introduced in Sect~on 3.4.2 and used in 
Chapter 6 
We experimented with three different syntactic analyses of the test set as input to our 
algorithm: 
1. The original human parse-annotated Penn-I1 neebank structures. 
2. The output parses of the test set by (Charniak, 2000) 
3. The output parses of the test set by (Bikel, 2002). 
In each of these three cases, our algorithm decomposes the input into chunks and 
combines the chunk outputs of the MT engines as described in Section 7.3.2. As in the 
previous chapter, we are not merely interested in the absolute scores of the MEMT algo- 
rithm, but we also want to measure the impact on the results of the necessarily 'imperfect' 
parser output of (Charniak, 2000) and (Bikel, 2002) with respect to the 'perfect' human 
parse-annotated sentences of the Penn Treebank. 
In addition to comparing the MEMT output to the three baseline MT systems, we 
also compute evaluation scores for the output of TransBooster interfaced with only one 
of baseline systems at each time (TBSEI). This allows us to measure the impact of 
the effect on the scores of the multi-engine approach versus the possible individual score 
enhancements of TransBooster. 
For practical reasons, contrary to the evaluations in Chapter 6, we have refrained from 
performing a detailed manual analysis of the output, given the many different system 
combinations and outputs involved. 
7.4.2 Results 
Table 7.4 contains the automatic evaluation scores for the three baseline MT systems 
against which we will compare the TBMEI and TBsEr scores in the following sections. 
At the end of each of the following three sections (Sectlon 7.4.2.1: 'Human parse- 
annotated input', Section 7.4.2.2: 'Input parsed by (Charniak, 2000)', and Section 7.4.2.3: 
'Input parsed by (Bikel, 2002)') we will explain the relative contribution of the different 
chunk selection heuristics to the overall MEMT score. While performing the experiments, 
we noticed that comparable chunk translations with a different lexical contents never 
Table 7.4: Results of the three baseline MT systems on the 800-sentence test 
set: absolute scores (cf. Table 6 3 in Chapter 6 )  on page 101). 
received the same Language Model score. Therefore, in practice, the confidence score 
heuristic was never used. In order to verify the impact of this last heuristic on the test 
results, we decided to select the chunk with the best Language Model score only if the 
difference between the best and second best Language Model scores was smaller than 
a predefined threshold pLMDif f erence. After experimenting with pLMDif f erence = 
10,5 ,2 , l ,  and 0, we found that the optimal results were produced for pLMDif f erence 
= 0. Therefore, in each of the three following sections, only the Majority Voting and 
Language Model scores were used to select the optimal chunk. 
GTM 
0 5627 
0.5553 
0 5657 
LogoMedia 
Systran 
SDL 
7.4.2.1 H u m a n  parse-annotated input  
Table 7.5 contains the absolute scores of TBMEI and TBSEI for the human parse-annotated 
BLEU 
0.3140 
0.3003 
0.3039 
version of the 800-sentence test set. Although we obtained the TBsEr scores by applying 
exactly the same procedure as followed in Chapter 6, the TBsEr results in this chapter 
NIST 
7 3272 
7.1674 
7.2735 
slightly differ from the ones reported in the previous one. The reason for this difference 
is that, while the scores reported in Chapter 6 correspond to the latest opt~mal version 
of the algorithm, T B M ~ l  was implemented on a previous, intermediate version of the 
TransBooster algorithm. This slight difference in absolute scores IS not an inconvenience, 
since the central research question of this chapter is to find out whether TransBooster has 
potential as an interface to MEMT. In other words, in this analysis, we are mainly inter- 
ested in the relative scores of TBMEI VS. TBSEI and each of the baseline MT systems, 
which are reported in Table 7 6 TBMEI improves relative to the baseline MT engines 
by between 5 9%-10.7% BLEU score, 5.2%-7.5% NIST score and 2.8%-4.8% GTM score. 
The relative improvements of TBMEI with respect to TBSEI are 5.3%-10.9% BLEU score, 
5.0%-7.2% NIST score and 3.3%-4.8% GTM score. 
The T B M E ~  results can be explained by a combination of two different factors: 
Table 7.5: TBMEI vs TBSEI: absolute scores for human parse-annotated in. 
put 
Table 7.6: TBMEI vs. TBsm and baseline systems: relatlve scores for human 
parse-annotated input. 
LogoMedia 
TB LogoMedia 
Systran 
TB Systran 
SDL 
TB SDL 
1. TBMEI improves thanks to the benefits of a multi-engine approach to MT, in which 
the selection procedure (cf. Section 7.3.2) eliminates bad chunk translations. This 
is a characteristic shared by all MEMT approaches. In terms of a general MEMT 
architecture, the main novelty of our approach is that TBMEI prepares the input 
sentence for multi-engine processing from the input side, unlike all other previous 
MEMT approaches. 
2. TBMEI improves thanks to the benefits of the recursive decomposition characteris- 
tics of TransBooster. In other words, the decomposition of the input sentence into 
syntactically simpler chunks allows the individual MT systems to improve on their 
own translations. 
BLEU(%) 
105.9 
105.3 
110.7 
110.9 
109.4 
109.0 
In order to obtain a more accurate idea of the relative contribution of each of these 
factors to the overall improvements, it is important to analyse the differences between 
TBMEI and TBSEI. Table 7.7 contains the relative results of TBsEr vs. the three baseline 
MT systems 
The fact that the relative results of TBSEI in Table 7.7 are significantly lower than 
the relative results of TBMEI in Table 7.6 seems to indicate that the most important 
contribution to the success of TBnnEr comes from the general benefits of a multi-engine 
NIST (%) 
105.2 
105.0 
107.5 
107 2 
106.0 
105 3 
GTM(%) 
103 4 
103 5 
104 8 
104 8 
102.8 
103 3 
Table 7.7: T B s ~ ~  vs. baseline systems relative scores for human parse 
annotated mput. 
approach to MT, rather than the recurslve decomposition characteristics of TransBooster. 
T h ~ s  observation does not, however, weaken the finding that TransBooster can be used as 
a valid MEMT interface, as is clearly shown by the results in Table 7.6. It merely indicates 
that it 1s mainly the chunking component of TransBooster, rather than its potential to  
help an MT system improve its own translations, which leads to the overall improvements. 
The figures in Table 7 8 show the relative contribution of each of the different chunk 
selection heuristics to the overall MEMT score for the pre-parsed Penn-I1 input On the 
entire 800-sentence test set, 5258 different chunk comparisons were performed In 64.7% 
of the cases, the optimal chunk was selected using Majority Voting. In the remaining 
35.3% of the comparisons, the best chunk was selected relying on the Language Model 
score. Since the optimal results were obtained with p-LMDiff erence = 0 (cf. explanation 
on page 145), the MT confidence score was never used, 
Selection heuristic / Nr. comparisons I % 
Major~ty Voting I 3404 1 64.7 
1 Language Model I 1854 1 35.3 1 
Table 7 8: Relative contribution of each of the selection heuristics for the results 
in Table 7.5 
Confidence Score I 0 
7.4.2.2 I n p u t  parsed by (Charniak,  2000) 
0 
Table 7.9 contains the absolute scores of TBMEI and TBSEI for the output of (Charniak, 
2000) on the 800-sentence test set. Table 7.10 contains the relative scores of T B M E ~  vs. 
TBSEI and each of the baseline MT systems, on the output of (Charniak, 2000) on the 
800-sentence test set. 
Total I 5258 1 100 
T B M E ~  improves relative to the baseline MT engines between 2.7%-7 3% for BLEU, 
3.8%-6.1% for NIST and 16%-3.6% for GTM. The relative improvements of TBnnEI with 
respect to T B ~ E I  are 3.7%-8.7% BLEU score, 4.4%-6.5% NIST score and 2.4%-4.1% GTM 
score. 
TB SDL 
Table 7.9 T B M E ~  and TBSEI. absolute scores for input parsed by (Charniak, 
2000) 
Table 7.10: T B M E ~  vs T B ~ E I  and baseline systems. relatlve scores for input 
parsed by (Charniak, 2000) 
The figures in Table 7.11 show the relative contribution of each of the different chunk 
selection heuristics to the overall MEMT score for the pre-parsed Penn-I1 input. On the 
entire 800-sentence test set, 5223 different chunk comparisons were performed In 65.1% 
GTM(%) 
102.2 
102.6 
103.6 
104.1 
101.6 
102.4 
LogoMedia 
TB LogoMedia 
Systran 
TB Systran 
SDL 
TB SDL 
of the cases, the optimal chunk was selected using Majority Voting. In the remaining 
34.9% of the comparisons, the best chunk was selected relying on the Language Model 
BLEU(%) 
102 7 
103.7 
107.3 
108.7 
106 1 
107.3 
score Since the optimal results were obtained with pLMDif f erence = 0 (cf. explanation 
NIST(%) 
103.8 
104.4 
106.1 
106 5 
104.5 
104.4 
on page 145), the MT confidence score was never used. 
confidence Score I 0 1 0  
Total 1 5223 1 100 
Selection heuristic I Nr chunks I % 
Table 7.11: Relatlve contribution of each of the selection heuristics for the re- 
sults in Table 7.9. 
65.1 
34 9 
Majority Voting 
Language Model 
3402 
1821 
7.4.2.3 Inpu t  parsed by (Bikel, 2002) 
Table 7.12 contains the absolute scores of TBMEI and TBSEI for the output of (Bikel, 
2002) on the 800-sentence test set. Table 7.13 contains the relative scores of TBMEr 
vs. T B ~ E I  and each of the baseline MT systems, on the output of (Bikel, 2002) on the 
800-sentence test set. 
TBMEI improves relative to the baseline MT engines between 2.3%-7.0% for BLEU, 
3.8%-6.1% for NIST and 1 7%-3.6% for GTM. The relative improvements of TBMEI with 
respect to T B S ~ ~  are 2.9%-8.8% BLEU score, 4.1%-6.3% NIST score and 2.5%-4.2% GTM 
score. 
The figures in Table 7.14 show the relative contribution of each of the d~fferent chunk 
selection heuristics to the overall MEMT score for the pre-parsed Penn-I1 input. On the 
entlre 800-sentence test set, 5178 different chunk comparisons were performed. In 63.7% 
of the cases, the optimal chunk was selected using Majority Voting. In the remaining 
36.3% of the comparisons, the best chunk was selected relying on the Language Model 
score. Since the optimal results were obtained with p.LMDif f erence = 0 (cf. explanation 
on page 145), the MT confidence score was never used 
TB SDL 
Table 7.12 TBME, and TBSEI: absolute scores for input parsed by (Bikel, 
2002) 
Table 7.13: TBMEI vs TBSEI and baselme systems: relative scores for input 
parsed by (Bikel, 2002) 
Selection heuristic Nr chunks 
Majority Voting 
Language Model 
Confidence Score 
Total 5178 100 
Table 7 14: Relative contribution of each of the selection heunstics for the re- 
sults ln Table 7.12. 
As expected, the scores based on parser-based output are slightly lower than the scores 
based on human parse-annotated sentences, with minimal differences between scores pro- 
duced on output of (Charniak, 2000) and (Bikel, 2002). Even so, the overall scores of 
TBMEI on parser output outperform both the baseline systems and T B s ~ l  with fairly 
large (statistically significant) margins, making T B M ~ ~  an interesting alternative to  pre- 
v~ous developed MEMT approaches 
7.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have explained how TransBooster, extended with a selection procedure 
based on majorlty voting, a language model score and a confidence score assigned to  
each baseline MT engine, can be used as a successful interface to Multi-Engine Machine 
Translation. The main novelt~es of our approach are the following: (I) the input sentence is 
prepared for multi-engine processing, in contrast to previous proposals in this area, which 
exclusively rely on target (sub-)sentence combination, (ii) TransBooster's decomposition 
algorithm has the potential to help the individual baseline MT engines improve on their 
own individual contributions to the MEMT output. We reported statistically significant 
~elative improvements of over 10% BLEU score in experiments (Englishtspanish) carried 
out on an 800-sentence test set extracted from the Penn-I1 Treehank. We explained 
that the main factor underlying these improvements is the appropriateness to MEMT of 
TransBooster's recursive chunking of the input. 
Chapter 8 
TransBooster is a novel approach designed to improve the translation quality of MT sys- 
tems. TransBooster is not an MT engine itself it acts on top of an already existing 
baseline MT system as a wrapper application It simplifies complex input sentences by a 
recursive decomposition algorithm that transforms the original input into shorter chunks, 
which pose less challenges to the underlying MT system. This complexity reduction en- 
ables the baseline MT system to do what we think it does best, namely process a concise, 
syntactically simple skeleton with a reasonable expectation of a good translation. Trans- 
Booster guides the baseline system through the entire translation process by spoon-feeding 
it simple chunks and composing the output with the retrieved chunk translations. 
In this thesis, we first introduced the rationale for recursive sentence decomposition in 
MT and compared the TransBooster approach to other MT paradigms. After reporting 
our initial experiments to determine the best form of Static Substitution Variables, we 
explained the developed TransBooster architecture in depth. We also reported on the 
development of a parallel, simpler TransBooster architecture (TB~,krr) and explained 
the differences between the original TBMaVkr algorithm and TB~,krr. We analysed the 
performance of TransBooster on three RBMT systems, one SMT system and one EBMT 
system using both automatic and manual evaluation measures Finally, we investigated 
the possibility of using TransBooster as an MEMT interface. 
The main findings of the research presented in this dissertation are the following: 
e The TransBooster technology has the potential to improve on both rule-based and 
data-driven MT systems 
o The improvements Induced by TransBooster are triggered by complexity reduction 
of the input. 
o Most of the cases in which TransBooster deteriorates the original output are due to 
context distortion. 
o The possible improvements depend on the baseline MT system used. The output 
produced by TransBooster shares many characteristics of the baseline output, but 
improves on lexical selection, homograph resolution, word order and agreement fea- 
tures. 
o When evaluated on an 800-sentence test set randomly extracted from Section 23 of 
the Penn-I1 Treebank, TransBooster outperforms two of the three baseline RBMT 
systems (SDL and LogoMedia) and achieves similar results compared to the third 
system (Systran), both in terms of automatic evaluation as of manual evaluation 
results. 
o The nolse introduced by the use of state-of-the-art statistical parsers ((Charn~ak, 
2000) and (Bikel, 2002)) has an expected negative impact on the improvements 
gained by complexity reduction. Despite a slight reduction in translation quality, the 
use of TransBooster on RBMT systems still leads to a modest increase in performance 
when (Charniak, 2000) is used as front-end parser. 
o The improvements achieved by TransBooster on data-driven MT systems (both SMT 
and EBMT) seem to be more pronounced than the improvements on rule-based MT 
systems. There are two possible explanations for this. (i) data-driven MT systems 
benefit more from TransBooster's syntactic guidance than rule-based systems, and 
(ii) the baseline data-driven systems were possibly easier to Improve on than the 
more performant rulebased systems used in the experiments. 
e For the language pair used for evaluation purposes (English+Spanish), TBuark1 
achieves better results than TB~,,krr. This is due to (i) the larger scope of com- 
plexity reduction of the TBMarkr implementation, and (ii) the fact that the capacity 
of T B M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I  to handle split pivots in target is not visible in Romance languages. 
e TransBooster was successfully adapted as an MEMT interface, with reported rela- 
tive improvements of up to 10% BLEU score over the baseline MT systems. These 
improvements are caused by the fact that TransBooster's chunking algorithm effec- 
tively prepares the input sentence for multi-engine processing. 
8.1 Future Work 
There are a number of ways to extend the research presented in this dissertation: 
The Static Substitution Variable (SSV) of a constitnent is a simple string that, at best, 
shares certain syntactic characteristics with the substituted constitnent. The outcome of 
the experiment in Section 4.3.4 showed that, even in a simplified environment, the syntactic 
and lexico-semantic differences between a range of SSVs and the original constituents can 
lead to distortions in the translation of the pivot and the placement of the satellites in 
target Therefore, it is important to choose an SSV that is as similar as possible to 
the original. An avenue for further research could include optimising the SSVs used in 
this thesis (cf. Appendix D) by using information contained in ontologies combined with 
intelligent semantic similarity measures. 
Another possibility to improve the output quality of TransBooster is the incorporation 
of named-entity recognition in the decomposition algorithm. In the current implementa- 
tion, we use a simple heuristic based on the information provided by the Penn-11 tags for 
proper nouns (NNP and NNPS) to decide when to keep an NP constituent from being 
translated, but we hypothesise that more sophisticated disambiguation methods will lead 
to further improvements in translation quality. 
When using TransBooster as an MEMT interface, it would be interesting to see whether 
a word graph-based MEMT consensus at the level of the output chunks has the potential 
of improving our approach. Instead of simply selecting the best output chunk based on 
the described heuristics (cf. Section 7.3.2), an existing MEMT approach could be used to 
form a word-graph consensus translation at chunk level. Other avenues for further MEMT 
research include replacing the similarity measure used in the selection procedure by an Edit 
Distance metric and experimenting with a variety of language models, similar to Nomoto 
(2004) In addition, one would expect an optimal MEMT system to contain baseline 
systems of different MT paradigms, so that the MEMT system can take advantage of the 
strengths of each individual approach Accordingly, it would be interesting to experiment 
with TransBooster MEMT as a combination of RBMT, SMT and EBMT baseline systems. 
Appendix A 
Tags and Phrase Labels in the 
Tag Label 
JJR 
JJS 
NN 
SYM 
VB 
VBD 
VBG 
Tag Description 
Coordinating Conjunction 
Cardinal Number 
Determiner 
Existential there 
Foreign Word 
Preposition or suhordinating conjunction 
Adjective 
Adjective, comparative 
Adjective, superlative 
List item marker 
Modal 
Noun, singular 
Noun, plural 
Proper noun, singular 
Proper noun, plural 
Predeterminer 
Possessive ending 
Personal Pronoun 
Possessive Pronoun 
Adverb 
Adverb, comparative 
Adverb, superlative 
Particle 
Symbol 
to 
Interjection 
Verb, base form 
Verb, past tense / Verb, present participle 
Contznued on next page 
VBP 
VBZ 
WDT 
WP 
WP$ 
WRB 
/ Tag Description 
Verb, past part~c~ple 
Verb, non-3rd person singular present 
Verb, 3rd person singular present 
WH-determiner 
WH-pronoun 
Possessive WH-pronoun 
Table A.l: Tag labels In the Penn-I1 Treebank. 
ADVP 
CONJP 
FRAG 
INTJ 
LST 
NAC 
NP 
NX 
PP 
PRN 
PRT 
QP 
1 RRC 
S 
SB AR 
SBARQ 
SINV 
I SQ 
UCP 
VP 
WHADJP 
WHADVP 
WHNP 
1 WHPP 
X 
~dverbial  Phrase 
Conjunction Phrase 
Fragment 
Interjection 
List marker 
Not a constituent 
Noun phrase 
N-bar (head of NP) 
Prepositional Phrase 
Parenthetical 
Particle 
Quantifier Phrase 
Reduced relative clause 
Declarative main clause 
Subordinate clause 
Direct questlon 
Inverted declarative sentence 
Inverted yes/no quest~on 
Unlike Coordinated Phrase 
Verb Phrase 
WH-adj phrase 
WH-adv phrase 
WH-noun phrase 
WH-prep phrase 
Unknown, uncertain or unbracketable 
Table A 2: Phrase labels in the Penn-I1 Treebank. 
Appendix B 
Extended Pivot Selection per 
Category 
ADVP 
CAT 1 Types  I Basic Extended Pivot  Trea tment  
ADJP = 'able to transfer money from the new funds' i pivot = 'able to' 
ADJP = 'still capable of servlng an the bench' + p~vot = 'still capable of' 
ADJP = 'blg enough for one consultant to describe it as clunky' + plvot = 
'blg enough for' 
pivot = head + (IN) 
Examples 
ADVP = 'up from Wednesday's Tokyo close of 143 08 yen' i pivot = 'up 
from' 
pivot = (RB) + head + (IN/TO) 
Examoles. 
ADJP 10 
CONJP 
FRAG 
INTJ 
NAC = 'University of Vermont' 
Default treatment NP: if head of NP is non-terminal. pivot = 
0 
LST 
N AC 
. . 
(DT) + head + (IN). If head of NP is a terminal node, pivot = 
left-to-right concatenation of all children up to head. 
Examples 
NP = 'any research on smokers of the Kent e~garettes' i pwot = 'any research 
ADVP = 'down from 9 45% a week earl~er' + pivot = 'down from' 
too small for decomposition. 
Examples: 
138 
0 
I on' Contznued on nes* page 
CONJP = 'as well as' 
no clear pattern -+ default pivot selection. 
too small for decomposition 
Examples. 
1 
2 
INTJ = 'so long' 
- 
too small for decomposition 
too small for decomposition 
Examples 
NX 
- 
PP 
m 
PRN 
PRT 
-
QP 
- 
RRC 
- 
S 
- 
SBAR 
factors' 
N P  = 'actual collections made until Dec. 31 of t h ~ s  year' --t plvot = ' z t u a l  
collections' 
NP = 'no useful lnformetlan on whether users are a t  risk' i pivot = 'no useful 
lnformatlon on' 
N P  = 'the sale of four of its TV statlons for $ 120 m~l l~on '  --t pivot = 'the sale 
of' 
NP = 'the types of watches that now wlll be elrgible for duty-free treatment' 
- plvot = 'the types of watches' 
NP = 'the rlght to Increase its lnterest t o  70%' i pivot = 'the nght to' 
~ i v o t  = head + (IN) 
Basic Extended Pivot  Treatment 
NP = 'the rlsk factors that led to the company's decision' i pivot = 'the nsk 
~. 
NP -. .host of; ,  popular tt , lcv~~ion talk sllu\\,' -- pivot = 'I~ost i j f '  
-- 
il ' I.caJ 15 II(,I nl~c;ld\, arr;i(:hpd to ~lrurl~c.r no i l~  pi\.ot - * (lc.fil~~lr 
pivot selection 
parenthetical i treat head 
Examples 
'-the symmetry ofgeometncal figures, metric measurement of volume, or pie 
a I .  r i p  i r 1 ' - I ivbr  = 'rl,,. siynlrnctr). uf' 
rou -;moll for de(o~~.positiotl 
- 
too small for decomposition 
Examples 
QP = 'more than three times' 
too small for decomposition 
Examples. 
RRC = 'currently on the market' 
+ VP 
Examples. 
S = 'At the end of the day, 251.2 million shares were traded ' - plvot = 'were 
traded' 
S = 'The Dow fell 22 6% on Black Monday' - pivot = 'fell' 
S = 'Thls role reversal holds true, as well, for hts three l~beral and moderate 
all~es' - pivot = 'holds true' 
S = 'Certamly, the recent drop in pnces doesn't mean Manhattan comes cheap 
4 plvat = 'doesn't mean' 
S = 'The four are prepared to accept thls new role ' - pivot = 'are prepared 
to' 
S = 'waves of sellrng continued to h ~ t  stocks themselves on the Blg Board' i 
pivot = 'contrnued to hit' 
S = 'Justice Blackmun, who will turn 81 next month, also seems feisty about 
hls new role ' i plvot = 'seems feisty about' 
Sentential complement clauses are treated by attaching the com- 
plementizer to the verbal pivot and continuing with the composi- 
tion of S. SBARs modifying a nominal antecedent are not decom- 
posed 
Contznued on next page 
r CAT / T v ~ e s  I Basic Extended Pivot Treatment  I 
SBARQ - 
WHADJP L 
Examples 
S = 'A P&G spokeswoman confirmed that shipments to Phoenix started late 
last month ' - p ~ o t  = 'confirmed that' 
S = 'Indeed, a random check Friday d~dn't seem to lndlcate that the strlke 
was havlng much of an effect on other alrllne operations ' + pivot = 'd~dn't 
seem to lnd~cate that' 
Do not decompose: limited amount of occurrences (241 sentences 
in sections 01-22 of Penn Treebank) 
- S 
Examples 
SINV = ' "We braced for a pamc," sad  one top floor trader ' + pivot = 'said' 
SINV = 'Hardest hlt are what he calls "secondary" sites that pnmanly serve 
ne~ghborhaod residents - plvot = 'Hardest hlt are' 
Do not decompose: pivot difficult to extract due to Inversion and 
limited amount of occurrences (405 sentences in sections 01-22 of 
Penn Treebank) 
coordination - pivot = CC 
Examples 
UCP = Ithe largest maker of personal computer software and generally con- 
sidered an industry bellwether' -+ plvot = 'and' 
Recursive pivot determination. Basics: string together verbal lexi- 
cal categories (LMD','VBD',LVBP',''VBZ',ZVBN','VBG','VB'), in- 
cluding certain intermediate nodes (e.g. ADVP, ADJ-PRD, RP). 
If VBN or VBG preceded by 1 other node, include this node, re- 
gardless of length. Attach 'TO' where necessary. (cf examples of 
sentential categories) 
too small for decomposition 
WHADJP = 'how many' 
too small for decomposition 
I WHPP I 0 I too small for decom~osition I 
WHNP 
Table B.l: Nr. of rule types (covering 85% of rule tokens) and basic extended 
pivot treatment for non-terminal nodes in the Penn-I1 Treebank 
Parentheses ~ndicate optional categories 
0 
WHPP = 'of which' 
WHADVP = 'when' 
too small for decomposition 
WHNP = 'which' 
X 20 1 Do not decompose: no clear pattern 
Appendix C 
ARG/ADJ distinct ion heuristics 
Remarks concerning the information contained in Tables C.l and (3.2: 
e The ARGIADJ distinction heuristics are based on (Hockenmaier, 2003) and a man- 
ual inspection of the most frequent rule-types accounting for 85% of rule token 
expansions per non-terminal in the Penn Treebank, as is explained in Section 5.2.3. 
e Nodes that have been assigned 'head' during the previous head-finding procedure 
are not taken into account for ARG/ADJ assignment. 
o For each node N, all children are scanned from left to right. For each child C,  the 
followlng three different strategies are considered: 
1. If C conforms to the description in Table C.1, Section A, then assign the cor- 
responding ARG/ADJ distinction and move on to the next child. If not, go to 
step 2. 
2. If C conforms to the description in Table C.1, Section B, then assign the cor- 
responding ARG/ADJ distinction and move on to the next child. If not, go to 
step 3. 
3. If C conforms to the description in Table C.2, then assign the corresponding 
ARG/ADJ distinction and move on to the next child. If not, assign the default 
pSatDefault and move on to the next child. Note that in Table '2.2, the 
column entitled 'mother' refers to node N, and the column entitled 'CAT' refers 
to the child node C. 
e X + A B  X expands into A and B 
X < A  X dominates A 
X + ( A < B ) C  X expands into A and C. A dominates B 
CAT I TAG I ARG/ADJ I Comments 
Section A 
CD 
Contznued on next page 
adj unless when preceded by $, in which case CD is 
arg, as in (QP ($ $) (CD 16) (CD million)). 
CAT I TAG I ARG/ADJ I Comments 
CONJP I I a r ~  I Note that CONJPs in the Penn Treebank tend 
PRN 
PRT 
QP 
RRC 
SINV 
WHADJP 
WHADVP 
WHNP 
WHPP 
adj 
arg 
 ad^ 
adj 
arg 
arg 
arg 
arg 
arg 
arg 
to dominate a limited amount of lexical items, 
as in 'rather than' or 'as well as'. 
unless when preceded by $, in which case QP is 
arg, as in (NP ($ $) (QP (26 CD) (million CD)) 
(-NONE *U*) ) 
Section B 
/ ADV I adj 
BNF 
CLR 
DIR 
TMP 
TPC 
 ad^ 
adj 
adj 
adj 
 ad^ 
arg 
adj 
 ad^ 
arg 
PP-DIR and ADVP-DIR under VP are classified 
as arg. 
1 PP-TMP under ADJP a n  classified as arg 
Table (2.1: ARG/ADJ distinction heuristics per category, independent of the 
mother node. 
Mother  + CAT I ARG/ADJ I Comments NP I arp. I 
SB AR SBAR = adj if introduced by 'than', 'as' or 'so'. 
- - 
P P  
P P  
P P  
P P  I a& I if head = 'than' 
- 
a% 
a% 
adj 
default 
NP 
P P  
if ADJP-ADJP P P  
if ADJP-+VBN P P  
default 
p-SatDef au l t  
ad.i 
PP 
if left of head 
Contznued on next page 
aJ"' default 
- 
:ONJP 
'RAG 
VP 
\TX 
VAC 
-
'P 
- 
'RN 
 
3 
;$ 
jBAR 
- 
CAT 
SBAR 
SBAR 
SB AR 
iefault 
-
- 
- 
JJ 
ADJP 
NNP 
NNPS 
NP 
P P  
P P  
P P  
PP 
S 
s 
SB AR 
Sefault 
-
P P  
default 
-
ADVP 
ADJP 
NP 
S 
P P  
default 
-
ADVP 
NP 
PP 
RB 
RB 
s 
SB AR 
default 
-
VP 
default 
ADVP 
NN 
- 
ARG/ADJ 
d j  
arg 
pSatDef au l t  
"4 
arg 
adj 
adj 
pSatDef au l t  
adj 
p-SatDef au l t  
adj 
a=g 
arg 
arg 
arg 
pSatDef au l t  
adj 
a*g 
adj 
arg 
adj 
a% 
adj 
p-SatDef au l t  
arg 
pSatDef au l t  
adj 
arg 
Comments 
if preceded by comma 
if head = 'than', 'as', 'so', 'before' or 'which'. 
default 
not relevant since node is translated in entirety. 
not relevant since node is translated in entirety. 
except a list of 'determiner-like' JJs as 'many', 
'much', 'more', . 
if head NP = NNP or NNPS, otherwise adj. 
if head N P  = NNP or NNPS, otherwise adj. 
unless apposition, in which case adj. 
N P - t N P  PP(arg) PP(adj) 
NP+NP , PP 
for a number of lexical cases such as 'a lot of', 
'a kind of', 'a type of', . . . 
default. 
NP-DT NN S 
default. 
nor rclevnnt si~rcr llcldc is rnrnslatr~l 111 entirety 
- 
rtot relcva~~t si~tcc node IS tra11-ilntcd i l l  entirety 
if negation, 
default 
Contznued on next page 
SBARQ 
SINV 
SQ 
VP 
RB 
RB 
default 
.& 
NP 
NP 
PP 
PP 
PP 
S 
S 
SQ 
SBAR 
SBAR 
SBARQ 
XP 
Default zz!EF 
p-SatDef a u l t  
arg 
ARG/ADJ 
arg 
arg 
arg 
arg 
arg 
arg 
adj 
"d~ 
 ad^ 
arg 
pSatDef a u l t  
adj 
arg 
arg 
adj 
Comments 
if negation. 
otherw~se. 
if apposition. 
default 
if PP-EXT. 
if first node = VBN 
default. 
VP-S , S (adj). 
default 
if preceded by comma and first child = WHNP, 
ADVP, RB or IN ('on' or 'with'). 
default. 
I not relevant since node is translated in entirety. 
- 
pSatDef a u l t  
not relevant since node is translated in entirety. 
not relevant since node is translated in entirety. 
Table C.2: ARG/ADJ distinction heuristics per category, dependent of the 
mother node 
pSatDef au l t  
not relevant since node IS translated in entirety. 
not relevant since node is translated in entirety. 
Appendix D 
Static Substitution Variables per 
Category 
Remarks concerning the information contained in Table D.l: 
o The table contains an exhaustive overview of how SSVs are generated for all possi- 
ble satellites, even if certain types of satellite replacements do not (often) occur in 
practice due to pivot extensions For example, despite the fact that a preposition 
is often attached to the preceding verb during the formation of the verbal pivot, 
a general treatment for PP substitution has been implemented. Substitutions like 
these are triggered in case an error occurs in the pivot extension procedure and have 
been Included for reasons of completeness. Extremely rare cases are marked with a 
footnote. 
Examples mark the SSV substitution of the satellite category instance (displayed 
inside [Issv). Certain examples contain lexical items outside the syntactic environ- 
ment treated for reasons of clarity. 
a For each SSV displayed in this table, three syntactically similar but lexically different 
strings are available (cf. Section 5.2.4.1). These alternative strings are not included 
in the table so as not to clutter the general overview. 
e X - A B  X expands into A and B 
X < A X dominates A 
X + ( A < B ) C  X expands into A and C. A dominates B. 
CAT I TAG I Environment SSV 
ADJP I - I NP -t NP ADJP 'similar to the house' 
ADVP 
I 
- 
- 
'The slowdown is taking hold [a lot mare quickly and de-tatingly than 
anyone had expected]' + 'The slowdown is taklng hold [quicklylssv' 
'Issues [central to the increas~ngly tense trade debate]' i 'Issues [s~mllar 
to the houselssv' 
default 'red' 
'[green, black, red and whlte] stripes' - L[red]ssv strlpes' 
default 'quickly' 
Contznued on next page 
CAT 
-
NP 
TAG 
-
EXT 
EXT 
EXT 
- 
- 
Environment SSV 
head contains % '10%' 
'surged 14 26, or about 0 94%]' - 'surged [lo %]ssv' 
head = NN 'a lot' 
'rose [a surprisingly moderate 0.2%]' 3 'rose [a lot]ssv3 
head = NNS '10 metres' 
'drop [an addlt~onal 2 5 feet]' - 'drop [lo metreslssv' 
PP-LOC < NP (head = 'Chicago' 
NNPINNPS) 
'I" [Arizona, Califorma, Louisiana and Maryland]' - 'm [Ch~cagolssv' 
PP-LOC < NP 'the house' 
'I" [an expensive high nse butldlng]' 3 ' ~ n  [the house]ssv' 
PP-TMP < NP (head = '10 minutes' 
NNS) 
'during [the first mne months of the year]' - 'during [lo minuteslssv' 
PP-TMP < NP 'tomorrow' 
'unt~l [March, April or even May]' -+ 'unt~l  [tomarrow]ssv' 
head = PRP mimic PRPa 
L[He]' - '[Helssv' 
head = NN, det. article 'the boy' 
'[The young, short-term American employee]' 3 '[The boyjssv' 
head = NN, indet. article 'a cat' 
'[A major U S  producer and seller]' - '[A cat]ssv' 
head = NN, mass noun 'sugar' 
'[Some MCI. Cornmunicatlons Corp stock]' + '[Sugarlssv' 
head = NN (default) 'the boy' 
'[Even the officlal Indlanapol~s 500 announcer]' '[The boylssv' 
head = NNS 'the swimmers' 
'[The other two outs~de bidders]' + '[The swimmers]ssv' 
head = NNP 'John' 
'[The French film maker Claude Chabrol]' + '[John]ssv' 
head = NNPS 'John and Alex' 
'[Peter D. Hart Research Associates]' + '[John and Alexlssv' 
head = JJS 'most' 
'[Most soybean and soybean-meal contracts]' - '[Mostlssv' 
head = DT mimic DTb 
'[That]' - '[Thatlssv' 
P P  I DTV I head = IN 'to the man' 
DIR 
DIR 
'an approach to offer [not only to Cal~fornians, but to all Americans]: 
3 'an approach to offer [to the manlssv' 
head = IN ('to') 'to London' 
'fled [to Canada or some other sanctuary]' - 'fled [to Londonlssv' 
head = IN ('from') 'from London' 
L 
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the houselssv' I I MNR I head = IN 
CAT 
'with an apple' 
- 
PRN 
- 
UCP 
TAG 
LOC 
TMP 
Environment SSV 
'Od production [from Australla's Bass Straight Flelds]' - 'Oil produc- 
tion [from Londonlssv' 
head = IN 'in the house' 
'[m the rapidly growing field of bio-analytical instrumentation]' - '[in 
'[with large and expenswe page bonuses]' i ' [w~th an applelssv' 
head = IN 'after the meeting' 
'[after a loss to the Kansas City Chiefs yesterday]' + '[after the 
meetmg]ssv2 
head = IN mimic prepositionn 
'[before entenng restaurants, department stores and sports centres]' - 
'[before the holidaY]ssv' 
head = VBG ('including') 'including the dog' 
'[~nciudmg perhaps someone of your own staff]' - '[mcludmg the 
doglssv' 
head = VBG ('according') 'according to the woman' 
'[according to government figures released Wednesday]' - '[accord~ng 
to the wornan]ssv' 
head = VBG ('following') 'following the meeting' 
'follow~ng the June 4 massacre in Beqlng, wh~ch caused a sharp drop 
m Hong Kong prices' --, '[following the meetinglssv' 
head = VBG ('excluding') 'excluding the dog' 
'[excluding the hard-hit mty of Los Gatos]' -+ '[excludmg the doglssv' 
head = VBG ('depending') 'depending on the meeting' 
'[depending on the composition of the management team and the nature 
of its strategic plans]' - '[depending on the meetinglssv' 
head = TO 'to the dog' 
'[to the troubled company's equity holders]' - '[to the doglssv' 
default 'm the house' 
default replace head PRN by appropriate 
ssv 
'Itallan chern~cal glant Mantedlson S p.A. [,through its Montedison 
Acqms~tlon N V, lndlrect un~t , ]  began . . .' + 'Italian chemical giant 
Montedison S p A \,through the man,]ssv began . ' 
default replace UCP by SSV of first node 
'to be lin violation of Article 11. and thus void and severablel' - 'to be 
[in the houselssv' 
S 1 TPC I - 'The man is sleeping' 
NOM 
ADV 
- 
L[The total of 18 deaths from malignant mesthelloma, lung cancer and 
ashestos>s was far hrgher than expected], the researchers said.' - '[The 
man is sleeplng]ssv, the researchers said ' 
'sleeping' 
'before anyone heard of [asbestos having any questionable properties]' 
- 'before anyone heard of [sleeplnglssv' 
head = VBG 'working in the garden' 
'stand~ne: around ldemd~ne who would flv in what balloon and in what 
- 
order]' - 'standing around [working m the gardenlssv' 
Contznued on nest page 
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are m~mlcked. 
Environment SSV 
head = V B N  'founded in 1900' 
'[F~lmed in lovely black and whlte by Bill Dill], the New York streets' 
+ '[Founded in 1900]ssv, the New York streets' 
'to sleep' 
'rengned last year [to seek, unsuccessfully, a seat in Canada's parlla 
ment]' - 'resigned last year [to sleeplssv' 
head = V B G  'working in the garden' 
'launched a s u ~ t ,  [seekmg the withdrawal of Dunkln's palson pill rlghts 
and employee stock ownership plans]' - 'launched a suit, [working in 
the gardenlssv' 
'to sleep' 
'paid [to stand up a t  a Japanese + ' pad  [to sleeplssv' 
'a man' 
'The result has been [to serlausly lmpair the rights of others uncan- 
nected with their dispute]' - 'The result has been [a manlssv' 
'The man is sleeping' 
'Applause for "Sometimes Talk is the Best Medicine]" ' - 'Applause 
for "[The man a sleep~nglssv" '
'It is the man' 
'[It is these 645,000 tons that are in question for this crop year], ex- 
planed Judlth Ganes' + '[It is the manlssv, expla~ned Judith Ganes' 
'The man is sleeping' 
'In reference to your Oct. 9 page-one art~cle, "[Barbara Bush earns 
even higher ratings than the president,]" it is ' + 'In reference to 
your Oct 9 page-one article, "[The man is sleep~ng,]ssv" ~t 1s . . .' 
'working in the garden' 
'He earns h ~ s  living [playmg the double bass in classical music ensem- 
bles]' -r 'He earns h ~ s  hvmg [work~ng in the gardenlssv' 
'to sleep' 
- -  . ~. 
1s irrespans~ble and shorts~ghted '
'starting in 1990' 
'[Beglnnlng in the first year of medlcal school], students learn' - '[start- 
Ing In 1990]ssv', students learn 
S i NP-SBJ TO 'the boy to sleep' 
'caus~ng [the index to decllne for three consecutive months]' - 'causing 
[the hoy to sleeplssv' 
head = TO 'to sleep' 
'Longer matuntles are thought [to indlcate declining interest rates be- 
cause they permtt portfol~a managers to mamtain relatively higher 
rates]' - 'Longer maturities are thought [to sleep]ssv' 
S i NP-SBJ V B G  'the boy working in the garden' 
'I've had [a lot of people trying to  sell me services to  find out how blg 
it is]' - 'I've had [the boy working in the gardenlssv' 
head = V B G  'working in the garden' 
'The stock, [havmg lost nearly a quarter of its value slnce Sept. 11, 
closed at $34.375 share' - LThe stock, [working in the gardenlssv 
closed at $34 375 share' 
Contznued on next page 
Environment SSV 
head = VBN 'founded in 1900' 
'[Managed properly, and with a long-term outlook,] these can become 
' i '[founded in 1900Issv, these can become.. ' 
head = VBD 'the man was sleeping' 
'to ~ndicate that [the stnke was havlng much of an effect on other alrllne 
operations]' - 'to indicate that [the man was sleepmglssv' 
head = JJ 'the boy happy' 
' ~ t  left [the market vulnerable t o  continued sell~ng this marnlng]' - ' ~ t  
Left [the boy happy]ssv3 
head = NN 'things this way' 
'like [th~ngs just the way they are]' - 'like [thmgs this waylssv' I - I default 'the man is sleepmg' 
SINV I - / default ' "The dog is harking", said the 
1s sleepinglssv' 1 I ADV 1 S < SBAR 
SBAR 
LOC 
NOM 
NOM 
TMP 
PRP 
ADV 
NOM 
man.' 
- 'after a week' 
'[When the dollar is in a free-fall], even central banks can't stop it' -+ 
'[aFter a weeklssv, even central banks can't stop it' 
VP < SBAR 'because the man is/was sleepingla 
'perhaps [because I have a ferocious list of statutes to implement]' - 
'perhaps [because the man 1s sleepmg]ssv' 
VP < SBAR 'if the man is/was  leep ping'^ 
'We would be upset [ ~ f  those k ~ n d s  of services wolved Into more general- 
~nterest, long-format programrn~ng]' - 'We would be upset [IF the man 
'fortunately' 
'[Although the legal~ty of these sales is still an open quest~on], the 
d~sclosure couldn't be better timed' i '[fortunately]ssv, the d~sclasure 
couldn't be better tlmed' 
VP < SBAR 'in the house' 
'control nollution lwhere enternrises are state-owned and nenalt~es are 
p a d  by the government]' - 'cantrol pollution [ ~ n  the house]ssv' 
S < SBAR 'the boy' 
'[What becomes custom in the Bush admmmstration] will become . .' 
i '[the hoyjssv will become . ' 
SBAR < what 'what the man found' 
'Typical is [what happened to the pnce of ethylene, a major cammod~ty 
chemical produced in vast amounts by many 011 companies]' i 'Typlcal 
1s [what the man foundlssv' 
default 'that the man is sleeping' 
. - 
'clearlv show lwhv Crav research favoured the so~noffl' - 'clearlv show 
. "  " . . 
[that the man is sleepinglssv' 
VP < (SBAR < (IN that)) 'that the man is/was sleeping" 
'It seems to me [that a story llke thls breaks just before every important 
Cocam meeting]' - 'It seems ta  me [that the man ./was sleeplnglssv' 
VP < (SBAR < (IN 'whether the man is/was sleeplngla 
whether)) 
'No one knows [whether the new posted pnces wrll stick once producers 
and customers start to haggle]' i 'No one knows [whether the man is 
sleep~nglssv' 
Continued o n  next page 
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'put a greater emphasis on quallty [than they do in the U S ] '  i 'put 
a greater emphasis on quality [than the manlssv' 
VP < (SBAR < (IN as)) 'as the man' 
'oppose fundlng [as does president Bush]' i 'appose fund~ng [as the 
man]ssv' 
VP < (SBAR < (IN what)) 'what the man found' 
'The cornmissloner knows [what w~ll  happen down the road, In three to  
six months]' i 'The commissioner knows [what the man found]ssv' 
NP < (SBAR < (TO to)) 'to sleep' 
'legislation [to protect fore~gn mawe producers]' - 'legislation [to 
sleepjssv' 
NP < (SBAR < (IN where)) 'where the man is sleeping' 
'the office [where employees are ass~gned lunch ~artners] '  - 'the office 
[where the man is sleepinglssv' 
VP < SBAR (default) 'that islare sleeping' 
'the brokerage company [that once did business as Merrill Lynch Com- 
merc~al Real Estate]' - 'the brokerage company [that is sleeping]ssv' 
ADJP + JJ (SBAR < 'how the man is/was sleeping' 
WHNP) 
'not sure [how many weapons they heve in their arsenals]' - 'not sure 
[how the man a sleepinglssv' 
ADJP < SBAR (default) <that the man is/was sleeping' 
'stunned [that despite the bald-faced nature of her actlons, she be- 
came someth~ng of a local martyr]' - 'stunned [that the man was 
sleepmglssv' 
P P  + IN SBAR 'whether the man is/was sleeping' 
'dlv~ded over [whether the Unlted Natlons Population Fund will receive 
any portion of these appropnationsI2 - 'divided over [whether the man 
~s/was sleepinglssv' 
default 'that the man is sleeping' 
NP < VP 'made in China' 
'an exotic ~ l a ~ g r o u n d ,  beopled ma~nly by Jewish eccentrics and the 
occaaonal Catholic]' i 'an exotlc playground, [made in Chmalssv' 
VP < VP (head = TO) 'sleep' 
'eager to bring attention to the problem]' - 'eager to  [sleeplssv' 
VP < VP (head = VB) 'sleep' 
'the authority to [seize U.S. fugltlves overseas without the permlsslon 
of forelgn governments]' - 'the authonty to [sleep]ssv' 
VP < VP (head = VBG) 'sleeping' 
'the company had been [steadily lowenng its accident rate and p ~ c k ~ n g  
up trade-group safety awards]' i 'the company had been [sieepinglssv' 
VP < W (head = VBN) %aid' 
'the effect has been [sot up and shot down by d~fferent professors]' i 1 1 I 'the &,ha been [padldlisv' 
VP < VP (head = VBZ) 'is sleeping' 
'The company [is operating under Chapter 11 of the federal Bankruptcy 
Code] i 'The company [m sleeplngjssv' 
Contznued on next page 
"'VP < VP' SSV replacements rarely occur in practice due to  verbal pivot extensions. 
WHADJP I - 1 WHNP < WHADJP (SG) 'how much' 
CAT 
'[precisely when and where]' - '[wbenlssv' 
WHPP 1 - 1 default 'in which' 
TAG 
- 
- 
WHADVP 
No occurrences 
default 1 - I default 'SAT1'-'SAT9'a 
Environment SSV 
VP < VP (head = VBP) 'eat an apple' 
" i '[eat an apple]' 
VP < VP (head = VBD) 'slept' 
'The president has not [said before that the country wants half the debt 
'The man, a long-tlme rwal of Bill Gates, likes fast and confidenttal 
deals' - '[SATlIssv lrkes ISATZIssv' 
- 
- 
- 
"Backoff t o  non-word strlngs if SSV e not selected m a part~cular syntact~c environment or if all 
alternatives for the same category-env~ronment pair have heen used. 
Table D.l  Static Substitution Variables per  Category. 
~, 
'[how much credlbllity and experience]' 4 '[how mucb]ssv' 
WHNP < WHADJP (PL) 'how many' 
'[how many company mu1 rooms]' - '[how manylssv' 
default 'how much' 
default 'when' 
Appendix E 
Static Corntext Templates per 
Category 
Remarks concerning the information contained in Table E.l: 
o For a specific satellite category, all occurrences m a syntactic environment that is 
not contained in the table do not require embedding in a static context template, 
unless otherwise specified by the word 'default' in the column Envzronment. In the 
latter case, all occurrences in a syntactic environment that is not contained in the 
table conform to the context specified in the row contaimng 'default'. 
o The table contains an exhaustive overview of how static context templates are gen- 
erated for all possible satellites, even if certain types of satellites do not (often) occur 
in practice due to pivot extensions. For example, despite the fact that a preposition 
is often attached to the preceding verb during the formation of the verbal pivot, a 
general treatment for PP embedding has been implemented. Template insertions 
like these are triggered in case an error occurs in the pivot extension procedure and 
have been included for reasons of completeness. Extremely rare cases are marked 
with a footnote. 
o Examples contain the satellite to be substituted (displayed ins~de [ ] S A T ) ,  the original 
context and the new context (displayed inside [ ]c) .  
e X - A B  X expands into A and B 
X < A  X dominates A 
X + ( A < B ) C  X expands into A and C. A dominates B. 
CAT 
ADJP 
Contznued on next page 
"For NP,,, consult end of Table 
TAG 
- 
- 
Environment Context  
N P  < ADJP Np,epa 
default '[it seems16 ADJP' 
a "progresswe education" as it was once called a [far more lnterestlng 
and agreeable to teachers than is disciplined instruct ionla~jp '  + '[lt 
seemsjc [far mare interesting and agreeable to  teachers than is dlsm- 
plined i n s t r u c t ~ o n ) a ~ ~ p '  
LOC 
Environment Context  
all '[the man sings a songlc ADVP' 
all '[the man does it]c ADVP' 
'Mr Bush has been cnt>c>zrd regularly at home for moving [too 
slow and cautlously]n~vp' - '[the man does i t ]c  [too slow and 
cautrously]n~vp' 
all '[the man livesIc ADVP' 
the tremor was centered near Holhster, southeast of San Francisco, and 
was felt [as far as 200 miles a w a y l n ~ v p '  - '[the man lives]c [as far as 
200 miles a w a y l a ~ v p '  
default '[the man is  sleeping]^ ADVP' 
'one auto-lndustry umon leader s a ~ d  that they tned to  bu~ld  i t  [some- 
where else m Europe bes~des the  U K ] A D ~ P '  - '[the man is sleeplngjc 
lsomewhere else in Europe bes~des the U K.]ADVP' 
default CONJP [a  man]^ 
'[as well regmnal matters such as transportation and telecom- 
NP 1 SBJ I S < NP (head = PRP) PRPs are included in pivot" 
SBJ 
SBJ 
SBJ 
MNR 
MNR 
TMP 
S < NP (head = NN or NNP) 'NP [is  sleeping]^' 
'[Plerre V~nken, 61 years a l d l ~ p  wlll join the board as a nonexecutlve 
director Nov 29' + ‘(Pierre Vmken, 61 years  old]^^ [is sleepinglc' 
S < NP (head = NNS or 'NP [are sleepinglc' 
NNPS) 
'[four of the five surviving w a r k e r s ] ~ ~  have asbestos-related d~seases, 
lncludlng three wlth recently diagnosed cancer' - '[four of the five 
surviving workerslivp [are sleeplnglc' 
S < NP (default) 'NP [IS sleepinglc' 
VP < NP '[the man s l e p t ] ~  NP' 
'the thought of a llvlng player selling h ~ s  checks rubs some people [the 
wrong waylivp' i '[the man sleptlc [the wrong way]iv~ '  
S < NP '[, the man s l e p t ] ~  NP' 
'[that  way]^^ investors can essentially buy the funds w~thout  paytng 
the premlum' - '[that w a y l ~ p  [, the man sleptlc ' 
VP < NP '[the man s l e p t ] ~  NP' 
'the monthlv sales have been settine records levem month since - . - 
MarchINp' - '[the man sleptlc [every month since Marchlivp' 1 / TMP S < NP '[, the man s l e p t ] ~  NP' 
'[late yesterday]ivp Georg~a Gulf sard i t  reviewed the proposal as well as 
interests from thlrd parties' + '[late yesterdayl~p [, the  man sleptlc' 
P P  + VBG (PP < NP ) '[according to]c NP' 
'these mater~als are nothing short of sophisticated c r ~ b  sheets, accard~ng 
to [some recent academic researchlnp' 3 '[accardlng to]c [some recent 
academ~c  research]^^' 
P P  + VBN (PP < NP ) '[compared  with]^ NP' 
'Sterlmg's firm tone, combined wrth [a steady opening on Wall 
S t r e e t l ~ p  also tempted some Investors ..' i '[compared with10 [a 
steady apenlng on Wall S t r e e t l ~ p '  
P P  * VBG NP '[including]~ NP' 
'Jaguar shares skyrocketed yesterday, following [thelr temporary sus- 
penston on London's Stock Exchangelivp' - '[mclud~ng]c [ the~r  tem- 
porary suspenmon on London's Stock Exchangel~p '  
Conttnued on next page 
'A context for PRPs is meamngless due to  the fact that in the vast majonty of cases, PRPs are not 
exphcltly expressed in Spanish (aer*subject language). 
"For NP,,, consult end of Table 
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CAT 
PP 
PRN 
&p 
RRC 
TAG 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
TMP 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
Environment Context  
PP + JJ IN NP '[such as]c NP' 
'sales rase 5% a m ~ d  good growth in selected areas such as [banks and 
trading companies]~p' + ,[such as]c [banks and trading c o m p a n i e s ] ~ ~ '  
PP --r IN IN NP '[because ofIc NP' 
'that mcludes all the gas consumed in Ontario and Quebec, along with 
[the bulk of Canadian gas exports]np' --r '[because of]c [the bulk of 
Canadran gas exportslrup' 
PP < NP (default) '[the man dances withlc NP' 
'the stnke was hav~ng much of an effect on [other a~rline o p e r a t l o n s ] ~ ~ '  
- '[the man dances withlc [other alrllne operationsl~p' 
NP --, NP , NP (,) '[the man,lc NP' 
' . accord~ng to Brooke T. Mossman, [a professor in pathologyl~p' - 
'[the man,]c [a professor in p a t h o l o g y ] ~ ~ '  
VP < NP if NP = DOBJ '[the man is (not) 
eatinglC ' 
if NP = predicative: zero context 
'last month, the company's stock funds have averaged [a staggenng 
gam of 25%INp' - '[the man is eatmglc [a stagger~ng ain of 2 5 % ] ~ p '  
'after the voting debacle in parliament, I certainly wouldn't expect [an 
~mmediate resolut~an to anything],vp3 4 '[the man is not eetlnglc [an 
lmmedlate resolution to a n y t h l n g ] ~ ~ '  
'[Mr. Vlnken is] [chairman of Elsewer N V ]NP'  - 'Oe [cha~rman of 
Elsev~er N V.]NP' 
all '[the man sings a songlc PP' 
'compound yields assume reinvestment of div~dends and that the cur- 
rent yield continues [for a year]pp' - '[the man slngs a songlc [for a 
 year]^^' 
NP + NP , PP '[the man,lc PP' 
'but a takeover battle opens up the possibility of a b~ddlng war,] [w~th 
all that imphes]pp' - '[the  man,]^ [wlth all that implieslpp' 
NP < PP Npvepa 
VP < PP '[the man is  sleeping]^ PP' 
'Pierre Vinken, 61 years old, w~ll  join the board [as a nonexecutive 
dlrectorIpp' - '[the man is sleepmg]c [as a nonexecutlve dlrectorlpp' 
S < P P  'PP [the man is sleeping]cl 
'[ln the new position]pp he wlll oversee Mazda's U S  sales, servlce, 
parts and marketing operations' + '[in the new position]pp [the man 
is sleepmglc' 
NP < PRN context = NPrqa 
S < NP PRN context = NPTqa 
NP < QP 'QP  men]^' 
'[no fewer than 243qp country funds have been launched or registered 
with regulators' - '[no fewer than 24jqp [menlc' 
NP (head plural) < RRC '[the men, ]C RRC' 
'together wlth the 3.6 million shares [controlled by management 
d~rectors]anc ...' - '[the men, ]c [controlled by management 
d~rectors]nnc' 
NP (head singular) < RRC '[the man, ]c RRC' 
' "He makes snap judgements," says Kiyotaks Kon, [the art gallery's 
manager and Mr Morishita's secretaryjnnc' + '[the man, ]c [the art 
gallery's manager and Mr Morishita's secretarylnnc' 
Contznued o n  next  page 
- 
CAT 
-
S 
SBAR 
- 
TAG 
-
NOM 
ADV 
ADV 
- 
ADV 
TMP 
- 
- 
TPC 
Environment Context  
all 'S [is  good]^' 
'a Commonwealth Edison spokesman s a d  that [tracking down the two 
mill~on customersls would be an admin~stra t~ve nightmare' - 'ltracklng 
down the two mllilon customers]~ [IS goodlc' 
S before comma 'S [, the man is sleepingIc1 
' [ s t a n d ~ n ~  on a. shaded hillls, the school has educated many of South 
Carolma's best and blightest' - '[standing on a shaded hlllls [, the 
man is sleepmgjc' 
S after comma '[the man is  leep ping,]^ S' 
'pnor to  h ~ s  term, a teacher bled to  death in the  halls, [stabbed by a 
studentls' -+ '[the man is sleeping,]c [stabbed by a studentls' 
PP -r IN S Context = original preposition (IN) 
'spending on private construct~on was off 2 6%, w ~ t h  [no sector showing 
strengthls' - '[wlth]c [no sector showlng strengthls' 
VP < SBAR '[the man is/was slcepinglc SBAR' 
'moreover, there have been no orders for the Cray-3 so far [though 
the company is talklng w ~ t h  several prospects]s~an '  - '[the man is 
sleeplng]c [though the company is talking w ~ t h  several prospects]sann' 
VP < SBAR '[the man is/was s l e ~ p i n g ] ~  SBAR' 
'exports in October stood at  $ 5.29 billion, a mere 0 7% increase from 
a year earher, [whlle imports increased sharp ly ] s~an '  - '[the man was 
sleeplnglc' [whde ~mpor t s  lncreascd sharplylsaan 
VP < SBAR (direct speech) '[the man says/said]c SBAR' 
'after the meetmg, a Boeing spokeswoman s a ~ d  [a dellvery date for the 
planes is still being worked outIssnn' - '[the man sa>d]c [a delivery 
date for the planes is still being worked o u t l s o a ~ '  
S < SBAR 'SBAR [, the man is  sleeping]^' 
'[as word a t  the crlme spree has s p r e a d l s ~ a n  [, many agents have 
started changxng t h e ~ r  open-door policies]' - '[as word of the crlme 
spree has spreadjsaan [, the man is  sleeping.]^' 
NP < (SBAR << TO) 'Ithe man is writing a booklc SBAR' 
- 
' Seoul also has lnst~tuted effectwe orocedures lto a ~ d  these teamslsaan' . ~ - 
- '[the man is w n t ~ n g  a hookjc [to a ~ d  these teamsjsaan' 
NP < SBAR NPvep 
ADJP < (SBAR !< that) '[the man knows thatlc SBAR' 
'Mr Rey has been very careful slnce then t o  make sure [hls 
moves are  welcome]^^^^' - '[the man knows thatlc [hls moves are 
welcome]s~an'  
ADJP < (SBAR < that) '[the man knows]~ SBAR' 
'this picturc is about a m ~ d d l c a ~ e d  son who makes sure [that his de- 
layed bond wlth h ~ s  father will l a s t l s ~ a n '  - '[the man knowslc [that 
h e  delayed bond w ~ t h  his father wzll last]saan'  
P P  + IN SBAR '[the man knowsIc SBAR' 
'dependmg on [how far down you g a ] s ~ ~ ~ l  it may be d~fficult to  pay 
off that debt' - '[the man knowslc [how far down you golsaan'  
all VP [is  good]^ 
' [contr ihut~n~ to the market's reserved stancelvp was the  release later 
in the day of news data on the health of the U S  economy' - '[con- 
tributlng to  the market's reserved stancelvp 11s goadlc' 
Contznued on next page 
1 TAG I Environment Context  / - I head = VBG [the man is sleeplng,]~ VP 
'the asbestos fiber is unusually resll~ent once it enters the lungs, with 
even brief exposures to it [causmg symptoms that show up decades 
later]vp3 + '[the man is sleeplng,]c [causmg symptoms that show up 
decades laterlvp' 
S < VP (subject SG) [the manic VPa 
'[Plerre V~nken, 61 years old, ] [will join the boardlvp' -+ '[the manlc 
[will join the baardlvp' 
S < VP (subject PL) [the menIc VPa 
'[four of the five survlvlng workers] [have asbestos-related dlseaseslvp' 
+ '[the menlc [have asbestosrelated dlseaseslvp' 
S < V P < V P  mimic original syntactic environ- 
ment a 
S < V P < V P < V P  mimic original syntactic environ- 
menta 
ADJP + JJ (S < VP < VP) '[the man wants talc VP' 
'today's New England Journal of Medlcme, a forum llkely to [bring 
attention to the problemlvp' --t '[the man wants talc [bring attention 
to the  problem]^^' 
ADJP i JJ (SBAR + '[the man wants talc VP' 
WHNP (S < VP < VP)) 
. . 
'secunties firms have scrambled to find new ~roduc ts  that brokers find 
easy to [sell]vp3 i '[the man wants ta lc  [selllvp' 
NP i NP (head = NN) VP '[the man,]c VP' 
'tho new plant [located in Ch~nchon about 60 m~les from Seoullvp wlll 
help .. .' + '[the man,]c [located in Chinchon ahout 60 miles from 
Seoullvp' 
NP + NP (head = NNS) VP '[the  men,]^ VP' 
'the hrggest reason earnings dechned was a loss of production tlme and 
the tncreaslng costs [associated with a temporary maintenance closing 
and expanslo" of an alefins ~ l a n t l v p '  + '[the men,]c [assaaated with 
a temporary mamtenance clasmg and expansion of an olefins plantlvp' 
NP + NP (head = NNP) VP  j john,]^ VP' 
'GenCorp Inc , [hurt by a plant accldent and other unexpected costs]vp 
said it expects ...' + 'Uohn , ]~  [hurt by a plant accident and other 
unexpected costslvp' 
NP + NP (head = NNPS) VP 'bohn and Alex , ]~  VP' 
'Georgia Gulf added 1 314 to 51 1/4 after NL Industries, [controlled by 
Dallas ~nvestor Harold Slmmonslvp offered .' + 'bohn and Ale& 
[controlled by Dallas investor Harold S~mmanslvp' 
NP i NP VP (remaining) '[the  man,]^ VP' 
'Gary Hoffman, s Washlngtan lawyer [speclaliz~ng in mntellectual- 
property caseslvp, s a d  the threat . .' - '[the man,]c [spec~aliz~ng 
~n ~ntellectual-property caseslvp' 
X < NP (head = NN) Y '[the car - a car -  sugar]^ Y b  
'lt recaved approval to sell [the first foldable sllicone  lens]^^ [avail- 
able for cataract surgery]ao~p'  + '[the carlc [avadable for cataract 
s u r g e r y l a ~ ~ p '  
Contznued o n  next  page 
"Backaff code in case verbal pwot handling fads. 
'Mlmlc definlte artlcle, indefin~te article, mass noun environment. 
'Lar!l!.ar,d, Inc ,,;[th~unlt]nrp [ttiat makes ~ & t  cigar$ttes]s~~~,?tapped, '. 
nsmgcroc~dahte 1:. ' - '[the carlc [that makes Kent &garettes]kila~' 
'Saud!prabla vowed to enact [a copyright law]n~p.[campat~ble.with 
~nternational standardslau~p' + 'la carlc icom~atlble w ~ t h  interna- 
. .  - - 
tioF&l~itandFdsjTDYp' , , 
' !1, " ' I  'shartS;:m~turities are corkhered [ & s l g n ] ~ p  [of rlslni ;ateslip -- '[a , - ~ "  
carlc [of i tslng ra&es]pp' 
'it aisiwould reamre the acquiring party to  provide [all  information]^^ 
[relevaat t? determini"g,the $ent of the a c q u ~ s ~ t ~ o , n ] x , ~ ~ p '  t ,:[sugar]c! 
, ,, [relevant to dete<mining the ~ntent  of the'$cquisition]&i~$' ' '  
X < NP-(head = NNS) Y ' '[the cXrs]c' - 
'the Fed should guard against system~c nsk, but not against [the 
r lsk~1.v~ [~nherent m ~ndlvidual s t o c k s ] a ~ ~ p '  -+ '[the carsIc [ m e t  
I" Individual stockS]nu~p' 
'system~rde sales, whtch ~ncludes [salesl~p [at franchisee as well 
a s  company-owned stores]pp . ' -+ '[the carslc [at company-owned 
storeslpp' 
-X <-NP-thead,= NNP) Y , '[JohnIc' I 
, b ~ -  ' .  
'Mr. Rapanell, has s a ~ d  the government of [president Carlos men em]^^ I ;.' [who took office July 8 1 s ~ ~ ~  . ' - ' [ J ~ h n ] ~ '  [who took office July 
8 1 s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  . . , , 1, 
X , < N P ' ( . ~ ~ ~ ~ = : N N ' P S ) , $  :7 , '~<oh~i '%d+l i+x]~ '  , .  , , ,  ' ".~ ,, :vi,l $ 
. .. 
1 t 
, , 
'hawever, unl~ke:[Messrs Graedel and,Crutzen] [whoare both pioneers . ,: . *. 
in thestudy of attrposphcrlc c h i r n ~ s t r y l s s ~ i  ' -.'[John and Ale~]ldi I- 
. , [who.+ both,.pioFeers in the st"dy of atmospheric ckmistry]S&ir ., + ,.a. . I  -""; 8 .  
X < Np y, defiuit: :;fl.,, , ;:,+;,,L[the,dar]c?', :,.., '. ,,I,*;,. c',! ' ~ f i  +i," '!$'f,'"'~, t'* ? ' .  .,\, ' .. ' , 
. , .. 
'dudoi i~gnew, 55 years old ahd [farmer c~a;rman]nr'p [of Cons~Ldated , ,$,:c 
.% 
Gold Flklds,PLC]au~p . .' - '[the carlc' [of Consolidated Gold @Ids 
.- 
s: 
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Appendix F 
Implementation: Class Diagram 
Chunk Context 
Parameters 
Translation 
Inputbooster 
MT Engine li4
Figure F.l: Implementation of TransBooster Application (Java version J2SE 
5.0) class diagram. 
BoosterMain reads in the user options and starts the program execution. 
Booster  reads Input data from a text file and coordinates the execution of the algor~thm. 
Parameters  reads parameters from a text file and passes them on to Booster. 
InputBooster  converts a Penn-I1 Treebank tree into a collection of TransHooster Nodes 
or ( TNodes). 
T N o d e  is a data structure representing a TransBooster Node and executes the main 
decomposition/recomposition algorithms at node level. 
Identi ty contains information about TNode (head, adjunct or argument) and indicates 
its pos~tion in source and target 
CatInfo contains the origmal Penn-I1 Treebank mformation for each TNode 
Coverage produces several forms of lexical coverage of a TNode. 
StringTools contains a number of useful String man~pulating methods spec~fic to Trans- 
Booster. 
Annota tor  annotates each non-head TNode with argumentladjunct mformation 
HeadFinder finds the head of a TNode. 
PivotFindor finds the pivot of a TNode. 
Substi tut ion selects and stores static and dynamic Substitution Variables for satellites. 
Context  embeds a satellite in a static and dynamic context template. 
Chunk 1s a data structure that stores p~vot skeletons and satell~tes embedded in 
static/dynamic context templates Chunk extracts the translation of each 
pivot/satellite from the translations of the embedded strings and passes the ex- 
tracted translation to TNode 
Translation interfaces Chunk with the baseline MT engine. 
Table F.l provides additional information about the amount of language-dependent 
code in the classes Note that the vast major~ty of the language-dependent code 1s related 
to the source language, not to the target language. Only a limited number of methods 
regardmg string retrieval in target are target language dependent. Column Class contains 
each of the relevant classes in the apphcation. Colurnn Degree specifies the degree to which 
the class is language-dependent ('none', 'low', 'medium' or 'high'). Column Comments 
contains further information on the language-dependent elements in each class. 
Class I Degree 1 Comments 
BoosterMain 1 none I Lannuatre ~ndeuendent. 
Parameters 
Booster 
Contznued on next page 
none 
none 
- - 
Language independent. 
Language independent 
/ TNode 
Annotator 
HeadFinder 
Identity 
CatInfo 
Coverage 
StringTools 
PivotFinder 
Substitution 
Chunk 
Degree 
low 
low 
high 
high 
none 
none 
none 
medium 
high 
high 
none 
Table F.l: Language-dependent vs Language-independent Elements in Trans- 
Booster 
Comments 
Input = Penn-I1 tree. Source languages # English have to 
be parsed into Penn-like tree structures. 
The main code for decomposition/recomposition is not lan- 
guage specific but depends on the correct identification and 
posterior processing of pivots, satellites and their SVs. 
The distinction between arguments and adjuncts is input 
language specific. 
Head-finding rules are input language specific. 
Language independent. 
Language independent. 
Language independent. 
Most of the string manipulation methods in this class are 
language specific. 
The finding of a correct pivot is input language specific 
SSVs and DSVs are input language specific. 
This class relies on a correct identification of translation 
chunks and their contexts. The code itself is language inde- 
pendent. 
Context 
Translation 
high 
none 
Static and Dynamic contexts are highly language specific. 
Language independent. 
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